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'Lost boy' found
After a dark past, a Sudanese
refugee hopes for a brighter
future.
By DEEPA BHARATH
THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

Daniel Akech Thiong on Graduation Day.

Daniel Akech Thiong remembers the pain.
The pain you feel when the back of your
orn off. It's as if a glove that's attached to
your body is ripped off the bones - mu~ n~o~•"'ndons, skin and all.
The 24-year-old University of San Diego student felt that pain when a sport utility vehicle rolled
over on the 1-8 Freeway not far from the campus. Daniel had borrowed a friend's SUV to
practice for his driving test.
It happened exactly two years ago - June 7, 2004 . A triple major in mathematics, philosophy
and theology, he was pretty much a straight-A student until that point. Now doctors were
talking about amputating his left hand.
It took seven surgeries to save what was left of his hand, and what it meant was more pain.
Excruciating, I-wish-they'd-cut-my-hand-off pain. Doctors grafted skin from his thighs to his
hand, to put the "glove" back on. Graduation day seemed decades away.
But deep down , Daniel knew there was no way he was going to just lie on his back, stare at
the ceiling and curse at his misfortunes, which threatened to collapse his entire universe right
at the time when things were getting to be normal and stable.
"I was looking for inspiration, for courage," he says .
Daniel only had to look back to a time - barely five years before - when he was dodging
grenades, hiding in the jungles of East Africa, scavenging bushes for food and could barely
speak English .
He had walked through the gates of hell and survived.
And he didn't come this far to give up on his dream - his life .
•••

Daniel was born in 1983 to a Dinka family in southern Sudan. It was the year war broke out
between the Muslims in northern Sudan and the Christians in the south . Daniel's father fought
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for the Sudanese Liberation Army, often leaving his family behind .
/

The River Nile, which flowed down from Uganda, divided Dinka land in two, providing fertile
land and miles and miles of swamps shrouded by tall trees and thick shrubbery.
The boys and men looked after their cattle and cultivated small patches of maize and sorghum.
The women and girls mostly stayed home, cooked and cleaned .
"If you were a Dinka boy, your ambition was to become a good cattle keeper," says Daniel.
By the time Daniel was 5, the war had intensified. Attacks were frequent, sudden and violent.
And one night, it happened in Daniel's village .
"We were sleeping," he says. "When we heard the noise, we just got up and ran - screaming,
naked."
Daniel's mother, three sisters and a brother ran in one direction. Daniel and his older brother,
Diing, then 8, ran in another direction. The two brothers joined a large group of other children
who were later labeled by the United Nations as "the lost boys."
"The boys were separated because they would be out herding the cattle when the attacks
broke out," Daniel says.
Thousands of these lost boys stuck together as they moved eastward toward Ethiopia, making
their way through swamps that allowed them to hide from the enemy. A month after the attack
on their home, Daniel and his brother were separated. Now, he was all alone.
United Nations workers helped set up camps for the boys. But soon the enemy would spot
them and launch an attack.
Sometimes, airplanes would shower bombs, sometimes food. Hungry children would look
skyward and run in droves toward the airplanes thinking they were going to catch some food.
"But then, they'd get killed," Daniel says. "It wasn't easy to look at that."
Every day, he wondered about his parents, brothers and sisters. Were they alive? Were they
captured by the guerrillas? Sometimes, his vivid imagination proved torturous.
But Daniel was a survivor. Early in the morning, he'd suck dew drops off the leaves and
flowers . Later in the day, he'd scout the jungle for edible leaves and fruit, mostly mango. For
fun, the boys would play hide-and-seek, wrestle or play soccer with balls made from socks
stuffed with plastic bags.
This was Daniel's life for 12 years.

•••
In 1998, Daniel found his way to Kakuma, the largest camp for the lost boys in Kenya . It was
there that he saw his brother, Diing, again. They didn't recognize each other after 10 years of
separation. Daniel was now 15 and his brother, 18.

2
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At the Kakuma camp, Daniel began his formal education . Learning seemed to come naturally
to him. In two years, he jumped from fourth to eighth grade.
When he turned 17, U.S. immigration officials interviewed Daniel to see if he qualified for
asylum in the United States. Daniel was selected as one of 3,000 boys to receive U.S.
citizenship. He flew out of the Kaku ma camp with 91 others on a small plane.
"I was scared to death," he says. "It was my first flight."
Daniel and some of the other boys were brought to San Diego and given jobs at SeaWorld. But
Daniel wanted an education. He completed a GED program and got his high school diploma in
six weeks. Daniel admits he gets crazed when it comes to learning.
"I always felt that if my people had been more educated they could've won the war sooner," he ·
says. "I became obsessed with learning."
Daniel got into the University of San Diego, a Catholic university, with a scholarship.
The accident that nearly took his hand was just another forest to conquer, which he did.
On May 26 , Daniel graduated with a bachelor's degree in theology and mathematics.
But next week, Daniel will fly back to Sudan to be reunited with his parents, three sisters and
two brothers. He hasn't seen them in 19 years.
Daniel found his family in 2003, thanks to Red Cross volunteers. When Daniel called his
parents, his mother was first to talk. She didn't believe it was Daniel on the other end. He
reassured her many times, and then she fell quiet. A few seconds later, all he heard was loud
sobbing .
Daniel says it will be "a little strange" when he goes back to Sudan. He'll fly to Nairobi, Kenya,
meet his mother and brother there and then catch a little airplane that will land on a dirt strip in
his village.
He's a changed man now, who no longer dreams about being a top-notch cattle keeper but
hopes to teach math at an American university in a few years. He speaks clear English, drives
a 1993 lnfiniti and enjoys Mexican food.
But in many ways, he's still Sudanese. He runs 20 miles a day - a little habit he developed in
the jungle. He seeks out his native food, a rare find in San Diego. He still reads the Dinka
Bible.
His trip back home is his "personal Thanksgiving holiday."
"I thought it would never come," he says, "but I waited for it."

Contact the writer: 714-445-6685 or dbharath@ocre ister.com
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Success in San Diego for South Tahoe grad
Provided to the Tribune
June 19, 2007

Erika Layne Schimmel, daughter of Robert and Sheri
Schimmel of South Lake Tahoe, graduated May 27
from the University of San Diego with summa cum
laude honors. Her parents, sister, aunt, and grand
parents attended the ceremony and had a wonderful
weekend of celebration followed by moving her into
her new apartment in preparation for a job with San
Diego Gas & Electric Company as a contracting
agent.
Erika's three years included being a resident hall
association president, a member of Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority, and a member of Delta Sigma Pi
professional business fraternity. She also had internships with a mortgage/real estate company and
the American Heart Association, and earned extra money in professional modeling and restaurant
jobs.
Erika graduated in the top 8 percent of her class at South Tahoe High in 2004 after four years that
included participating in Leadership, SMILE, drama (plays and musicals), peer counseling, Avid
tutoring, yearbook, and a variety of advanced placement courses. She also participated in the varsity
sports of softball, volleyball, and cheer leading, but only continued softball for one season in college
due to its tremendous time commitment.
Living and working in San Diego are Erika's current interests as she hopes to move up in the business
world over the next few years.
Ultimately, family is the most important aspect of her life along with her abiding faith in Jesus Christ,
and she hopes to have a family of her own eventually.
BACK._
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Anna Jankowski graduated with honors
from the University of San Diego on May 27.
Jankowski, who earned a bachelor's degree
in sociology, graduated magna cum laude.
At USO she was a member of several
honors societies including Phi Beta Kappa
and Alpha Kappa Delta. She was a volunteer
with the Manchester Child Development
Center at USO and did tutoring at an
elementary school in the USO neighborhood .
She was also a student leader for USD's
Center for Community Service-Learning .
She has accepted a position a_s a teen
Janowski poses in full graduation
pregnancy and prevention proiect_health .
regalia at the May 27
educator with the Metro Community Provider commencement ceremony in San
Network.
Diego.
Provided by; Liz Harman

Jankowski is a 2003 graduate of George
Washington High School. Her parents are
Nancy Connick and David Jankowski.
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Newsy tidbits from around Laguna Hills
and Lake Forest
Newsy tidbits from Laguna Hills and Lake Forest.
By ALEJANDRA MOLINA
STAFF WRITER
SCHOOL NEWS
LAGUNA HILLS The Saddleback Valley Unified School District board this week announced
the appointments of several management positions.

- Allan Mucerino, who twice won California Distinguished School awards as principal of La
Paz Intermediate, will be the next principal of El Toro High. He takes over for David Ellick.
- Sam Oramas has been named the new assistant principal at Laguna Hills High. Oramas is
currently the Dean of Students at Temple City High. Oramas has a law degree from Brigham
Young University as well as a degree in mechanical engineering. Before becoming an
administrator, he taught math for 10 years.
- Jonathan Kaplan, currently the assistant principal at Serrano Intermediate, will now lead
San Joaquin Elementary School. Kaplan was also a teacher in Anaheim, where he taught
first, second, fourth and fifth grades.
- Laura Canzone is currently the acting principal at Lomarena Elementary, replacing Ed
MacNevin who moved to the Technology Department. Laura was initially hired as an
assistant principal for Melinda Heights Elementary School in 2004. She began her teaching
career in Orange Unified as a third, and then fifth grade teacher.
PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
LAKE FOREST El Toro High School senior Shea Quinn was awarded a tuition scholarship
at The Art Institute of California-Orange County Scholarship Competition awards luncheon
on June 9. Quinn placed fourth and was awarded a $2,000 scholarship. Quinn's will study
graphic design.
LAGUNA HILLS Ashlee Mate graduated with honors from the University of San Diego on
May 27. She graduated magna cum laude and earned a bachelor's degree in liberal studies
with a concentration in history.
6
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At USO, she was a member of the Ambassadors Club and participated in community
service learning projects at San Diego elementary schools.
(

Mate is a 2003 graduate of Laguna Hills High School and will now be teaching with the
Irvine Unified School District.
LAGUNA HILLS Council member Joel Lautenschleger was elected vice chair of the San
Joaquin Hills Agency.

The Board of the San Joaquin Hills Transportation Corridor Agency elected new leadership
to serve starting July 1.
The Toll Roads are operated by the Foothill/Eastern and San Joaquin Hills Transportation
Corridor agencies. Fifty-one miles of the toll road system are complete, including the San
Joaquin Hills (73) Toll Road from Newport Beach to San Juan Capistrano; and the Foothill
(241) and Eastern (241, 261, and 133) Toll Roads from the 91 Freeway to south Orange
County.
REACHING QUORUM
LAKE FOREST II Last Wednesday, Lake Forest II members reached quorum for the first
time in three years with over a third of the membership submitting ballots by mail or signing
proxies.

Members completed the return of ballots and proxies for a second time after failing to reach
a quorum on June 6, when just over 700 members voted.
It is estimated that the member voter count will be about 1,300 once all the proxy signatures
are validated.
All ballots will be counted, and the election results announced, on an undetermined
Saturday in July.
EVENTS
LAKE FOREST Coaches and players from the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim baseball
team will hold a free baseball clinic from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday at Heroes Park,
25420 Jeronimo Road. The clinic is open to children ages 4 and over and is sponsored by
Bank of America. Registration begins at 9 a.m. at the park and participants can get
giveaways and autographs throughout the morning. Information: 949-461-3450.
LAKE FOREST Lisa Horuczi Markus, of Aliso Viejo, will sign copies of her new book "Living
A Blessed Life: Walking in Faith, Growing in Wealth," from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday at
Sonshine Christian Stores, 24350 Swartz Dr. The event is part of the store's annual
Summer Reading Kick-off. Information: call 949-855-6711 or visit
www.sonshinechristianstores.com.
LAKE FOREST The city is hosting an Intermediate School "Glow" Dance from 6 to 10 p.m.
on Saturday, June 23 at the Lake Forest Community Center. Admission is $5. A limited
amount of tickets will be sold at the door. Information: call 949-282-5202 or e-mail
mvillasenor@ci.lake-forest.ca.us.
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Heinsohn graduates from USD
SAN DIEGO- On May 27, Taylor Heinsohn graduated from the University of San Diego with a bachelor's
degree in psychology. Heinsohn is a 2002 graduate ofFallbrook High School; her mother is Scotty Branson
and her father is Stephen L. Heinsohn.
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Nicholas Severson of Poway
graduated from the Universi of San
Diego, May 27. He earned a Bache
1or's'T)egree in Sociology. He received
several awards at USO, including the
Bishop Maher Catholic Leadership
Scholarship University Service Award
and the Commitment to Diversity and

Inclusion award. He is listed in the
's Who Among American Colnts." Severson is the first in
graduate from college .
in event plannin g
attend graduate
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President Mary E. Lyons (front, center) with the honorees. Front (1-r): Linda D. Urden '89
(D.N.Sc.), Jean (Hicks) Miller '59 (B.A.), Rebecca C. (Haddock) Smith '93 (M .Ed.), Christine
Schanes '69 (B.A.); back (1-r): Jose L. Noriega '92 (B.B.A.), Jebediah Dougherty '97
(8.8.A.), Timothy Luberski '73 (B.A.), Leonard Armato '78 (J.0.), Ali Reza Arabnia '87
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Web address: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/06/070621140754.htm

Your source for the latest research news
Source: University of California - San Diego
Date: June 21, 2007

More on: Global Warming, Geography, Climate, Nature.
Oceanography, Fish

Antarctic Icebergs: Hotspots Of Ocean Life
Science Daily - Global climate change is causing Antarctic ice shelves to shrink and split apart,
yielding thousands of free-drifting icebergs in the nearby Weddell Sea. According to a new study in
this week's journal Science these floating islands of ice -- some as large as a dozen miles across -are having a major impact on the ecology of the ocean around them, serving as "hotspots" for ocean
life, with thriving communities of seabirds above and a web of phytoplankton, krill, and fish below.
The icebergs hold trapped terrestrial material, which they release far out
at sea as they melt. The researchers discovered that this process
produces a "halo effect" with significantly increased phytoplankton, krill
and seabirds out to a radius of more than two miles around the icebergs.
They may also play a surprising role in global climate change .
"One important consequence of the increased biological productivity is
that free-floating icebergs can serve as a route for carbon dioxide
drawdown and sequestration of particulate carbon as it sinks into the
deep sea," said oceanographer Ken Smith of the Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute (MBARI), first author and principal investigator for the
research .
"While the melting of Antarctic ice shelves is contributing to rising sea
levels and other climate change dynamics in complex ways , this
additional role of removing carbon from the atmosphere may have
implications for global climate models that need to be further studied,"
added Smith.

Icebergs hold trapped terrestrial material,
which they release far out at sea as they melt.
(Credit: Nicolle Rager Fuller, National Science
Foundation)

To understand the icebergs' complex impacts, the multidisciplinary team
of researchers carried out the most comprehensive study ever done of
individual icebergs and their immediate environment, taking a wide array
of measurements -- physical, biological and chemical , and using satellite images provided by NASA.

At the same time , the wealth of data brought new challenges in how to manage this avalanche of information. "The whole
is definitely greater than the sum of the parts, and to answer questions across the different areas from ecology to
chemistry and climate , scientists need access to all the data," explained researcher John Helly of the San Diego
Supercomputer Center (SDSC) at UC San Diego who managed the data. "And we need to reliably harvest this information
at sea, thousands of miles from our shore-based labs, and to preserve it as a unique snapshot of these iceberg
ecosystems at this point in history."
Using SDSC-developed technologies, Helly collected the data using the SIOExplorer-in-a-Box digital library system and
then stored the information in collections at SDSC for access and analysis by scientists now and in the future .
Just getting to the icebergs was a challenge. First the scientists used satellite images to select two icebergs to study in
detail. Then they sailed aboard the Antarctic research vessel Laurence M. Gould to reach their targets in the remote
Weddell Sea, an arm of the Southern Atlantic Ocean that cuts into the Antarctic continent southeast of Cape Horn. The
icebergs in the study were up to a dozen miles long and more than 120 feet high, with one extending nearly 1,000 feet into
the depths.
Despite the risks of getting close to these mountains of ice -- which can shed huge pieces or overturn without warning -the scientists began their shipboard sampling mere hundreds of feet from the icebergs and continued out to a distance of
some five miles, where the icebergs' influence was no longer detectable.
"Phytoplankton around the icebergs was enriched with large diatom cells, known for their role in productive systems such
as upwelling areas of the west coast of the U.S. or ice-edge communities in polar oceans. As diatoms are the preferred
food for krill, we expect the changes in phytoplankton community composition to favor grazing as a key biological process
involved in carbon sequestration around free-floating icebergs," said oceanographer Maria Vernet from Scripps Institution
of Oceanography at UC San Diego, one of the members of the research team.
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"We used a small, remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to explore the submerged sides of the icebergs and the waters
between the bergs and where the ship was, standing off at a safe distance," said Bruce Robison of MBARI, an
oceanographer and ROV pilot. "We flew the ROV into underwater caves and to the undersides of the icebergs, identifying
and counting animals with its color video camera , collecting samples, and surveying its topography."
Based on their new understanding of the impacts of the icebergs and their growing numbers -- the researchers counted
close to 1,000 in satellite images of some 4,300 square miles of ocean -- the scientists estimate that overall the icebergs
are raising the biological productivity of nearly 40 percent of the Weddell Sea's area.
In addition to Smith , Robison , Vernet and Helly, the study's authors include Henry Ruhl of MBARI, Ronald Kaufmann of
the University of San Diego, Timothy Shaw and Benjamin Twining of the University of South Carolina. These preliminary
results were gathered as part of a small exploratory study funded by the National Science Foundation's Office of Polar
Programs. Many research questions remain to be answered about the role of icebergs in the pelagic ecosystem of the
Southern Ocean. This research is funded to continue these studies in 2008 and 2009 .
Note: This story has been adapted from a news release issued by University of California - San Diego.

Copyright© 1995-2007 ScienceDaily LLC - All rights reserved - Contact: editor@sciencedaily.com
About This Site I Editorial Staff I Awards & Reviews I Contribute News I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use
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HEADLINE: Shooting case has border agents on edge
BYLINE: Daniel Gilbert Contributor to The Christian Science Monitor
DATELINE: Artesia, N.M.
BODY:

The US border agent stands tense, gun drawn, while an illegal border-crosser from Mexico curses at
him in Spanish and reaches into her purse.
"Don't move!" shouts the agent, but the woman keeps digging through the purse, suddenly
brandishing ... (bang!) ... a long knife.
The agent's shot is high and to the left, appearing as a blue dot on the projection screen. The simulated
encounter is over, and Ricardo Gonzalez wipes sweat from his forehead. "I did not want to
underestimate her," the trainee tells the superviser administering the test.
At the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) in Artesia, N.M., 200 miles from the border
with Mexico, newly minted border patrol agents take their final exam on the use of lethal force. It's a
part of border security that has lately been a bone of contention between agents in the field and top
managers, especially now that border violence is on the rise and US agents are at greater risk of coming
under attack.
"A lot of agents on the border right now feel a heightened sense of anxiety because of the increase in
violence," says David Shirk, director of the Trans-Border Institute at the University of Sao Diego.
They "are encountering heavily armed and very dangerous criminals. and they may be a little more
trigger-happy."
At the center of the storm over use of force are two border patrol agents in west Texas who, in January,
began serving prison time for shooting and wounding a drug smuggler as he fled toward Mexico and
then covering up evidence. Their case has become a cause celebre for ardent proponents of a border
crackdown, conservative bloggers, and some lawmakers in Congress - there was even a petition to the
White House to prevent the agents' incarceration.
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But for field agents, the case goes deeper, chilling both their willingness to use deadly force and their
morale, says T.J. Bonner, president of the National Border Patrol Council, the union that represents
11,000 nonsupervisory personnel at the agency. A more recent case of a border patrol agent in Arizona,
charged in April with the first-degree murder of a Mexican national, has the potential to intensify
agents' misgivings, he says.
The union leader, an agent based in San Diego, explained in a recent phone interview the rank-and-file's
main concern: " 'Ifl fire at this guy, am I going to have the backing of the guys above me?' That split
second can mean the difference between life and death."
Agents are now more likely to avoid situations in which they might have to use deadly force, adds Mr.
Bonner. "There's a very real fear about going the extra mile. That's a clear sentiment."
Agents' discontent coincides with agency efforts to add 6,000 personnel to the border patrol - and also
with a spike in assaults on agents along parts of the border.
Nationwide, attacks on agents since October rose 3 percent over the same period a year earlier. But in
the Yuma sector in western Arizona, a hotbed of smuggling activity, they've jumped 56 percent.
Officials say the new level of violence is proof that the border patrol's beefed-up presence - a pillar of
the Bush administration's plan to secure the border - is making smugglers more desperate.
In this context, Bonner says, morale among field agents has been deteriorating - and that the case of the
jailed agents, Jose Compean and Ignacio Ramos, is a "big factor." In February - after the two began
serving 12- and 11-year sentences, respectively - the union leadership unanimously voted "no
confidence" in border patrol chief David Aguilar, the first such resolution in the union's 42-year history.
In listing its grievances, the union cited the Ramos and Compean case, faulting the agency and
government for "believing the perjured allegations of criminals over the sworn testimony of innocent
border patrol agents." The union's position is that the agents were guilty of "administrative missteps,"
not a crime.
To the US prosecutor who tried the case, the missteps were the most telling clues of wrongdoing. "The
damning piece of evidence is they shot 15 times and tried to cover it up," says US attorney Johnny
Sutton of the 2005 incident. The circumstances of the case are these: On the afternoon of Feb. 17, 2005,
Mr. Ramos and Mr. Compean were alerted that a van heading north into Fabens, Texas, had just fled an
attempted traffic stop by a border patrol agent. The two joined the pursuit of Osvaldo Aldrete Davila,
who had turned the van - which was loaded with marijuana - back toward Mexico. Mr. Davila
abandoned the van when it became stuck in the dirt and was apprehended by Compean, at gunpoint, in
a ditch between Mexico and the US. Accounts differ about whether there was a scuffle, but Davila was
running into Mexico when Ramos and Compean saw a shiny black object in his hand, according to their
testimony. The agents fired 15 shots at the retreating smuggler, hitting him once. Davila escaped, and
claimed later in court that he was not armed. The agents picked up the empty shells and did not give an
oral report, required whenever an agent discharges a weapon. The two agents were convicted in March
2006 by a federal jury in El Paso. Davila testified against them, receiving immunity from prosecution
for drug smuggling.
Mr. Sutton disputes any claim that the government isn't supportive of law-enforcement officers. "Some
people try to imply we don't back up border patrol agents .... We do back them up ... when they come
forward and explain in good faith what they did." Sutton notes 14 cases in his west Texas district over
the past nine years in which border agents who shot suspects - killing them in four incidents - were
cleared after explaining the need for lethal force.
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Justification for shooting to kill, say officials, is an agent's perception of imminent danger. "You shoot
because you believe your life is in danger, or the life of an innocent third party," says Kevin
McMichael, a superviser of firearms training at FLETC, where trainees spend 16 weeks. Recruits are
trained to react subconsciously, he says. "But you're still going to be judged on anything you do. "They
are also taught to gauge a suspect's resistance - from compliant to passive to active - in deciding on an
appropriate level of force. When a suspect with a gun in his belt wheels suddenly, or when a woman
brandishes an object from her purse, agents must assess how their own physical strength stacks up
against the suspect's.
Though rising violence on the border can also influence an agent's decision to use force, it does not
necessarily follow that the agency's policy needs revising, says Armand Peschard-Sverdrup, director of
the Mexico Project at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington. Cases of agents
misusing deadly force are too few to suggest that the policy is flawed, he says. "You're going to end up
having incidents ... given the conditions, the frequency of crossing, and the wide range of individuals
border patrol agents come across," says Mr. Peschard-Sverdrup. But "there haven't been enough
incidents to warrant a change."
Even if policing the border is riskier now, Mr. Gonzalez, the trainee at FLETC, is OK with that. He will
join the Laredo sector in Texas when he graduates from the academy.
"It's a secure job," he says, explaining his motivation to become an agent. "Right now, .. . we need to
enforce [the border] more than ever. Plus, I like the action."
(c) Copyright 2007. The Christian Science Monitor
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Torrey Pines student tries for gold
Torrey Pines High School senior
Henry Tung already has one gold
medal from the 2006 International
Physics Olympiad. Now he's looking
for one in chemistry.
Tung is one of just 20 students
chosen from around the country to
compete for a spot on the U.S.
Chemistry Olympiad team.
He will attend the U.S. National
Chemistry Study Camp at the U.S.
Air Force Academy from June 3-17.
Four of the 20 will be selected for the
U.S. team that will compete at the
39th
annual
International
Chemistry Olympiad competition in
Moscow in July.
His parents are Henti and Peisha
Tung of Torrey Pines.

-
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Tung hopes the second time's the
charm for his chance to make the
chemistry team. He placed in the top
20 nationwide and attended the
study camp two years ago after his
freshman year in high school. Last
year he chose to compete for the
Physics Olympiad and won a gold
medal at the competition in
Singapore.
"Going to the chemistry camp will
be a good jump start to what I'm
going to be learning in college," said
Tung, who will attend Harvard
University in the fall.
Tung is prepping for the camp by
reading a stack of books and a list of
study topics. The competition
includes both exams and a laborato-

ry portion where students perform
an experiment. The lab portion
requires quickness and manual dexterity.
"For me, the experiments are the
most troublesome," Tung said. "It's
easy to mix things wrong or to lose
track of time."
The Chemistry Olympiad begins
at the local level where about 11,000
students across the country take the
preliminary exam. Some 900 students are then chosen for a rigorous
six-hour exam to select the 20 students to try out for the U.S. team.
The University of San Diego and
the San Diego Section of the
American Chemical Society sponsor
the competition locally.
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Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit called 'only exhibition of its kind'
By TIFFANY STECKER, The Daily Transcript
Thursday, June 28, 2007
In one of the most anticipated museum events of the year, the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit opens Friday at the
Natural History Museum in Balboa Park.
The collection is culled from the Israel Antiquities Authority and the Jordan Department of Antiquities. Additional
documents were borrowed from the National Libray of Russia , the British National Library, the Ecole Biblique
Archaeologique in Jerusalem and the San Diego Public Library's Wagenheim room .
This is the first time Jordanian authorities have allowed the copper
scroll , one of the best-preserved and most significant artifacts in the
exhibit, to appear outside of the country .
''This is the only (exhibition) like this," said Mick Hager, president and
CEO of the museum . "And possibly, the only one that will be like this
because of the difficulty in borrowing the Jordanian and Russian
material."
The scrolls have been called one of the 20th century's most significant
archaeological discoveries. Found in caves surrounding the Dead Sea
beginning in 1947, the artifacts date from 250 B.C. to 68 A.O .
A part of the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit at
the San Diego Natural History Museum.
Photo: Robin Scott

Subjects are primarily interpretations of
Biblical texts, including liturgy that is still
used today . Scrolls also highlight
everyday details of the ancient Qumran community that once lived around the
shores of the Dead Sea . The scrolls were written in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek.
The six-month exhibit will showcase 27 manuscripts, 1O of which have never
been exhibited before.
The exhibition will coincide with the largest gathering of biblical scholars in the
world in San Diego come November: conventions for the Society of Biblical
Literature and the American Academy of Religion .
So far, this is the only exhibition of its kind in the state, and Hager said he
expects it will attract visitors from throughout the Southwest and all around
California- more than 450,000 attendees over six months, according to estimates.

Mick Hager, president and
CEO of the museum. Photo:
Robin Scott

Susan Bruinzeel , director of market intelligence for the San Diego Convention
and Visitors Bureau , added that the long run of the exhibit will help spur tourism during the slower months.
"Summer's our peak travel season , we'll go into December with fewer
travelers," said Bruinzeel. "It'll help us during the shoulder season of fall
and winter."
Local philanthropists Joan and Irwin Jacobs announced a gift of $1
million this past December, one-sixth of the total cost of hosting the
exhibition. The museum received a total of $3 million in contributions for
the exhibit, and hopes to finance the remaining $3 million with ticket
sales.
A part of the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit at
the San Diego Natural History Museum.
Photo: Robin Scott

"If we reach our 450,000 visitors, we'll net several million dollars," said
Hager.

Membership has increased 200 percent in the past for the museum, a
jump Hager attributes to the completion of renovations and the "Fossil Mysteries" exhibit.
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To keep with the theme of natural history, the museum has developed an adjoining exhibit on the geography and
biological culture of Israel and the Dead Sea, DNA and chemical analysis for the dating of artifacts, the scientific
method used to analyze the scrolls and paleography-the evolution of handwriting.
"We're a natural science museum, and it comes out," said Hager. He is unsure whether the Museum of Man was
contacted to host the exhibit, but said that it has its own Copper Age exhibit this summer.
The collection came to the Natural History Museum through a series of discussions and connections between the
museum and staff at San Diego State University, the University of California, San Diego and the University of
San Diego.
Discussions for the exhibit began three years ago.
Th is is the first time in 60 years that the Jordanian and Israeli collections are featured together.
"It's really a significant and historic event that we are exhibiting manuscripts from Israel and Jordan in the same
room together," said Nancy Owens Renner, exhibit developer. "It's a beautiful expression of how history and
culture can transcend the present tensions in our world ."
Admission tickets range from $20 to $28, with discounts for members, seniors, student, military and groups.
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or www.simayspace.com
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,-Applying neurosciellce
to business
and public policy
By John Christianson and Marc Lampe

he revolutionary research and
wondrous discoveries of neuroscience offer fresh insights into
the conduct of business and,
in particular, business ethics.
These frontier require a rethinking of public policy in business and economics.
First we need to consider the state of
modern business ·and business ethics.
_r"Q,<;Qm~ta nt with the world of bu iness
I ,.
others.
Researchers have identified another set of mental
mechanisms that we call
"tr ust-bu ste rs ," which
were essential for the
growth of commerce
and business. These
innate skills include
r ecog nizing false
smiles, understanding th e difference
between the content
and the texture of
speech, noticing tipoff body language
and discerning fake
cognitive patterns.
When we watch another over time, our
tru t-busters, forever
vigilan t, a e on high

T

Christianson is a·
former economics
professor who
currently owns and
operates several
husinesses.
npe is professor
- . ousiness law and
social responsibility
at the University.,
,eao
of San O
School of usiness.

worthy, you were shunted as a pariah.
Without th e combined ability to detect
cheating and build empathy, the growth
of reciprocity, exchange and trade would
have collapsed under the weight of cheating and corruption.
The development of commerce, business
and trade over millenninia has depended
upon a level of ethical behavior and trust
between the buyer and seller, which mirror
: ..... +-:.--..,,...u r--:>mP mnrP
cl{ld trust-busters helped provide.
to supplement the diminished
r/;.:=~'=,";....,..,, ?
usefulne s of trust-busters
I'\
and mirror neurons. Finally,
ach of us, investors, consumers, employees and
taxpayers, need to stay
ever vigilant.
hav e
Humans
evolved mu ch more
slowly than our technolo g ies, which
increa e in sophistication at an accelerating pace. Adam
Smith averred that
ente rpris e
fr ee
needs the sanctity of
trade and contracts.
As trust breaks down
and cheati ng iner ases, the economy
uffers and the risk of
calam ity grows. · The·
study of neuroscienc e
with the discovery of
mirror neurons and trustbusters presents new
insights into
business, commerce and ethics. We ignore
th em at our
foolish peril.

alert to determine whether we can trust
the other or not. Trust-buster s were necessary for the development of reciprocity
and by extension exchange and economic
development. Mirror neurons and trustbusters evolved when humans lived in
small hunter-gathe rer tribes of 50 to 100
members. Our ancestors dealt face to face
and repeatedly with the same individuals.
Under those conditions, trust-busting was
,
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Ethics Courses Draw On RealLife Business And Political Lapses
MBA programs don't lack for actual
demonstrations of ethical misconduct
By Liz Swai n

The words " ripped from the headlines" are
usually associated with the ·'Law & Order"
television shows .. Actual stories also serve as
lessons in business school ethics. Graduate
school instruction ranges from specific courses
to the incorporation of ethics lessons in each
c.lass in an MBA program . Some schools have
established institutes that concentrate on
ethics.
The impo11ance of ethical leadership is
illustrated by stories ranging from the downfall
of former Rep. Randy "Duke" Cunningham to
the controversy surrounding the firing of eight
U.S. attorneys, says National City Police Chief
Adolfo Gonzales. He teaches "Democracy,
Ethics and Leadership,'' a required graduate
course at Chapman University.

National City Police Chief Adolfo Gonzales, who
teaches a 'Democracy, Ethics and Leadership '
course at Chapman University, says without
leadership 'an organization won 't
succeed.' (Q.hoto/ lambertphoto.com)

Gonzales says for-profit businesses must weigh the bottom line against the concept of the
greater good. He spoke to students about the positive actions of limbo's Naturally employees
who immediately removed potentially contaminated poultry from store shelves.
"Whether at the executive level or rank-and-file. everyone has a chance to do leadership,"
says Gonzales. " Leadership is very important for for-profit and nonprofit"' organizations.
Without leadership, "an organization won't succeed.'.
Gonzales has taught the Chapman course for two years. He schedules speakers such as Daniel
Del Castillo of the MAAC Project to discuss their practical experiences. He instructs students
to write essays about leadership, publishing them in book form. He was compiling more than
80 essays in May.
Other recent events discussed in ethics courses include the melamine-contaminated pet food
and the discovery that Duke University MBA students cheated on a take-home exam.
·'The media provide us with no sho11age of examples. l wish that weren·t true,'· says Craig
Barkacs, a professor in USD ' s School of Business Administration. He is academic director of
the university ' s graduate global leadership program and co-directs the graduate executive
leadership program . Barkacs ' courseload includes "Organizational Ethics,'' '·Law and Ethics
in the Business Environment" and " International Business Law."
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Barkacs asks students to examine their values. Would they shred documents if a federal
investigation was imminent? He notes that document shredding led to the collapse of Arthur
Andersen while Martha Stewart was convicted for lying about a stock trade. "These are
bright, successful people," says Barkacs. He tells students that it is easy for intelligent people
to rationalize. " Find a moral compass if you don't have one and use it," he advises them.
Classes in CSU San Marcos ' revised MBA program start in the fall with modifications that
include a " Leadership and Business Ethics'' course. Keith Butler, director of operations for
the College of Business Administration, says another feature of the new MBA is that each
class includes a one-unit individual project completed outside the classroom and based on one
of four themes, including ethics.
At Alliant ' s Marshall Goldsmith School of Management, ethics is the focus of several
courses. The university ' s basic ethics courses are "Business Values and Ethics" and " Business
Values. Ethics and Societal Strategy.'' Associate professor David Bainbridge says ethics is
infused in many other courses. including " Workplace Ethics," "Sustainable Management,"
" Sustainable Operations and Production," " Environmental Management Reporting" and
"Triple Bottom Line Leadership.''
Bainbridge says "right" and " wrong'' behavior may depend in part on culture, '' but some
behaviors are always wrong.'' Cultural differences include attitudes about bribery. "It may be
an essential part of business in many countries," says Bainbridge. " At the same time it is
illegal for an American company and most multinationals, depending on their home base."
Before the Enron collapse in 200 I, the University of Redlands offered an ethics and law
course, says Keith Roberts, associate dean of the School of Business. Tn 2002, Congress
passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, also known as the Public Company Accounting Reform and
Investor Protection Act, prompting Redlands to split ethics into a separate course to "give it
the focus that it deserves," he says. The university requires an ethics course in all degree
programs.
Curriculum is developed ·with assistance from the Banta Center for Business, Ethics and
Society at Redlands. The center is named for David and Stephanie Banta, two Redlands
alumni who donated funds to establish the center.
The center has two full-time ethics faculty . Other activities include an annual business panel
and student recognition awards.
At SDSU , The Wall Street Journal and Fortune are required reading in associate professor
Lori Verstegen Ryan ' s ethics class. Students look for topical ethics stories during a two-week
period. A student team distributes copies of the story to the class and writes a one-page essay
about the article. Two days later, the students give a presentation about the topic and lead a
class discussion on it.
Ryan is the director ofSDSU's Corporate Governance Institute, which was established in
1998 as an education and research center for the study and application of responsible
corporate governance principles. Ryan, a researcher, says it takes several years before
findings are published in journals and textbooks. SDSU students have the advantage of
learning about research efforts " in the idea stage,'' she says.

(

SDSU ' s ethics courses are offered at the undergraduate and graduate levels. " Social
Responsibility: Legal and Ethical Environment of Business'' is required for the executive
MBA (EMBA) degree . The executive program now includes a new corporate governance
course that started in May. Ryan teaches managerial issues. Professor Paul Graf focuses on
regulatory and legal matters.
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Another new course, " Information Systems Security," covers Sarbanes-Oxley and the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requirements and how to protect
information systems. The class will be offered next spring.
At UCSD's Rady School of Management, ethics is the focus of a specific course and a
component of classes such as accounting, says JoAnne Starr, assistant dean of MBA
programs. She says professor Uri Gneezy is piloting a course in business ethics during the
spring quarter. The course focuses on values-based leadership. Starr says the goal is for
students to ·'think critically about ethical problems." Another new course concerns sustainable
enterprise and environmental issues.
Point Loma Nazarene University faculty are asked to focus on ethics in each business class,
says Bruce Schooling, dean of the Fermanian School of Business. The university is one of
eight liberal arts colleges affiliated with the Church of the Nazarene, and Schooling says
students enroll there because it is faith-based .
About 30 percent of the student body belongs to that church, and undergraduates are required
to attend chapel three times a week. They may hear speakers address ethical issues such as a
person's obligation to the environment, says Schooling. The university's spiritual
development office includes an ethica l dimension and students participate in activities with
inner-city campuses. Ethics should be " in our DNA," says Schooling.
The University of Phoenix MBA program used to include a "Personal and Professional
Ethics" course. However, when the graduate curriculum was shortened, ethics became a
theme integrated in other courses, says Michael Reilly, chair of the College of Business.
Reilly taught the ethics course and says it may be offered as an optional class in the future .
·'It's not about teaching people to be more moral. H's about using tools to manage morally
challenging problems," says Reilly . "An ethics course changes how you view the world. A
finance course doesn't.'' Phoenix still schedules an ethics course for the master of
management degree.
Courses offered by the Keller Graduate School of Management include ·'Legal , Ethical and
Political Dimensions of Business," says Madeleine Gervais, San Diego dean. She adds that
DeVry undergraduate courses include " Legal and Ethical Issues" and the new '·Ethical and
Legal Issues in the Professions." DeVry will offer ·'Principles of Ethics'' in the fall.
" The courses that have legal dimensions are taught by attorneys," says Gervais.
" 'Theories, Practices and Ethics of Leadership'' is one of the IO core MBA courses at
National University. " Leaders need to be ethical," says Wali Monda! , interim dean of the
School of Business and Management. Other National University courses with discussions of
ethical issues include "Economics for Managerial Decision Making" and " Legal, Ethical and
Safety Issues in Human Resource Management. ''
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Professor: Job growth, housing woes to keep
county's economy in a funk
ANN PERRY
TAFF W RITER

The San Diego County
economy
will
weaken
through the end of this year,
but it shouldn't fall into recession, according to an economist who compiles an index
of leading indicators that was

\

released Thursday.
The index dropped slightly in April, the 12th decline
in the last 13 months. That
signals slower job growth,
higher unemployment and a
continued slump in home
sales, said Alan Gin, a professor of economics at the
Universit~ of San Diego,
who compiles the umvers1-

ty's __San Diego Index of
Leading Economic Indicators.
"Job growth has slowed
considerably," Gin said. "It's
almost exclusively due to the
housing market."
The loss of jobs in construction, real estate sales
and real estate financing acnt for much of the slow-

down in job growth, Gin said.
He estimated that jobs in 'the
county would increase by
8,000 to 9,000, or about half
the job growth of 18,000 in
2006.
The index tracks six indicators: building permits, unemployment
insurance
claims, prices of local stocks,
consumer confidence, helpwanted advertising and the
.nation's economy.
The biggest drops for April
were in the categories of help
wanted and the outlook for
the national economy.
Local stock prices, in line
with the rising national stock
markets, gained the most.
The biggest surprise, Gin
said, was that consumer confidence has continued to
climb for each of the last
eight months. When gas
prices begin to escalate, as
they did in April, consumer
confidence usually drops, he
said.
Contact Business Editor Ann Perry
at (760) 740-5444 or
aperry@nctimes.com.
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Spike in foreclosure activity continued in May
Analysts: foreclosure resale market unlikely to drastically affect prices
By JERAN WITTENSTEIN , The Daily Transcript
Friday, June 8, 2007
Foreclosure activity in San Diego County continued to climb in May to the highest level in 25 years.
But despite the alarming figures and the tendency for foreclosed homes to be sold at a discount, the trend hasn't
had much of an effect on housing prices so far in the county, according to analysts and economists. Some doubt
it ever will.
Trustee deeds, which represent the transfer of a residential mortgage note on a property from the owner to the
mortgage lender or a third party as a result of missed payments, rose to 614 in May compared with 604 in April,
according to figures released by the county Thursday. That's an increase of more than 500 percent since April
2006.
The number of homeowners in the county who have missed
one or more mortgage payments increased to 1,597,
surpassing the 1,499 in April. The missed payments result in a
notice of default being issued to the homeowner, the first
stage in the foreclosure process.

Trustee deeds

Foreclosure activity has been on the rise , not only in San
Diego County, but also across the country as interest rates
have increased. Home prices have slid from record highs, and
many homeowners who financed using subprime loans, or
loans marketed to people with spotty credit histories, have
failed to meet the demands of their mortgage payments.
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The county's foreclosure activity is almost twice the national
average , according to a report released in May by Irvinebased data collection firm RealtyTrac .

,.,

Notice of default

Nathan Moeder, principal at San Diego's London Group
Realty Advisors, said even if foreclosures continue their
increase - which he anticipates - he doesn't believe the trend
will cause much fluctuation in median prices because the
current amount of deadbeat loans is small in comparison with
the total number outstanding.
About 13 percent of adjustable-rate loans originated in the
United States through purchase or refinance between 2004-06
will result in foreclosure, according to a March report by Santa
Ana, Calif.-based First American Real Estate Solution.
represent only 1 percent of all
riod.
Moede

concentrations of foreclosures, but that he also

expect·-•♦ <><111 "

exi>81-lt9"tio see drops in areas with high

or increases in other areas of the county.

Alan Gin, an economist at the University of San Diego,
at in theory , more foreclosure properties entering
the market should push prices Mwn because of an increase in the supply of homes. This occurs when the
owners - either banks or homeowners trying to avoid foreclosure - are more willing to cut prices in order to sell.
In fact, as more and more foreclosures happen, the willingness for lenders to sell their reposessed properties at
a steeper discount also increases, according to a seperate study by First American Real Estate Solution.
In markets where foreclosure sales constitute 8 percent or more of total market sales, discounts on foreclosed
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homes can swell to 20 percent or more, the study said.
An analysis by The Daily Transcript found in April, approximately 10 percent of the total 2,309 homes sold in San
Diego County - attatched and detatched - were foreclosure sales, according to data supplied by the San Diego
Association of Realtors and lnnoVest Resource Management, a local foreclosure education and information
company.
But whether the widening discounts on the sales of foreclosed homes will have much of an effect on broader
prices remains to be seen. And part of the reason is no one knows how high the foreclosures spike will hit.
In 1996, foreclosure sales in California represented approximately 14.7 percent of total sales, according to a data
compiled by the University of California, Los Angeles' Anderson Forecast.
San Diego experienced a similarly high rate of foreclosures at the time, which combined with major job losses
and an economic recession , pushed home prices down as much as 20 percent in some locations.
Today , the only parallel to that era is heightened foreclosures.
"Unless we get some serious job loss, then I don't think we'll see a big crash in prices," Gin said .
However, like Moeder, he observed foreclosures would have a significant impact on home prices in areas where
there were high numbers of reposessed homes such as in Cleveland and Detroit.
Home prices in the United States fell 1.4 percent during the first quarter of 2007, compared with the same period
a year before - the first time in almost 16 years, a report by S&P/Case-Shiller concluded in late May.
Of the 13 cities that showed a year-over-year decrease in prices, Detroit saw the worst depreciation registering
an 8.4 percent drop.
San Diego experienced a 6 percent year-over-year slide in home prices, according to the report, making it the
city with the second-worst devaluation.
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S.D. is seeing
little growth
in work force
By Dean Calbreath,

STAFF WRITER

San Diego payrolls grew an anemic 0.3 percent betwee n May 2006 and May 2007, as the
county continu ed to suffer the effects of a declining real estate market , accordi ng to data release d
yesterd ay by the California Employ ment Developmen t Depart ment
At the same time, the local unempl oyment
rate, which was once far below the national
average , has risen from 3. 7 percent to 4.2 percent, just a fraction below the national rate of 4.3
percen t In April, San Diego had a 4.1 percent
unempl oyment rate. "The unempl oyment numbe rs are not too bad,
althoug h they're rising," said Kelly Cunnin gham,
econom ist for the San Diego Institut e. for Policy
Researc h. "The econom y just seems to be 1ulling' right now, with job growth continu ing to
slow. I still don't foresee us going into a recession, either in San Diego or in Southe rn California. But we are in a lull."
Alan Gin, econom ist at the University ofe- ·
Dje"'2 said that the new job figures were a3
• news.' He noted that during May, local employSEE

-
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Biggest gains
over year were
in hospitality
ers added only 2,400 workers to
their payrolls, compared with a
monthly average of, 10,200
worke rs for the first four
months of 2006.
"'The rate of job growth has
slowed considerably," he said.
"What I see is that the fallout
from the housing market is
spreading from construction
and real estate into other sectors."
Most hiring last month occurred in the leisure and hospi-_

tality industry, which was gearing up for the summer vacation
season. The sector added 2,000
jobs, including 1,300 restaurant:
and bar workers.
"Tourism is one 9f the
healthier parts of our economy,
and it seems that things are still
doing OK," Cunningham said.
Retail stores added 1,000 ·
workers, which also included
some seasonal hires. But that
gain was offset in the county by
a loss of 1,300 professional services jobs, related to the end of
the tax season in mid-April.
In general, the growth level
was anemic, with a total of
4,200 jobs added from May
2005 to May 2006. The 0.3 percent growth rate in jobs lagged
far behind the 0.8 percen t
·
growth of the population.

· The biggest job gains over
the year were the addition of
6,400 jobs in leisure and hospitality, 3,800 in government,
2,600 in professional and business services, and 2,400 in
health and education.
At the same time, San Diego
lost 6,900 jobs in construction;
3,200 in financial setvices, ineludin g real estate and
mortgage operations; 1,300 in
construction and 1,300'in trade,
transportation and utilities.
Statewide, the employment
picture was a bit brighter. The
state added 10,800 jobs in May,
with year-to-year increase of
228,600 jobs, a 1.5 percent rise.
"What that shows is that the
impact of the decline in the

f

housing market is hitting San·
Diego first," Gin said. "If we '
would have had a 1.5 percent
yearly increase, we would have' .
added about 15,000 jobs instead
of 4,200."
Seven of the 11 major job
categories throughout California rose in May, led by government, which added 5,800 jobs.
The biggest decline came in
manufacturing, which lost
3,400jobs.
Nevertheless, the state con-·
tinues to have a higher unemployment rate than San Diego,
at 5.2 percent, up from 5.1 percent in April.
DNnC.UWHth: (619) 293-1891;
dean.calbreath@uniontrib.com
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Consumers not too worried
abou_tquclf1:er-point increase
By Emmet Pierce and RoQei" Showley
STAFF WRITERS

A spike in mortgage interest rates that's putting
pressure on homeowners with costly subprime loans may also bring an unexpected boost
to the market as buyers rush to beat more rate

new

hikes.

"Some people have been on the sideline

waiting for rates to start rising or waiting for ~ome

prices to drop," said Keitaro Matsuda, Union Bank
of California senior economist "People who have
the means to be in the housing market but have
chosen not to, tho e numb rs may prompt them to
re-enter the market"
Last week, lending giant Freddie Mac reported
that mortgage rate made their bigge t upward
surge in more than three years. Its survey for the
week ended June 14 howed the average for
3(}year fixed-rate loans had increased to 6.74 percent, compared with 6.53 percent the previous
week. It was the biggest one-week rise in the loan
category since July 2003.
Influenced by the global economy, the interest
rate increase comes as the U.S. housing industry
struggles with slumping sales, failing subprime
SEE
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Rates may peak
near 7 percent
by year's end
loans and a surge in foreclosures.
Some real estate agents say
it is a buyer's market, with
.~ousing inventories high and
!Interest rates still near historical lows. A quarter-point interest increase is not expected to
scare consumers away, they
hold.
That_ was true at an open
house m Rancho Peflasquitos
last weekend, where shoppers
were calm and unhurried.
"Our time is flexible because
we're renting," said Iwan
Thomas, 31, of University City.
He and his girlfriend are
searching for their first home.
''We're hoping to find something in the next two or three
months, but we can wait that
much or longer."
Sometimes incentives help. '
At a Saturday open house in
Normal Heights, Omar A Sevilla, an agent with Century 21Award, said he attracted about
20 potential buyers with free
1
hamburgers, hot dogs and soft
drinks. Among those visiting
the 1,l@square-foot restored
Craftsman-style home were
Rich and Heather Guerena.
The asking price was $570 000.
,
''llT '
. n e re not desperate," said
Rich, 28, an architect
He said he could delay a purchase "even if it takes till the
en_d of the year for the right
-pnce and value." Rising interest
rates are prompting him to consider fixed-rate loans with 100
percent financing, as long as
the monthly payment stays
close to $3,000.
"That way we11 know what
we're getting into," he said.
Heather Guei:ena, 27, a lawyer, said the couple had been
looking at several neighborhoods, but planned to avoid a
long commute to southern Riverside County, where buyers
typically get more space for
less money than in San Diego
"I'd rather eat ramen " she
'
said.

While some buyers and sellers remain enthusiastic, Jack
Guttentag, author of 'The
Mort¥age Encyclopedia," says
~er~ s_ no way to sugarcoat a
n se m mterest rates.

Aspecial problem
"If interest rates go up, it
means mortgage payments are
higher and it decreases affordability across the board " he
said. ''We may have a special
kind of problem . .. because so
~any people took out high-ratio loans, loans with low or no
down payments in 2005 and
2006. They are going to be resetting at higher rates."
_Doug Duncan, chief economist for the Mortgage Bankers
Association, expects rates to
peak near 7 percent by the end

32

of the year.
If rates rise further, hardest
hit may be those who are in
,ubprime mortgages and who
.vant to refinance to less volatile
loans. Already, a slumping
home market has boosted the
number of foreclosures.
In San Diego County, a record 532 dwellings were reclaimed by lenders or sold at
auction in May, according to a
report by DataQuick Information Systems. That was a slight
gain over the previous record
of 525 in April. Foreclosures for
the first five months of 2007
totaled 2,239, compared with
336 for the same period in 2006.
Although they were.intended
for people with low credit
scores, the use of subprime,
adjustable-rate
mortgages
(ARMs) increased during th~
2000 to 2005 housing boom,
when consumers were chasing
fast-rising home prices.
Steven Krystofiak, president
of the Mortgage Brokers Association for Responsible Lending, said many subprime borrowers may not be able to
refinance before adjustable inerest rates increase their
monthly mortgage payments.

Stuck with ARMs
"For the past couple of
months we have had people
moving from ARMs to fixed interest rates, but that is because
interest rates have been relatively low," he said. "It may be
that the only loan they qualify
for is a risky ARM. It might be
that the ARM is resetting at an
interest rate that will explode
higher."
At the National Association
of Home Builders, analysts said
this week that rising interest
rates and subprime loan failures had reduced builder confidence to the lowest level in 16
years.

2007 MORTGAGE TRE_ND

interest rates this year. Laguna
Beach-based mortgage broker
6.74o/o Steve Dexter agrees. Government concerns about inflation
outweigh fears about how a
slowing housing market will
harm the economy, he said.
'The Fed will throw the
housing market under the bus
in order to stay ahead of the
inflationary curve," Dexter said.
"If they let inflation get out of
control, it is damaging for the
UNION· TRIBUNE
economy as a whole."
At Primetime Realty in NaHe acknowledged that tional City, Sue Olivier, presihigher interest rates "add an- dent of the Pacific Southwest
other level of challenge. Fewer Association of Realtors, said
people can actually qualify and things could be worse. Interest
afford to buy a home and that is rates are nowhere near the douwhere it hurts."
ble-digit rates of the early 1980s
Univers:s; of San Diego when she started in the busieconorrust an Gm said fie ha~ ness.
gi,;en up hope that the Federal
'We are seeing the market
Reserve will come to the hous- starting to improve a little bit,
ing industry's rescue by cutting but not a great deal," she said.

Average rate for 30-year conventional fixed-rate mortgage
6.8%
6.7%
6.6%
6.5%
6.4%
6.3%
6.2%
6.1 o/o
WEEKLY
I I I
I I I
April
March
SOURCE: Freddie Mac

Both associations recently
revised their forecasts for a
home-price recovery from mid2007 to early 2008.
That doesn't mean the sky is
falling, said Steve Doyle, San
Diego area president for Brookfield Homes. ·
"Historically speaking, rates
under 7 percent are still fantastic," Doyle said.

June 14
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Housing market
putting brakes·on
the local economy
Economist: Real estate, housing industry
about 1Opercent of area employment
BRADLEY J. RKES
STAFF W RITER

The housing market slump
has begun to drag down the
overall local economy, according to an index of San Diego
County's economy released
Thursday.
Dropping by 0.5 percent
since April, the index fell to
138.3 in May, according to the
latest UniversifY of San Diego
Index of Leadmg Economi
Indicators, released Thursday.
A year ago, the index stood at
142.7.
. .
Job losses in the housmg mdustry are talcing dollars out of
circulation for the rest of the
economy, Alan Gin, an economist who compiles the report,
said in a Thursday interview.
The housing and real estate industry accounts for 10 percent
of local employment, Gin said.
"With May's drop, the USD
Index of Leading Economic
Indicators has now fallen in 13
of the last 14 months," wrote
Gin, a professor ~t _the ~chool
of Business Administrauon at
the University of San Diego,
in the report. "The slump in
the housing market has begun
to affect other parts of the local economy."

ty's economy, Gin said. .
However, the region's main
business organization, the San
Diego Regional Chamber of
Commerce, said the county's
vitality in technology will help
it weather the bad news.
San Diego County needs to
concentrate on its strengths in
well-paying technology jobs,
said Scott Alevy, a chamber
spokesman. Moreover, he said
slackening housing demand
has a beneficial effect in that
it brings prices down to match
the lowered economic activity.
That helps even things out.
Alevy said the chamber's
position on how to deal with
slowdowns is to get rid of the
exc~ss regulations, so the free
market can work unfettered
to bring those factors back into balance and let growth continue.
The index is a composite of
six indicators. Two rose in May:
local stock prices and the national economy's index of leading economic indicators. Four
fell: building permits, unem- ·
ployment insurance, consumer
confidence and help wanted
advertising.
"The four negative components in the month overwhelmed the two positive ones
to produce the largest monthly
drop in the Index since August
of last year," Gin wrote.

There is now a slim but real
chance of the local economy
going into recession, Gin said
in the interview, describing his
more gloomy outlook as a recent development.
Gin pointed to the most recent state unemploym ent report, which found a year-overyear loss of 6,900 jobs in construction in San Diego County.
Overall, total nonfarm employment rose by 4,200 jobs since
May of last year, compared
'th an 18,000 gain in jobs for
f 2006. That 'indicates a
deceleration in job
. said.
a booming housing the first
e, sales have
slowed co
rably. A recent
survey showed that in May the
number of single-family
homes sold in North County
fell by 13 percent from the
same month in 2006 and 32
percent from May 2005. However, the median price hit a
record of $655,000, reflecting
continuing demand for highpriced homes.
New home construction has
fallen in recent months. And
turmoil in the subprime market has caused cm~panies
such as Accredited Home
Lenders of Carmel Mountain
Ranch to lay off employees.
Those setbacks have cloud- Contact staff writer Bradley J. Fikes
ed the otherwise optimistic at (760) 73~641
outlook for San Diego Coun- or bfikes@nctimes.com.
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Daily Business Report
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ECONOMY

U SD's Index of Leading Economic Indicators for San Diego County fell 0.1

percent in April after
falling 0.3 percent in February and rising 0.2 percent in March. Leading the way to the downside in
April were big drops in help wanted advertising and the outlook for the national economy. Building
permits were also down, but to a lesser extent. The big gainer for the month was local stock prices,
while initial claims for unemployment insurance and consumer confidence were moderately positive.
April's decrease puts the Index at 139.5, down from March's reading of 139.6.
April's decline was the 12th in 13 months for the Index. March's increase broke a string of 11
consecutive monthly decreases for the Index. While still decidedly negative, the weakness is not
universal ,as the number of advancing components continues to match the number of declining ones.
The outlook is for continued weakness in the local economy through the end of2007 and possibly into
the first part of 2008. That weakness will not likely reach the stage of a recession, but will manifest
itself in slower job growth , higher unemployment, continued slow home sales, and a general decline in
economic activity, including sales and income growth.
The weak housing market continues to take a toll on construction activity, with residential units
authorized by building permits down about 13 percent in the first quarter of2007 compared to the
same period in 2006. As was the case for most of 2006, the slowdown is disproportionately in the
permits for single-family housing, which were off by nearly 26 percent, compared to a 3 percent
decline in multi-family permits.
The labor market variables have turned mixed. Initial claims for unemployment insurance have fallen
for three straight months, which is a positive for the Index as it means fewer jobs being lost. However,
help wanted advertising has decreased for eight months in a row. Most of this is due to a big drop in
print advertising, as online advertising actually increased in April. The net result was that the local
unemployment rate edged up to 4. 1 percent from 3.7 percent one year ago.
Despite gas prices reaching record highs, local consumer confidence continues to climb. That
component has been up in each of the last eight months.
After dropping with the rest of the markets in March, local stock prices followed the advance of those
markets to all-time highs April as investors anticipate the Federal Reserve lowering interest rates.
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USD Economic Index Slips Again
By - 6/7/2007
San Diego Business Journal Staff
An index measuring San Diego's economy dropped a tenth of 1 percent in April, the 12th time in the last
13 months that it has declined.
The University of San Diego·~ Index of Leading Economic Indicators showed decreases in three
ertising, fewer building permits, and a drop in the national economic
components: reduced help w
index.
Those were offset by gains in three are
prices, and increased consumer confidence,
professor Alan Gin.

· ployment insurance claims, higher local stock
g to the index report compiled by USD economics

While the local economy still exhibits signs of weakness, the weakness isn't universal as demonstrated by
sev~ral advancing components, Gin said.
"The outlook is for continued weakness in the local economy through the end of 2007, and possibly into
the first part of 2008 . That weakness will not likely reach the stage of a recession , but will manifest itself in
slower job growth, higher unemployment, continued slow home sales, and a general decline in economic
activity, including sales and income growth," Gin said in the report.
One bright spot is the resilience of consumers . Despite higher gas prices, local consumer confidence has
risen for each of the last eight months.
A disturbing note is the sluggish national economic growth rate of 0.6 percent in the first quarter.
That will likely result in slower sales for businesses with a national exposure, and fewer tourists because
people might cut back on their travel plans, Gin said.

-Mike Allen

San Diego Business Journal, Copyright© 2007, All Rights Reserved.
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. Report: County economic indicators continued slide in May
By JERAN WITTENSTEIN , The Daily Transcript
Thursday, June 28, 2007

The engines of San Diego County's economy continued to slow in May, according to a local index.
Significant drops in building permits, consumer confidence and help wanted advertising combined with an uptick
in unemployment claims pulled the University of San Diego's Index of Leading Economic Indicators down .5
percent in May.
The decline in economic activity was the biggest since August and the 13th contraction in 14 months.
Positive outlooks on the national economy and value gains in the stock of local public companies couldn't
counterbalance the effects of the housing slump as it continues to exert more downward pressure on the local
economy.
Annualized job growth in May was 4,200 compared to a gain of nearly 18,000 jobs for 2006. May's job gains
were the lowest since June 2003 when the country was beginning to pull out of a recession .
The job growth , which USO professor and index economist Alan Gin called "anemic," was dragged down almost
exclusively by housing-relaled industries like mortgage lending, construction and real estate that continue to
bleed jobs as a result of slow sales, tightening lending standards and less general construction activity.
Job losses in those industries are accelerating, Gin said. May data showed that 6,900 jobs were lost in the local
construction industry compared to the same month a year ago.
Gin said he wasn't exactly sure why job losses continued to expand more than a year into the housing downturn
but guessed that employers might be feeling more of a pinch on their budgets as their markets worsen .
A University of California at Los Angeles Anderson Forecast report in June said that, historically , construction
employment usually drops two to three years after annual building permits hit their peak, which occured for the
state in 2004.
Mortgage lenders were also hit hard in May. Gin said 2,100 jobs were lost in the sector between May 2006 and
May 2007, as home sales have slowed and lending policies have tightened as a result of the subprime debacle.
Dozens of lenders specializing in loans to borrowers with spotty credit histories have shuttered their doors or
been sold on the cheap as defaults on those loans have skyrocketed.
San Diego-based subprime lender Accredited Home Lenders Holding Co. (Nasdaq : LEND) narrowly avoided
bankruptcy earlier in the year when its financing was pulled as a result of alarming levels of deadbeat loans.
Accredited executives managed to negotiate a sale to a private equity firm earlier this month for $400 million - a
fraction of what the company was worth in late 2006 - but not before it cut 31 percent of its staff, or about 2,900
jobs.
Such activity contributed to a rise in unemployment claims, which reached to 4.2 percent in May, compared to
3.7 percent in the same month last year, according to the index.
Hiring - as measured by help wanted advertising - declined for the ninth month in a row, according to the index.

Send your comments to Jeran .Wittenste in@sddt.com
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June
Gloom
in the local
housing
forecast
June Gloom is clouding
more than the skies this
year. Forecasters are backing away from predictions
of an early end to the current housing slump.
Economists and real
estate analysts agree that
a corrective down cycle is
under way, but the milliondollar question remains,
"How long will the gloom
last?"
Last week, the National
Association of Realtors
(NAR) reported that it
expects sales of existing
homes to drop 4.6 percent
this year to $6.2 million.
Only two months ago, the
group was forecasting a
2.2 percent decline.
Nationally, sales of new
homes are expected to
drop 18.2 percent from
year-ago sales.

The NAR predicts the
median price of existing
homes, which make up
, about 85 percent of the
market, will fall in 2007
for the first time since the
1960s, when the group
began keeping records.
Nationally, the median
price for existing homes is
expected to drop
1.3 percent this year, almost
double the NAR's forecast
released in April.
On a more positive
note, however, the NAR
said it expects the market
to rebound in 2008, with
R o undup C2
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housin g prices foreca st to rise
1.7 percen t.
The local real estate climate
looks quite simila r to the
nation al patter n.
In its recent ly releas ed midyear forecast, the Califo rnia
Assoc iation of Realto rs said
sales of single-family home s
will declin e 14 perce nt this
year, while the media n price
will rise slightly.
The numb er of homes selling
in North Count y is appro aching the low levels of the early
1990s housing recession. At
the height of the local housin g
boom just more than a year
ago, about 4 percen t of San
Diego Count y homes were
being sold annually. Today, a
little more than 2 percen t are ·
changing hands.
The numb er of unsold homes
is much higher than it was at
this time last year, and analysts
are startin g to warn that this
could signal up to four more
years of flat or declining home
values in the area.
Last month , San Diego
Count y's supply of house s for
sale reache d a deman d level
of appro ximat ely 10 month s
worth of sales, a drama tic
increa se in inven tory from the

record -low one-m onth supply
posted in March 2004.
South ern Califo rnia's housing recess ion of a decad e ago
was much worse . San Diego
Count y's unsol d housi ng
inven tory reach ed a whop ping
23 month 's supply in Febru ary
1992.
In the early 1990s, California was exper iencin g a broad
econo mic recess ion. There is
no recess ion in Califo rnia at
the mome nt, thoug h foreca sters are watch ing the econo mic
cloud s carefully.
The respec ted UCLA-Anderso n Forec ast, releas ed
last month , argue d that home
prices in South ern Califor- .
nia could slide as much as 18
perce nt during the next four
years.
The UCLA repor t was
partic ularly conce rned with
the rising rate of mortg age
defaul ts. The report sugge sts
that the numb er of defau lts
will contin ue to rise to the
point where it begin s to severely under cut home prices .
Local econo mists are forecastin g that the San Diego
Count y econo my will weake n
throug h the end of this year,
but it shoul dn't fall into recession.
Alan Gin, profes sor of economic s at the Unive rsity of.
San Diego ,who compi les the

univer sity's San Diego Index
of Leadi ng Econo mic Indica tors, report ed that the index
dropp ed slightly last month ,
the 12th declin e in 13 month s.
That drop signals slowe r job
growth, higher unemp loyme nt
and contin ued slow home sales.
Area job growt h has slowed
considerably, almost exclusively becau se of the slowing
housin g market. The loss of
jobs in construction, real estate
sales and real estate financing
accou nts for much of the slowdown in job growth, Gin said.
There will still be job
growt h locally, but at about
half the rate new jobs were
being create d last year.
Slowe r econo mic growt h
will not lead to a 1990s sort
of real estate recess ion locally, but it won't provid e the
neede d fuel for a rebou nd in
the housi ng marke t, either .
So the crysta l ball watch ers in North Count y are still
peerin g throug h cloud s and
foreca sting a gloom y June in
the local housi ng marke t, with
only a slight chanc e of clearing throug h the summ er and
into the fall.
John Lundin Is a San Marcos Realtor and the broker-owner of John
Lundin & Associates. He can be
TheSanDlego
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Economic
index
shows
0.10/odip
Fewer job ads blamed
in region.al decline
By Cralt D. Rose
STAFF' WRITER

A significant decline in hel
wanted advertising this sp ·
has pushed a regional econ
ic index back into negative
·ritory.
The Dnjyersity of San Die;
~Index of Leading Econom7clndicators fell 0.1 percent in
·April, marking the 12th decline
recorded over the past 13
months.
Alan Gin, the USD professor
who compiles the index, said
the indicator is anticipating
weakness in the local economy
through the balance of 2007
and possibly into 2008.
The weakness is unlikely to
fall to the level of a recession,
he said, but will manifest itself
in higher unemployment and a
continued slowdown in the
housing market.
The USD index·posted a 0.2
percent increase in March, in-.
terrupting the string of declines
posted since early 2006.
The index is based upon an
array of economic data, includ.ing building permits and re:gional consumer confidence.
Despite the index's decline,
components such as local stock
- prices, consumer confidence
and unemployment claims recorded improvements. On the
other hand, the number of
building permits has been falling, along with job advertising.

other negative for the ren is the slowdown in the

ational economy, . which Gin
said is likely to contribute to
reduced sales for local companies and a dampening of the
tourism industry.
Phil Blair, executive officer
of Manpower Staffing, said he's
already seen the job market
tighten for lower skilled applicants. But he said employers
are seeking small numbers of
highly trained workers for
health care, engineering and
bioscience positions.
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San Diego Chamber president to speak at CALA luncheon
By TIFFANY STECKER
Friday, June 15, 2007
The official start of summer on Thursday will usher in few events and no local earnings reports. Be sure to enjoy
the post-June gloom sunshine in between these four events.
Local events
The San Diego chapter of Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse (GALA} will discuss how litigation and frivolous
lawsuits affect the San Diego business community at its scholarship luncheon Tuesday. Ruben Barrales,
president of the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce, will speak, along with former mayor and radio
personality Roger Hedgecock and Fox News investigative reporter John Mattes.
Winners of the organization's essay contest will also be announced. The luncheon will commence at 11 a.m. at
the Town and Country Resort and Convention Center. For information, call the GALA office at (619) 295-6059 or
e-mail sdcala@sbcglobal.net.
Ernst and Young will release its 2007 State of the Biotech Industry report Wednesday, presenting findings
through June 2007 on the local, national and international life sciences industry. The breakfast will begin at 7
a.m. at the Marriott La Jolla. For information , call Dan Kleeburg at (858) 535-7209.
San Diego's MIT Forum will present another product presentation Wednesday . The AppFusion , a data analysis
program , is described as both intelligent and good looking - a hard-to-find combination for computer software
and potential partners alike. Come see how CEO Arshak Navruzyan and his team are marketing the product at 5
p.m. at the Salk Institute. For information, visit mitforum.org .
The Burnham Moores Center for Real Estate on the University of San Diego campus will kick off its new lecture
series "Breakfast at the BMC" Thursday with a lecture from local businessman and philanthropist Ernest Rady.
The breakfast begins at 7:30 a.m. at the Joan 8 . Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice. For information, call
Andrea Cornell at (619) 260-2379 or e-mail acornell@sandiego.edu.
National outlook
The stock market is once again poised to set new record highs, and Wall Street will be watching this week's data
on the housing market to decide whether to forge ahead.
The National Association of Homebuilders on Monday releases its housing index for June. Last month, the May
index registered at 30, down from 33 in April , suggesting a deteriorating outlook for the housing market.
The next day, the Commerce Department reports on housing starts and building permits. The market predicts
that construction of new homes and apartments slipped in May, but that building permits rebounded from a 10year low in April , according to economists surveyed Friday by Thomson Financial .
Though investors have recently been shrugging off weakness in the housing market, the snapshots could take
on greater significance given the recent surge in Treasury yields. The 10-year Treasury note's yield peaked at a
five-year high of 5.295 percent last Tuesday, and then retreated to 5.16 percent by last Friday.
Wall Street has been fairly confident that falling home prices and rising mortgage defaults won't damage the
broader economy, but if mortgage rates - closely tied to the 10-year yield - keep rising , fewer people will want to
buy homes and fewer homeowners will be able to refinance. If that happens, the residential real estate market's
troubles could snowball , eat into consumer spending and dampen corporate profits.
Economic data
On Wednesday, San Francisco Fed President Janet Yellen and New York Fed President Timothy Geithner
speak at a conference in San Francisco on the Asian financial sectors.
On Thursday, the Conference Board releases its May index of leading economic indicators. The market expects
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a rise of 0.2 percent, following a 0.5 percent decline in April.
Also Thursday, the Philadelphia Fed releases its June index of regional manufacturing activity, which the market
projects will climb to 5.5 from 4.2, suggesting faster growth .
National earnings
Best Buy Co. (NYSE: BBY) releases its fiscal first-quarter earnings Tuesday. The market forecasts a profit of 50
cents a share. The retailer's stock closed at $47.77 last Friday, in the lower half of its 52-week range of $43.51 to
$58.49.
On Wednesday, Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS) and Circuit City Stores Inc. (NYSE : CC) release their financial
results.
Morgan Stanley is expected to post a profit of $2.01 a share. The investment bank closed at $88.48 last Friday,
at the upper end of its 52-week range of $56.10 to $90.53.
Analysts predict Circuit City will report a loss of 32 cents a share. The retailer's stock closed at $16.70 last
Friday, at the lower end of its 52-week range of $15.28 to $30.80.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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THURSDAY,JUNE 21
BREAKFAST AT THE BMC
Hear Ernest S. Rady, San Diego businessman
and philanthropist, speak at the University of
, San Die~o 's Burnham-Moores Center for Real
Estaternreakfast at the BMC series.
9
• 7:30 to 8 a.m. registration and breakfast, 8 to
ions
a.m. presentation and quest
• Peace and Justice Theater, University of San
Diego at 5998 Alcala Park, in San Diego
• Cost:$100
• Call (619) 260-2379 or visit
www.sandiego.edu
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MONDAY, J UL 9 -

CLASSES

C ERTIFICATE IN R EAL E STATE F INANCE, INVESTMENTS

& DEVE LOe

Topics covered in the course will include what a lease re
property leased, an overview of the various types of leas
·
Dates: Monday, Jul 16 Organization: Universit of a
ea state.com ost: $450.00
Information: (619)260-4872 www.
Hours: 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Where: USD, 5998 Alcala Park. San Diego
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THURSDAY, JUN

14- COURSE

TAX CONSIDERATIONS IN REAL ESTATE

Elective course w ith Instructors Daniel Gatto and Phillip Jelsma. Organization:
Information: (619) 260-7646 saram@sandiego.edu Cost $450.00 'Nhen:
• Hour · 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Where: USO, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego
~
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THURSDAYS,JUNE 7, 14, 21, 28
USO REAL ESTATE TAX COURSE
The "Tax Considerations in Real Estate" course is
part of the Universi of San Die o'
Real Estate Finance, Investments an
program .
• 6to9p.m.
• USO at 5998 Alcala Park, in San Diego
• Cost: $450
)
• Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate.com
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This property manageme
UniversitypfSan Diego'
to earn a Certificate in Real Es
ments and Development. ,
•
•
•
•

e

6to 9 p.m.
USO at 5998 Alcala Park, in San Diego
Cost: $450
Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate.com
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Locally produ
documentary
on peace effor
By Pat Sherman I TODAY'S LOCAL NE
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for a tear to drop, to
childhood, who will
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The hauntingly whispered
the image of an anguished, d
Standing among the ruins of a
!age, she carries on her back a
the weight of a senseless worl
has again trumped diplomacy.
The heart-wrenching scene
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Dee Aker, executive producer of Sun & Moon Vision Production s' documenta ry, "Reversing
the Ripples of War," narrates a scene for the film. Aker also serves as
director of the Women's PeaceMaker Program at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice
in San Diego. courtesy photos

Film prod ucer s have mad e other film s deal ing with socia l issues
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proc ess.
"After the peac e is called,
it's not always impl eme nted
just like that," Kathy said.
"The conflict reso lutio n is
often very difficult once the
peac e agre eme nts are made."
Whi le the moti vatio n for
men in wart ime is often related to the bala nce of pow er
and geop olitic al cons ideration s, Kathy said, the wom en
they inter view ed were largely
moti vate d to mak e peac e for
the bene fit of child ren and
families.
"In man y of the com munities, it's wom en who are
com ing forward, beca use
they don' t wan t to lose their
child ren, their brot hers , their
husb ands ," said Kathy, who receiv ed her asso ciate 's degr ee
- in jour nalis m from Palo mar
Coll ege and a bach elor' s
degr ee in socio logy from San
Oieg o State University. "A lot
of time s the media glorifies e
war, but the stori es that we'r
docu men ting are from wom en
who are on the grou nd who
are affected."
The host ility of wart ime often linge rs after the conflagra-

men in power."
Peac e does not com e
with out a price . In mos t
case s, the wom en put
them selve s at cons idera ble
risk to advo cate for chan ge
- espe ciall y in coun tries
such as Zimb abwe , whe re
there ther e is little freed om
of spee ch.
"The y do risk their lives,
but they say that they wan t
peop le to hear wha t's going on, ... and that the risk
is wort h takin g beca use
they wan t to crea te a bette r
futur e for their coun try and
their families," Kathy said.
anao, an Island
ren at an evacuation cam p in Mind
Mary Ann Arnado speaks with child
s with Arnado
view
inter
des
inclu
"
les of War
in the Philippines. ''.Reversing the Ripp months as part of the Joan B. Kroc Insti tute
two
mad e whil e she was in San Diego for
kers Program.
eMa
Peac
en
Wom
ice's
Just
and
e
for Peac

tion has ende d, lead ing to an
incre ase in dom estic viole nce.
"In milit arize d cultu res the
dom estic viole nce is often
incre ased ," Kathy said. "In
our last docu men tary, Shre en
Saro or from Sri Lanka mad e

a good poin t - that peac e
start s in the hom e . ... Whe n
wom en are getti ng murdere d in their hom e, it's no
long er a priv ate issue."
Kathy poin ted to Unit ed
Nati ons Reso lutio n 1325.
Pass ed in 2000 , the reso lution docu men ts the effec t
of conflict on wom en and
calls fo r their involvem ent
.in peacekee ping and peac e
nego tiatio ns.

Women's roles

u,
0

Kathy's busi ness and life
part ner, Rebe cca Sang ha,
said the docu me ntary was
born out of their belie f that
wom en can and should play
a large r role in the peac e
proc ess.

In many deve lopin g
coun tries, whe re wom en's
roles are still rigidly defined,
wom en have a negligible
role in warf are, Rebe cca
said.
"In man y com mun ities
after war, there 's not a lot
of men left," Rebe cca said.
"Onc e the conflict is over,
or som etim es duri ng the
conflict, the peace processe s
that are happ enin g are
often time s brou ght abou t by
wom en, initially - altho ugh,
in the histo ry book s it'll usually be cred ited towa rd the

Local footage
The docu men tary includ es musi c and voiceover s from San Diego Indi e
Music Fest co-p rodu cers
Alicia Cham pion and Danielle LoPresti.
To supp leme nt footage
shot in San Diego, the Sanghas purc hase d stock footage
of histo rical war scen es and
curr ent cond ition s in the
wom en's nativ e coun tries .
Several scen es were re-cr eated locally, in the back yard
of the Sang ha's Esco ndid o
hom e and at Lake Hod ges.
A cons idera ble amo unt
of footage of Mar y Ann Arnado, a prom inen t lawy er in
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the Philippines, was available
through media in her country.
Before their partnership
with the University of San
Diego for the "Leading the
Way to Peace" documentary
series, the Sangbas produced
two documentari es: "Creating a Place at the Table,"
about the experience of families beaded by lesbian and
gay couples, and "Youth Out
Loud," which discusses issues
faced by gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender students in
public education.
Kathy Hines and Becky
Burklee, had their surnames
le~ally changed to Sangha
two years ago, when they
adopted their youngest
daughter.
By hosting free film screenings, the Sangbas said they
hope to highlight the work
of women filmmakers and
inspire others.
"Right now, the top woman
story that you hear is Paris
Hilton going in and out of
jail," Kathy said. "If more
women would get involved
in creating media, it would
probably change the portrayal
of women."
The screenings, part of
a traveling series, were
financed through a $5,000
grant from the Arts & Culture Working Group of the
San Diego Foundation. The
grant was intended to stimulate community dialogue
in the areas of art, culture,
social justice and gender
equality.
The peacemaker films were
financed, in part, through
money and volunteer support from the North County
Inland chapter of Soroptimists International . Loosely
translated from Latin, the
word soroptimist means "the
·
best for women."
Chapter secretary, Marti
Tucker, said the documentary
series fit the organization 's
mission to support women
in their community and
throughout the world.
"They' the stories of
amazing women and what
they can do - and we're all
about empowering women
and advocating for women's
issues," Tucker said.
Pat Sherman: (760) 752•6774;
pat.sherman@ tlnews.net
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Alliance for Peacebuilding
e-N ewsletter
June 2007
We hope that you enjoy this brief e-Newsletter, which will keep you updated
about A£P and our members' projects and events. We want to share your news,
so please let us know of any items that you would like to see included in the
future . You can e-mail information, questions and comments to
miriam@allianceforpeacebuilding.org.

Af P Projects and Events
Global Peace Index Launched May 30, 2007

On May 30 the Global Peace Index (GPI) was launched in London and
Washington, DC. GPI ranks 121 countries by their levels of peacefulness.
Norway came in first and Iraq last in the rankings, which placed the United
States low on the list in 96th place. The top five were rounded out by New
Zealand, Denmark, Ireland and Japan; while the bottom five included Nigeria,
Russia, Israel and Sudan. The Index demonstrated a clear link between
prosperity and peacefulness. It also suggests that nations that become more
peaceful have a much better prospect of achieving economic progress.
According to Google, on GPI' s launch day three of the five top reported stories
globally were on the index. Over 100 countries covered the index and it is
estimated that 1 billion people either saw or heard about it. The launch event in
Washington was covered live by C-Span.
Australian philanthropist and entrepreneur Steve Killelea created and funded
the project, and the data collection and analysis was produced by The Economist
Intelligence Unit in London. A team of prominent CPR experts provided
oversight for the development of criteria and the data analysis.
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Partners in Humanity, a SFCG programme, seeks to address mutual feelings of
fear and suspicion that exist between the West and the Muslim world as a result
of perceived and real injustices, inequality in political and economic opportunity,
and pervasive stereotyping. Among other tools it has recently developed a media
outreach guide to accompany and complement PiH training workshops for
dialogue and reconciliation activists. The guide can be used as a resource for all
peacebuilders who are trying to increase their breadth and scope of influence
through the media. Information about the programme and the guides is available
in English, Arabic and Indonesian at
http://www.sfcg.org/programmes/humanity/humanity fields.html.

Empower Peace Celebrates Its Fourth Birthday

May 22nd marked the fourth anniversary of AfP member Empower Peace.
Created after 9/11, Empower Peace's mission is to connect youth in the Western
world with their Arab and Muslim contemporaries. Its first worldwide youthbased initiative in 2003 linked together high school students in Boston with
students in Manama, Bahrain through a live videoconference. During the past
four years Empower Peace has completed seven youth-based initiatives through
using technology and the internet. It has connected more than 20,000 youth from
over 30 countries. Please visit www.empowerpeace.org for more information.

The Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice Brings Together Nepali
Youth as Agents of Peaceful Change

Voices emerged, hands waved, and ideas were exchanged as small groups of
upcoming leaders discussed how they could help transform the violent conflict
that has ravaged Nepal for the past decade. Representing diverse occupations
and groups- media, political student wings, law, business and engineering,
indigenous organizations, women's alliances, and other sectors of civil societythirty youth joined the day-long participatory seminar: " Another Kind of Power:
Constructive Conflict and Consensus Building Through Nonviolence." The
meeting was facilitated by Dee Aker and Laura Taylor at the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace & Justice (IPJ) and Shobha Shrestha from South Asia
Partnerships-Nepal.
In 2007, the IPJ at the University of San Diego began its sixth year of work with
Nepali civil and political groups. As part of the IPJ Nepal Project, the seminar in
April 2007 built on previous negotiations and democracy-building workshops.
Through basic conflict analysis and management techniques, emerging leaders
dialogued with one another to develop strategies for impacting various aspects
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of the peace process. In small groups they identified key domestic and
international decision makers at the grassroots, mid-range and elite levels in
Nepal's political transition. Through consensus-building conversations,
participants developed a series of action points to leverage their combined
resources and gain influence with these actors.
With this project IPJ endeavors to help the younger Nepali generation chart a
course towards peace while incorporating justice into peace building processes.
As one of the participants noted, these workshops are essential because they
promote more than a surface-level education. They "combine knowledge with
practice" and weave "words with action." Another attendee shared the idea that
"Conflict is the process of social transformation. [Youth are] searching for
identity through civic engagement." With peace poised precariously on the
horizon, young men and women in the IPJ workshop discussed ways to ensure
that their voices and perspectives are heard so that their generation can help
decide Nepal's future .
For more information about the IPJ Nepal Project and to read the Nepali
participants' reflections, please visit
http://peace.sandiego.edu/ programs/ nepal.html

Goodsearch for AfP!
Would you like to give to Alliance for Peacebuilding just by searching the
Internet? Goodsearch.com is a Yahoo!-powered search engine that donates a
penny to the cause of your choice each time you perform a search. You can use it
as you would any other search engine to get proven results. Pick Alliance for
Peacebuilding in the "Who Do You Goodsearch For?" box and we will remain
your default charity each time you visit. The money GoodSearch donates comes
from its advertisers, so there is no cost to users or designated charities. You can
find more information at www.goodsearch.com.

* * *********

(

Alliance for Peacebuilding
11 Dupont Circle NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036
www.allianceforpeacebuilding.org
tel: 1.202.822.6135
fax: 1.202.822.6068
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Combat veteran, now a
Zen monk to speak
SAN DIEGO - Claude AnShin
Thomas, a combat veteran who is now
a Zen monk, will speak about his experiences as a soldier in Vietnam and
eventual conversion to Buddhism at 7
p.m. June 14 at the Joan B. Kroc fustitute for Peace & Justice Theatre at
the University of San Dieeq.
The talk, hosted by San Di
erans for Peace, will be followe
booksigning and reception.
Thomas also will lead a healing
retreat for veterans and their spouses from June 15 through 17 at Manzanita Village in North County. For
information, go to www.sdvfp.org.
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Day O'Connor to speak at USD
By DOUG SHERWIN
Tuesday, June 12, 2007
Retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor will speak
National Association of Women
Judges (NAWJ) conference Aug . 24-26 at the,University of San Diego School of Law.
O'Connor will give the keynote luncheon address on judicial independence Saturday, Aug . 25 at the Joan B.
Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. It's the highlight of the NAWJ's Southwestern Conference focusing on judicial
diversity and independence.
Also featured will be remarks by California judicial appointments secretary, Sharon Majors-Lewis, and a plenary
presentation on the relationship between judicial diversity and judicial independence led by California Associate
Supreme Court Justice Carlos Moreno, U.S. Chief Judge Irma Gonzalez, California Court of Appeal Justice
Kathryn Doi Todd and California Superior Court Judge Brenda Harbin-Forte.

A second plenary discussion, led by UCLA law professor Cheryl Harris, will focus on the differential impact on
judicial diversity of contrasting systems of judicial selection, retention and evaluation.
For ticket and sponsorship information , contact Jeffrey Groton at (202) 393-0222 , ext. 12, by e-mail at
jgroton@nawj.org or visit www.nawj .org . Attendance is open to all.
Founded in 1979, NAWJ serves as the nation's leading voice for federal , state, military, administrative and tribal
jurists at all levels of the judiciary dedicated to ensuring equal justice and access to the courts for women,
minorities and other historically disfavored groups.
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'Persuasion machine'
Attorney Harvey Levine is arecent inductee
into the state bar's Trial Lawyer Hall of Fame
By Craig D. Rose
STAFF" WRITER

Harvey Levine, who has won
millions for consumers in settlements from insurance companies
an,-1 '¥ho other attorneys say is
m
_Jassed in front of a jury, has
a secret.
"I got a 'D' in speech at college,"
he admitted recently. "And if I had
to speak in public, I'd be drenched
in sweat."
To those who know him - or
:w-ho have opposed
him in court I
Stage Fright vs. Levine was no
contest.
'.
All characterize the veteran trial
attorney as a deep diver into every
nook and cranny of a case, an
intense attorney who retains the
ability to step back and present
matters of great complexity and
nuance to juries in a relaxed, just
between you-and-me conversational style.
"Harvey is a persuasion ma-

chine," said San Diego City Attor- when relief pitcher Randy Myers
ney Michael Aguirre, who recent- was unable to continue his career.
ly hired Levine for assistance in
Late last year, he won $38 milwresting insurance payments for lion for a local firm that claimed
San Diego in its ongoing case with the Irvine Co., the giant developRoque de la Fuente over develop- ment firm, had misappropriated
ment rights.
confidential information.
"He sets the standard, and the
Levine is also representing forrest of us try to live up to it," mer Chargers linebacker Steve
Aguirre said.
Foley, who was shot by an off-duty
With his recent induction into Coronadp police officer during a
the state bar's Trial Lawyer Hall of traffic stop.
Fame, moreover, Levine joins just.
But to many legal colleagues,
16 other attorneys who have been · Levine is ~ssociated most closely
so honored.
\ with insurance cases.
Perhaps the biggest case Levine
"He is the best insurance frau
has won for consumers involved attorney in the nation - absolu
$120 million from Allstate in 1999 ly," said Robert Fellmeth direct
for refunds from alleged price of the Center for Public Interest
gouging on homeowners' policies. ~ a'f'ilie University of San Die;
Le~ne ha~ ~lso won settleme:1-ts .....&2.i,_ where Levine taught for two
for clients mJured by exploding clecades.
\
auto batteries as well as defective
"He i~ morei of a deterrent of
autos themselves, and he hit a insuranc~ company fraud than all
home run for the San Diego Pa- the district attorneys and attordres when he got a $12 million
_\I
ine, ES
settlement from their insurer

PROF'ILE
Harvey Levine
Personal: Age 62; married for 35
years to Judy Levine; iwo children,
Adam, 29, and Alyssa,,26
Education: Bachelor of science
in business administration, 1966,
Long Island University; juris dbJ;tor,
1970, St. Mary's University; master'!
degree, 1971, and doctorate, 1974,
New York University School of Law
Professional experience: Legal
liaison to United Nations, 197172; pro
f law, University of
San
ol of Law, 1972-93;
icing law full time
rrently lead partner at
, Steinberg, Miller & Huver
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he said.
Levine worked at an uncle's
CONTINUED FROM PAGE E1
fruit and vegetable stand,
worked in bands as a drummer
and worked as a waiter in the
Catskill Mountain resorts of upstate New York.
"I had no money," Levine
sa'.d laughing. "I just had to
wurk."
neys general combined."
Decades later, Levine still
Outside the courtroom, Levine speaks softly and listens proudly recounts the stock rocarefully. He exudes calm, a tation system he set up for his
demeanor that admirers say uncle's produce. Or how he
learned the art of working tamasks a wellspring of energy.
At 62, he remains teenage bles - and bolstering tips trim, partly a result of the hours hauling massive platters of food
each week he spends training to hungry vacationers at the
for marathons, skiing and bicy- Catskill resorts ..
cling.
"I was small guy hauling all
"I've always had a lot of ener- that food ," he said. "Five tables,
gy," said Levine, who is a life- eight people al each table. But I
long vegetarian.
think I learned as much about
The son of a New York cab- people wailing tables as anydriver and teacher, Levine thing else I did. And the money
grew up in a working class was great."
neighborhood of Brooklyn.
After graduating from Long
That abundant energy, at least Island University in New York,
in its early years, was focused he went to work for a brokeron work, with school largely an age company in Long Beach.
afterthought.
After a year, he le~ to accept a
"I almost quit high school," scholarship to law !iChool al St.

► LEVINE

'Best insurance
fraud attorney
in the nation'

"'"'°

There's an ongoing trend
among trial lawyers to shed
that title in favor of calling
themselves "consumer attorneys." Count Levine among
members of the old school,
however, who proudly identify
themselves as "trial attorneys."
"It's very special to talk with
After law school - which he people on a jury," Levine said.
1
finished in 2 h years - Levine "I see it as one of the last vesacq:pled a Ford Foundation fel- tiges of pure democracy. And I
lowship to obtain his master's represent clients who are honand doctorate in law from New est and have a reason to be in
York University. Later, he the courtroom."
worked as a legal liaison for a
Flattered by those who laud
United Nations project in Italy.
his persuasive skills, Levine
"Seven years after leaving a says that's not how he con$40-a-month apartment in vinces juries that they should
Brownsville, I'm living in Rome, award millions to his clients.
have four college degrees and
"I don't really l!y to perI'm working for the U.N .," Le- suade," Levine said.
vine said.
Instead, · his approach is to
When the U.N. project end- seek commonality and shared
ed, Levine landed a faculty posi- values with jurors, he said.
tion at the University of San Once on common ground, LeDiego but still found time to try vine said he presents evidence
cases. In fact, he practiced law consistent with those values.
nearly full time while a full-time
''I'll also talk to jurors about
professor at the school.
the dangers of doing nothing
After two decades, he left - and one df the reasons to do
USD, though he has. continued something is for the benefit of
to write and lecture about law.
the good insurance compaMa1y's University in San Antonio, Texas.
For Levine, it was the door to
a world of ideas and hard thinking he had long sought.
"I had always been excited
by great books," he said. "But I
had to work."

nies," he said, noting that insurers who fail to pay legitimate
claims can ruin the market for
honest companies.
"So it's for the good of (all) to
handle claims properly," he
said.
Tom Adler, a former practicing attorney who tapped Levine
to assist him with a disability
claim, said one of Levine's key
assets is an ability to identify
with his clients, particularly
those of modest means.
For his part, Levine takes it
as a point of pride to remember
his roots.
171e first time he dated a
young woman from a "better"
Brooklyn neighborhood, he recalled, she asked where his car
was parked.
"And I had to tell her, 'I don't
have a car. We're taking the
subway.'"
He has his own car now, a
Porsche Carrera. But his license plate harkens back to
something simpler. It reads,
"PS 182," honoring his local elementary school.
"I wouldn't sell that plate for
anything," Levine said.

I

PERS

an essential element of democracy. To
iarvey Levine, recently named to the state bar's Trial lawyer Hall of Fame, argues that juries represent
·
Un-ion-Tribune
Scott/
nany of his legal colleagues, Levine is associated most closely with insurance cases. Nadia Borowski
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HEADLINE: Relying on a Rape Confession, True or False
BYLINE: By ELLEN BARRY
BODY:

When the videotape began to play in a Queens courtroom this week, the jurors sat spellbound. For
nearly half an hour, they watched as a day care worker named Khemwatie Bedessie described the
sequence of events that she said led her to have sexual intercourse with a 4-year-old boy.
They had already listened to hours of testimony regarding the allegations against Ms. Bedessie, 38, but
her confession stood out. In her statement, she implied that the boy had aroused her. She appeared
detached, almost perplexed at her own behavior; as she finished, two male jurors covered their faces
with their hands.
Yesterday, Ms. Bedessie's lawyer, Stephen Turano, turned to the same jury and began to make his case
that the confession they had seen -- a centerpiece of the prosecutors' case -- was a false one brought
about by stress and coercion.
Earlier, Justice Michael B. Aloise of State Supreme Court had refused to allow testimony by a
sociologist who frequently testifies about false confessions. Expert testimony of this kind is relevant,
the judge said, only "when there is little or no corroborating testimony" pointing to the defendant's guilt.
"In this case," Justice Aloise said, "the court concluded that there was ample corroboration, if believed."
Whether the defense's argument could sway the jury in Ms. Bedessie's case, which could begin
deliberations early next week, is not clear. But Mr. Turano's defense falls into shifting legal territory:
Overturned convictions, like those of the five men convicted of rape in the 1989 Central Park jogger
case, have provided ample evidence that innocent people will confess to crimes under pressure. But
judges still differ on whether to present this evidence to juries.
The law gives judges broad discretion over which experts to present to juries, said Yale Kamisar, a
professor of law at the University of San Diego. But confessions, he added, deserve particular scrutiny
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because they often determine the outcome of a trial.
"Many jurors are never satisfied unless there is a confession," he said. "If they haven't got a confession,
they're always going to wonder whether this guy did it."
The case began in February 2006 when the 4-year-old complained of an itch to his mother, who asked
whether someone had touched his genitals.
He then described inappropriate contact with "Miss Anita," as he called Ms. Bedessie. His mother
testified that she was panic-stricken, and immediately took him to Jamaica Hospital Medical Center to
be examined.
Ten days later, a detective approached Ms. Bedessie at Veda's Leaming World in Richmond Hill, where
she worked as a teacher's aide. Detective Ivan Borbon interviewed her at 10:30 that morning at the
Special Victims Unit, where, he testified, she "looked me in the eye," appearing "very nervous," and
confessed to molesting the boy. Two and a half hours later, with a prosecutor in the room, the taped
confession was made.
On the tape, she said that the boy had touched her breasts and that the contact had caused her to "react
emotionally." She described three occasions where she either fondled him or had intercourse with him.
After the final episode, she told him not to tell anyone.
"Yes, I felt bad about it," she said. "I don't know how it came about. I felt somebody was doing it with
the child, because I felt he was doing it before."
Afterward, she added, "I couldn't sleep, because he kept coming back to me. I got my old memories
back so I can't help myself when it happened."
Detective Borbon said Ms. Bedessie offered the statements readily.
"She said she felt better getting it off her chest," he said. "She had difficulty understanding what she had
done to this child."
Mr. Turano has argued otherwise. During the three hours before the tape was made, he said, Ms.
Bedessie was coerced and intimidated in various ways. He said she was told that, if she confessed, she
would be given counseling and released, and that the alternative was to be imprisoned at Rikers Island,
where she would be brutalized by the other inmates.
Under cross-examination by Mr. Turano, Detective Borbon testified that Ms. Bedessie's statement was
voluntary and spontaneous. "You can dance with this all you want, counselor, but the bottom line is, she
made a statement," he said. He also said, in response to Dianna Megias, an assistant district attorney,
that Ms. Bedessie's confession was not false. "Those were her words," he said.
Mr. Turano said the expert, Richard Ofshe, a professor emeritus at the University of California,
Berkeley, would help jurors accept that an innocent person might give a confession like the one that
they witnessed if they were promised they would then be released.
"It's very difficult to believe that someone's will can be overcome by verbal tactics, but the fact of the
matter is that it occurs," Mr. Turano said. "It is conduct that people do engage in, and I think it is
outside the ken of a normal jury."
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He said a tape of the whole three-hour interaction between the detective and Ms. Bedessie would be far
more useful than the half-hour captured on videotape. "The truth lies in the process, not the product," he
said.
Ms. Bedessie is expected to testify on Monday, before the case goes to the jury. If convicted of rape and
the other charges against her, she faces up to 25 years in prison.
The issue of false confessions has played out differently in other New York courts. In September 2005 ,
a Nassau County judge, Victor M. Ort, ordered a pretrial hearing to test the scientific community's
acceptance ofresearch on false confessions. He concluded, in a ruling, that "jurors may be expected to
assume that an innocent person will not confess to a crime he did not commit," so research on the
subject should be explained to them.
URL: http://www.nytimes.com
GRAPHIC: Photo: Khemwatie Bedessie with a detective in Queens in 2006. (Photo by Uli Seit for
The New York Times)
LOAD-DATE: June 8, 2007
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USO center issues report

·

The Energy l'bhcy fuitiatives Center (EPIC), a nonprofit research
center at the University of San Diego School of Law, recently released a
detailed analysis of how Senate Bill 107 will affect the development of
renewable energy credits (REC) in California.
RECs are certificates that represent the envir<?nmental attributes or
"greenness" of renewable production.
"The discussion of RECs is important to the San Diego region," EPIC
Director Scott Anders said. "As we continue to evaluate the need for
additional transmission to meet state mandated renewable energy targets, tradable RECs could be one way to provide electric utilities more
flexibility in meeting those targets."
Bruce Elder, a third-year USD law student, authored the report.
Code: 20070628czh
By Daily Transcript staff'writers
_,,,,

Source
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HEADLINE: JUDGMENT CALL What is the right response to allegations of bribery? Four experts
offer professional advice
BYLINE: By JEREMY CARVER, FRANK PARTNOY, DAVE SENAY and EDWARD TSE
BODY:

THE PROBLEM
Claims of corruption are never far from the headlines. Last week, the FT revealed a report from the
Beijing city prosecutor's office that claimed an employee in the Shanghai office of BNP Paribas had
bribed an official in the powerful Ministry of Finance. Last year, employees at Siemens were accused
of using fake consulting contracts to divert funds at the German industrial conglomerate in order to
bribe potential customers abroad.
How can companies best respond when allegations of bribery surface? What measures can be put in
place to stamp it out? And given recent record-breaking fines for companies that confessed to the US
authorities about instances of bribery, is the problem better handled behind closed doors?
THE ADVICE
THE LA WYER - Jeremy Carver
If any of these events had happened to a US company, the right answer would have been clear. The
company must take control of the affected activity, suspend the individuals responsible, call in external
investigators and start the disclosure process.
Cases such as Vetco and Statoil show that European companies need to do the same. US authorities are
using the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act to assert jurisdiction over businesses wherever they are based.
Companies caught making questionable payments are better off cutting a deal with the US justice
department than risking their reputation in a drawn-out trial.
Even where, as in the UK, domestic laws on corruption are deficient, the risks of covering it up are
growing more acute. Someone always knows where the bodies are buried and can tum that knowledge
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to their profit. Prevention is best - with rules spelled out and applied robustly - and the message
delivered from the top . The writer is an international lawyer and board member of Transparency
International (UK)
THE CONSULT ANT - Edward Tse
Bribery haunts senior executives all over the world, but for many it seems more prevalent in new
markets like China. In the past 10 years, China has publicly investigated over half a million cases of
alleged bribery, 60 per cent involving multinationals.
Multinational corporations often have high expectations for their China divisions, demanding high rates
of growth in short order. Pressurised local managers can be tempted to act unethically to meet their
targets. While paying someone off to win a large contract can deliver short-term revenues, it is not a
sustainable strategy and certainly no substitute for core competence.
Head office cannot monitor every employee, nor should it; companies need to trust their people. The
best it can do is hire the right people, give them the tools to help them do their jobs, teach them the
values of the company and listen to what they have to say. Above all, though, set realistic expectations.
The writer is managing partner for Greater China, Booz Allen Hamilton
THE ACADEMIC - Frank Partnoy
With a record number of prosecutions, bribery could be this year's options backdating. Since public
allegations of bribery can kill a company, the best response is to handle a problem internally. Don't just
close the doors : double-bolt the lock. However, if a company has a "general practice" of paying bribes,
it must come clean. Of 15 US bribery prosecutions last year, 12 were self-reported.
If allegations become public, the best approach is hypocrisy. Executives should express shock - shock!
- to discover bribery among employees. BNP Paribas issued this statement: "We have a zero tolerance
policy towards any unethical practices and would never use bribes to obtain business." Of course, the
officials might really have been shocked. Either way, that's a good one.
No measures can ensure bribery won't happen, but executives should lead by example. Show staff how
to build good government relationships, but draw the line at paying for official acts.
And stay away from my fair city of San Diego, where recent bribery cases were brought against the
interim mayor, a member of Congress, a city councilman, a judge and several others. China and Nigeria
are safer.
The writer is a professor of law at the University of San Diego
THE PR - Dave Senay
First, find out the facts. If an internal review reveals concerns, bring in outside lawyers to conduct an
unfettered, independent investigation.
Second, communicate. Managers, facing rumours and scrambling to learn what may have happened,
must protect employees' rights and the company's reputation. In the early stages, revealing the fact of an
investigation is often as far as they can go. Management may be criticised for limiting communication,
but the biggest mistake is speaking without knowledge.
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One point is crystal clear: if managers become aware of a likely crime, they must step up forthrightly.
Experienced counsel can help them take the right steps, including changing operating procedures,
contacting regulatory authorities and affected customers, making public disclosures and taking
disciplinary action. Integrity and concern for reputation must drive every decision.
The writer is chief executive of Fleishman Hillard

LOAD-DATE: June 5, 2007
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Urban Cowboys
BY S.D. LIDDICK

Titans clash and drivers face jail time when
towtruck renegades butt heads ,,vith local
governn1ent
MICHAEL GATES STANDS 6-foot-2 and weighs 240 pounds. He could be
an intimidating man if he wanted to be. But the former body shop owner
and selfdescribed motorhead is too busy working- six 10-hour days a
week-to foster an image. Quiet and dutiful, the 47-year-old Gates
concentrates on his father's health and his weekly shotgun trip to Las
Vegas with his girlfriend. He has a cherry 1985 Porsche 944 that hauls ass,
and he normally makes the run from North County to Vegas at 120 miles
per hour. Like most Americans, Gates is irremediably in love with his car.
Americans are so in love with their cars, there are no longer enough
parking spots to go around. With illegally parked vehicles, accidents and myriad other cartransport needs, towtruck drivers are constantly busy. Their days are spent on the move, driving from one pick-up and drop-off to
another; a typical shift sees eight to 12 calls. Western Towing, the company Gates drives for (one of scores in
San Diego County), has more than 75 wreckers, and its drivers are on the move around the clock.

More than anything, it's that moneyhungry mindset that trumps
ethics and foments the contention and unbridled derision that
surround the towing industry-and year after year sends its
employees to the top of the list of people we love to hate.
Late on the sunny afternoon of April 5, bouncing down the I-5 freeway in a giant International flatbed, Gates
breaks the monotony of the wind/engine-drone roar and waxes philosophical.
"Craziest thing I ever saw," he says. "One night a few years back, here on the I-5, a Mustang came bouncing
along the center wall and ran perfectly up the rear end of a Ford Ranchero, straight up inside it. When I got
there, I was like, 'What the hell?' I looked in and thought it was a Ranchero but there was two engine blocks.
The driver of the Mustang climbed out the windows and was just standing there like nothing happenedprobably drunk.
"The engine was on fire, and I didn't know if anybody was in the Ranchero.
There was no space in there for a person, zero; it was just humanly impossible- but I wasn't sure. If there was,
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and I used that CO2 extinguisher, it woulda suffocated 'em. I figured it was either that or let 'em burn to
death-woulda been like a crematorium. So I used the extinguisher. But it didn't put the fire out. I left when
the firefighters got on scene and never did find out if there was anybody in there."
Gates goes quiet, allowing the gruesome image to marinate in all of its unsavory implications. It's my fourth
day posing as a trainee-an aspiring driver- at Western Towing, to get an inside look at a company that's
logged 13 times the median number of complaints with the Better Business Bureau, and this kind of heavy
action isn't part of the scenario I'd envisioned. A few moments later, after a pedagogical pause, Gates delivers
the moral of the saga.
"The thing to remember," he says above the din, "is that woulda been a good way to get paid double for a single
tow."
The kicker is that Gates was serious -the lesson of his tale was double pay. And the story is illustrative for two
reasons: It touches on a similarity between tow-truck drivers and policemen-two professions you hate to see
when you don't need them but thank the heavens for when you do-and it underscores the opportunistic,
almost predatory na- ture of an industry that changes out hard labor for quick-and-dirty, high-priced jobs.
Gates, as is the case with many tow-truck drivers, works on straight commission. The more jobs he can get to
and the more lucrative they are, the more he's going to bring home at the end of the day.
And more than anything, it's that money-hungry mindset that trumps ethics and foments the contention and
unbridled derision that surround the towing industry-and year after year sends its employees to the top of the
list of people we love to hate. But a recent string of towing-related felony indictments by the San Diego district
attorney's office is a sign that something more than simple greed is afoot. Rarely are an industry's front-line
workers threatened with the years of jail time that nine San Diego tow-truck drivers are facing (in what Deputy
District Attorney Tricia Pummill says is merely the first round of cases that will be filed) .
Even narrowing down the number of tow-truck companies in San Diego is a frustrating task. The Department
of Motor Vehicles in Sacramento believes the California Highway Patrol is in charge oflicensing. The CHP,
meanwhile, insists it only does background checks on potential towing company owners. It directs curious
parties back to the Motor Carrier Permit section of the DMV, which has information on all towing companies
in the state-but no comprehensive list.
John Tillison, the owner of San Diego's now-defunct West Coast Towing,
claims there are more than 450 towing companies in the county (many of
them mom-and-pop, one-truck operations). The Better Business Bureau
lists only the companies with complaints against them, and its tally is 66.
Of those companies, 56 have five complaints or fewer; Western Towing
has logged 55.

(

All of which begged the question: Why has a seemingly innocuous and
apparently unregulated industry suddenly become such a fat target for
local law enforcement? And how did Western Tow- ing avoid catching a
single indictment with such an egregious track record?
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MICHAEL MCGOVERN is a Knoxville, Tennessee-based attorney who whipped the city of San Diego in
federal court in 2002. He speaks with the easy, confident Southern drawl of a John Grisham character. His
words are direct and his thinking sensible. The combination conveys honesty. Yet he is a top gun in what is
popularly perceived to be one of the most unscrupulous jobs in the country-tow-truck driving.
McGovern grew up in a towing family and naturally fell in with the industry when he went into law. He was
general counsel for the Towing & Recovery Association of America for nearly a decade and a half. Despite a
string of setbacks over the past couple of years, he and the towing industry enjoyed a string of high profile
victories from 1995 through 2005 in cases that went all the way to the Supreme Court.
The seeds of those contentious years were planted in the 1970s with airline deregulation. McGovern points to
the UPS/FedEx battle-a conflict that began when the U.S. Congress passed the Airline Deregulation Act
(ADA) in 1978 -as a fitting metaphor for the string of congressional actions and court battles that brought him
to San Diego court in 2002.
"FedEx was incorporated as an airline," McGovern says, "and it told California, 'Wait a minute here, we're
deregulated as part of the ADA, you can't tell us what to do.' UPS was still dealing with a lot of regulations, and
it was costing them money. So they went to Congress and raised a stink."
In fact, all of the trucking industry raised a stink. How was it to compete in a fair market with an industry that
operated without the cost-raising onus of regulation wherein states determined how much companies could
charge and the routes they used? Congress had already moved to deregulate the train and busing industries; it
was a natural move to deregulate trucking. In 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed the Motor Carrier Act
(MCA) into law.
In 1994, Congress updated both the ADA and the MCA with the broad Federal Aviation Administration
Authorization Act (FAAAA). The bill further prohibited states from controlling routes or pricing in the airline
and motor-carrier industries. Towing companies are, by definition, motor carriers, and it didn't take long for
industry movers like McGovern to realize that language in the FAAAA might help them alleviate the burden of
heavy government control. In 1995, a series of court skirmishes began when tow operators in places like
Dallas, New York City and Atlanta began suing cities and municipalities, saying price restrictions and permit
policies were preempted by the FAAAA. The courts agreed.
IN 2000, MCGOVERN WON a landmark battle in the case of Tocher vs. Santa Ana. A federal appeals court
found that parts of California's Motor Vehicle Code dealing with towing and private-property impounds were
preempted by federal law, a ruling that raised the eyebrows of city attorneys across the country. Two years
later, McGovern represented John Tillison, then-owner of West Coast Towing, in the Ninth Circuit Court.
Tillison got into towing because of the lucrative practice of private-property impounds- snatching up a vehicle
for some sort of violation and initiating a de facto lien (hook-up, impound, mileage and storage fees). Most of
Tillison's impounds came through patrol towing (the act of patrolling private parking lots under contracts),
which he says accounted for about 75 percent of his profits.

(

"They loved us," Tillison says. "We cleaned up their parking lots. Within four weeks, everybody knew what we
were up to, and they started adhering to the parking rules. And we kind of acted like secu- rity-it's a deterrent
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when those big noisy trucks are coming through regularly, keeping an eye on things."
Tillison says there was always friction with the police. He believes their feelings were chilly because of the extra
calls that came in when irate tenants and customers refused to let West Coast Towing trucks drive away with
their vehicles. (The San Diego Police Department did not respond to inquiries about its towing contracts and
its relations with towing companies.) Tension mounted until December 21, 2001, when a West Coast Towing
driver was ordered by a San Diego police officer to drop a car he'd hoisted (the officer cited California Vehicle
Code 22658, which prohibits patrol towing). The employee refused, he was arrested, and Tillison's tow truck
was impounded.
Tillison says he'd heard whispers about the FAAAA and the idea that local police controls were preempted by
federal law. He was put in touch with McGovern, and by 2002 his case was in front of U.S. District Court Judge
Rudy Brewster, who agreed that local laws were preempted because they aimed to control pricing. Brewster
slapped a restraining order on the SDPD, enjoining it from enforcing parts of Section 22658.
Tillison vs. San Diego was a boon for the towing industry and a nightmare for city administrators who found
themselves unable to enforce their own laws. University of San Diego law professor Shaun Martin, who
followed the Tillison case and similar legislation across the country, believes the towing industry's fight was
based not on legislative intent but a poorly worded FAAAA.
"Yes, laws often have to be interpreted," Martin says, "but rarely is Congress as boneheaded as it was in
passing this particular provision. In deregulating motor carriers [trucks that carry 15 cars from one place to
another], Congress never intended the kinds of fights you're seeing now. From the individual states'
perspective, they're just trying to take the regulation of towing companies back to what it was in the early
1990s, before the passage of the FAAAA."
Some industries fight fire with fire. Legislators fight legerdemain with sleightof- hand. When Tillison and
McGovern won in the Ninth Circuit Court and put a scare into city managers across the country, state
legislatures began fighting patrol towing with FAAAA clause 14501(c), which says states may regulate motor
carriers in matters of safety. California's legislature quickly passed a resolution saying that its ban on patrol
towing was for safety, implying the law was in place to avoid confrontations between tow-truck drivers and
irate vehicle owners.
San Diego, meanwhile, appealed Brewster's decision. In November 2005, it was overturned. Tillison
subsequently moved to Washington and opened a towing company. Later that year, he lost a similar battle
with the city of Seattle. Three years ago, he sold West Coast Towing to Western Towing and retired.
Deputy D.A. Tricia Pummill began the Predatory Towing Task Force in the fall of 2005, when paralegal Eva
Casey noticed a pattern in a rash of calls from vehicle owners complaining about towing violations and
improprieties. When the D.A.'s office consulted with the SDPD, they realized the system was in limbo. The
FAAAA had effectively taken the regulation of towing companies out of the hands of the states, but there was
no set of federal towing regulations in place. The industry had fallen into a black hole of supervision.
Eventually, Pummill says, less scrupulous elements in the industry began taking advantage of the paucity of
oversight.
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"During that period [oflegal limbo], it became somewhat like the Wild West of towing," Martin says. "Cities
became afraid of regulating the towing industry-which had just won multiple big fights-because they were
afraid of getting hit with liability. Once there's no law in the town-and once the lawman's scared of youabuses tend to happen. You saw it in the Wild West, and you saw it in San Diego in the early 2000s. Towing
companies were definitely emboldened because of the state of the law."
Things may have gone beyond the pale, but much of the current maneuvering is only an act in a larger show part of a back-and-forth power struggle in the continuum of deregulation that started almost 30 years ago.
While the D.A. is threatening more felony indictments of tow-truck drivers, McGovern claims there is a
strategy currently in place to rechallenge California's ban on patrol towing and bring the matter back to federal
court.
"Nobody should be happy with the situation as it exists now," Martin says. "You have towing companies
abusing federal law in court, and you have cities abusing the loopholes to those laws to pretend that towing
regulations are safety- oriented. It's everyone just winking at the courts and seeing how much they can get
away with. It's reached a sort of equilibrium, but everybody still has a lot of ammunition left in their pockets.
The world would be a much better place if the laws were rewritten so nobody had to abuse anything."
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BY 7:30 IN THE MORNING, Western Towing's Pacific Coast Highway lot is abustle. A bevy of mechanics toils
over behemoth trucks with hoods tilted open, and sporadic conversation mixes with the calls of seagulls. A
forklift operator spins cars about the yard as tow trucks of all sizes enter and exit through security gates in a
steady stream. Drivers and laborers hurry about, smiling and trading jokes. None of them matches the image
of the vulture-like predator that has been burned into a segment of the American collective unconscious next
to the term "tow-truck driver"; they're helpful, affable and genuinely nice.
A man named Roger introduces himself on my third day. The fact he's given 25 years of his life to the state of
California on a felony conviction spills out matter- of-factly.
"I'm never going back there," he says.
The towing industry has always been a sanctuary for those with speckled pasts. In fact, everyone I meet at
Western seems both curious and mildly amused that I have no felony convictions and have a clean driving
record. Roger mentions something about patrolling in Pacific Beach- spring break time is easy pickings, he
says-and for a day I think I might be on to something. Under new state laws that went into effect January 1,
2007, patrol towing is again strictly illegal in California; Pummill says her office is aggressively prosecuting
anybody still involved in the practice.
But by the second week, and my last day on the job, I come to the conclusion Western's drivers are adhering to
the law-even on the notorious night shift, which I haven't been able to infiltrate.
I approach my supervisor, Thomas Scholey, a hard-working, easygoing former driver and graduate of Morse
High School. I give him the hard sell-I want night shifts, and I want to make some money ... I want to patrol
tow, and I want the kind of bucks drivers were bringing in three years ago. If I were a cop, this would be a clear
case of entrapment.
Scholey looks at me with a sorrowful expression and explains that Western operates strictly by the law-all the
time. No car is taken away unless a property owner or representative calls first and signs paperwork. Western
Towing is clearly conscious of the law and the repercussions for breaking it. The atmosphere is strict. In fact, I
was reprimanded my first day for wearing my hat backwards. What's more, I had to do some cleaning up to
pass muster-Western has a stricter appearance code than any editorial department I've worked in.
From what I could discern, the company is squeaky clean and manned mainly by drivers like Michael Gates-a
professional with years of experience whom any stranded driver would be lucky to see. Gates is a gear-head
cowboy saint who could snatch an Abrams tank out of a Sadr City ditch in the middle of a firefight without
dirtying his Dickies-and that's why the CHP depends on him, and men like him, to expedite cleanups on
California's busy highways.
Gates is everything that's right with the towing industry. Ironically, he might also be the reason it's so resented.
Tow-truck drivers are so good at what they do, they can have a car on a truck and out of a lot before an owner
realizes he or she's in the wrong spot. And that's really what the division between private citizens and the
towing industry comes down to: strongarmed theft and ransom-legalized extortion.
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The truth is, the vast majority of towing victims are guilty. They
might only mean to be in the spot for five minutes, or they may have
made an honest mistake, but they're in the wrong nonetheless.
"THE UNITED STATES has a long history of making sure you get an opportunity to tell your side of the story
before your property gets taken away-that's a fundamental part of due process," Martin says. "But when your
car gets towed, you don't get to explain to a neutral person why you think it shouldn't be; you just show up and
it's gone. Or oftentimes, the only person you can talk to is from the towing company that benefits from the
tow."
The truth is, the vast majority of towing victims are guilty. They might only mean to be in the spot for five
minutes, or they may have made an honest mistake, but they're in the wrong nonetheless. Michael McGovern
and John Tillison both wonder why the rights of the guilty are protected by cities and states through towing
regulations. And they make the equally valid point that without the deterrent of towing, the unruly municipal
parking paradigm would likely become downright chaotic.
But how does one justify $200 to $300 in fees and the loss of crucial mobility for parking in an empty
Starbucks lot for five minutes to run next door to the convenience store? The penalty doesn't seem to fit the
crime-though as an anonymous tow-company employee points out, maybe the penalty shouldn'tfit the crime.
"This isn't meant to be easy," she says. "It's supposed to be a tough life lesson-so you don't do it again."
The enmity between the towing industry and the general public comes down to green. Exorbitant charges and
quick, easy money boil the blood of the towed-$170 (the rate for a private-property impound) for a 10-minute
hook-up and a 3-mile drive to an impound lot seems excessive. And that same easy money lures all those new
companies-good and bad-into the industry, and entices drivers to work for a straight 24-to-30 percent
commission.
Tillison says the easy money is a myth. He says he paid $5,500 a year for insurance on just one of his newest
trucks (Western Towing maintains up to 75 vehicles). He points out that land (where does one store all those
impounded cars?) isn't cheap in San Diego-his facility rent was $7,000 to $8,000 a month (Western has
seven lots in the county). Salaries ate up a chunk of profits, and his fuel bill ran more than $15,000 a month;
worker's compensation burned another large chunk. After taxes, he says, his $150,000 gross dwindled to a net
ofless than $25,000.
CHP Officer Gina Matteucci says the state determines its $170-an-hour charges by taking bids from all towing
companies on the CHP rotation list, researching market costs and then averaging those bids. The $170 figure,
she says, takes into account the time a driver will be on the road, the hook-up, additional paperwork and all the
unseen overhead costs, like liability insurance, fuel expenses and property rent.
The reality is that America has an expensive habit. From the billions of dollars in freeways that have been
created to handle millions of cars, to the billions of dollars paid annually to mechanics, dealerships and
insurance companies, the country unquestioningly pays out the nose. Towing is no different. A roadside tow
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without an auto-club membership costs $75 to $100 or more (Western charges a $45 hook-up fee, plus $5 a
mile). When the police call a truck to an accident scene, the meter starts at $170. When the tow happens on a
private lot, myriad other fees are going to start tagging onto that $170 (the police hourly rate is the maximum
charge allowed for a private-property impound, by state law).
For now, the industry has reached some kind of equilibrium. State control has reverted to its pre-1994 statustow-truck drivers can't snatch up cars indiscriminately. While the people, speaking through the organ of a state
legislature, evidently do not favor patrol towing, they do believe in deterrence. Despite changes to the law, a
tow still hurts plenty.
Sitting in the cab of that colossal International one afternoon, waiting for a call during a rare stretch of
downtime, Gates explains to me how to pull a tireless car onto a flatbed, at an angle, with a 10,000- pound
winch.
"What did Roger do to get 25 years?" I ask.
"I have no idea."
"I heard it was for an improper patrol tow," I say in jest.
"Nos---!" Gates says, shaking his head and whistling.
The exchange might highlight Gates' propensity for literal interpretation, but it's also emblematic of the edgy
state of drivers in San Diego County. The sheriff's back in town, with six-guns drawn, and indictments are
being handed out like Halloween candy. And in a stark reversal from just a few years ago, tow-truck drivers
and operators are on their best behavior.

Kno,,v Your Rights
IF YOU'RE PARKED on a public street, only a policeman can have you towed. If you're on private property, the
owner (or a representative of the owner) has to call to have your car removed-after waiting an hour. That
owner must sign for the tow and then call the police. There are a couple of exceptions to the law: If you're
within 15 feet of a fire hydrant or blocking traffic, a tow operator can take your car away.
"It's all pretty common-sense stuff," Deputy D.A. Tricia Pummill says. "The stuff you and I would do if
somebody was parked in our spot-like trying to find the owner before towing them away. "
If you find a tow-truck driver in the process of loading your car, they are legally bound to drop and leave it.
They are entitled to half the normal tow fee, but they can't take your car-whether you can pay them on the
spot or not (if they make it off private property with your car, they're entitled to charge full price to drop it).

At the impound yard, tow operators are legally required to show the signature of the agent requesting the tow,
the time that agent recognized the illegally parked vehicle and the time they placed the call to have it towed. All
tow operators are required to accept credit cards for payment, and they must impound the car within 10 miles
of the spot it was towed from. If they fail to abide by any of these regulations, they can be sued for up to four
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Business
Expert says both sides know pain of grocery strike
10:00 PM PDT on Friday, June 22 , 2007
By LOU HIRSH
The Press Enterprise

As grocery workers head for a vote Sunday and Monday on whether to authorize a strike against
Albertsons, Ralphs and Vons, some labor and economic experts say neither side can afford a repeat of
the 141-day labor dispute of 2003-04.
"Both sides have the ability to crunch the same numbers," said Richard Paul, a San Diego lawyer who
teaches employment law at the University of San Diego.
"Both sides know that another long labor dispute would be a lose-lose situation," Paul said Friday. "It's
just a question right now of who's going to blink first."

AP photo
Grocery wo rkers march in 2003. One un answered question is how lhe second-tier wage eamers wi ll react to
any proposal.

According to figures from Merrill Lynch and the Los Angeles County Economic Development Corp.,
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the 2003-04 strike and lockout cost grocers around $2 billion in lost sales. Workers lost an estimated
$800 million in wages.
It also led thousands of shoppers to go elsewhere, and many of those have yet to return to Southern
California's three biggest chains.

A key factor likely to limit the duration of a labor showdown is today's competitive grocery climate.
Wal-Mart is still adding grocery-selling Supercenter stores throughout Southern California; U.K.-based
Tesco plans 15 to 20 Fresh & Easy Neighborhood Market stores in the Inland region; and Target will
open a store that sells groceries next month in Moreno Valley.
In addition, grocers like Trader Joe's and Henry's Farmers Market continue to boost their Southern
California presence. The competition alone will make it tough for either side to win in a prolonged
showdown.
Jack Kyser, chief economist for the Los Angeles County Economic Development Corp., said that
because of competition in the grocery industry, it would be tough for either side to come out a winner if
a prolonged strike occurs.
Consumers Can Switch
"The economy can withstand another grocery strike," Kyser said earlier this week. "The question is
whether the grocery companies can withstand a strike -- consumers have so many other options now."
The sides have yet to reach an agreement on a contract to replace the one that expired March 5, covering
about 65,000 Southern California grocery workers at 785 stores. Each side blames the other for stalling
talks on issues such as wages and health benefits.
On Thursday, the United Food and Commercial Workers union said it would present a slate of proposals
for a vote on Sunday and Monday, even though the chains did not meet a union-imposed noon Thursday
deadline to present a comprehensive contract. Workers will also vote to authorize a strike against Ralphs
and Vons, extending a previous move involving Albertsons, although union officials emphasize that an
authorization will not mean a strike will definitely take place.
S1C1ry continue~ below
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AP photo
Ari Pulaski. a Cali fo rni a Labor Federati ou offic ial , bums moc k Safeway currency in 2004.

Experts said Friday that both sides are likely working diligently behind the scenes to avert a strike, even
as the public rhetoric toughens up, and deadlines come and go.
Daniel Mitchell, a professor of management and public policy at UCLA, said the two sides' move to
automatically extend the prior contract beyond its expiration date, along with the union votes to
authorize strikes -- rather than pull the trigger immediately -- suggest that both sides want to maintain a
tough stand while aiming to avoid an actual strike.
"It's sort of like negotiation by body language instead of (talking) directly across the table," Mitchell
said.
Most likely, experts theorized, the differences between labor and the grocers will be settled behind the
scenes before the current situation reaches the duration and creates the damage of the last showdown.
Mitchell said both sides learned valuable lessons last time around, which will make them less likely to
drag out a labor dispute.
"The stores learned that the union could hold out longer than they expected," he said. "The unions
learned that they weren't very well-coordinated among the locals and they've corrected that."
But strategy may not be the only factor that decides whether the current situation turns into a protracted
strike. Different factions of the grocery labor force -- based on age, experience and current wage tier -will likely have a different take on the importance of striking, and on how long.
Young Workers Pivotal
Kent Wong, director of the Center for Labor Research and Education at UCLA, said the younger
workers on the lower-paid "second tier," created by the settlement of the 2003-2004 strike, could be
pivotal if another strike takes place.
On one hand, those workers have an interest in seeing the two-tier system eliminated, a major goal of the
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union in current talks.
"On the other hand, because they haven't been around that long and maybe aren't in for the long term,
they may have no vested interest in the future contract," Wong said.
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Sen. John McCain stopped by Tahu Ultra Lounge, next to the craps and roulette tables on the MGM
Grand casino floor, and left with roughly $400,000 for his presidential campaign.
Former New York Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani walked away from the Red Rock Casino with $100,000,
courtesy of the owners of Station Casinos Inc., whose interests include Nevada and California gambling
halls.
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton of New York gathered $320,000 in March at the Four Seasons Hotel on
the Strip, the same place former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney celebrated his 60th birthday and
collected $400,000, mostly from noncasino interests.
With Nevada holding early caucuses in January, such presidential hopefuls are paying unprecedented
attention to the Strip. Whereas most tourists leave money here, most candidates leave here with money.
"We've had more presidential candidates here in 30 days than we had in 30 years," said Sig Rogich, a
veteran Republican consultant and ad man who helped organize last month's fundraiser for McCain (RAriz.), held to coincide with the Oscar De La Hoya-Floyd Mayweather Jr. championship fight.
Las Vegas being what it is, the hunt for campaign money has forged unlikely alliances and made for
inconvenient bedfellows. It has put casino bosses in highly visible roles. And with casino ownership
divided between traditional commercial interests and Native American tribes, some candidates are
walking a fine line.
The casino industry has always played politics. But gambling's campaign role has grown since the 2000
election, as Indian casinos boomed, Wall Street became a big financier for the major casinos, gambling
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spread to 48 states, and gross U.S. wagering revenue soared to $85 billion annually.
In the 1990s, the industry accounted for $19 million in federal campaign donations. Since the beginning
of 2000, the tally is $50 million, says the nonpartisan Center for Responsive Politics, which tracks
donations.
That includes funds from Indian casinos and the hotel-resort-casino mega-complexes here and
elsewhere. It doesn't count other donors with a stake in gambling: Wall Street, labor unions, developers,
strip club owners, restaurateurs, hoteliers and others feeding off the 39 million tourists and
conventioneers lured here each year.
For political candidates, that's good fishing.
"You know these folks -- they hate to miss an opportunity to raise money," said Brian Greenspun, who
oversees his family's publishing, real estate and casino holdings and helped organize Clinton's bash.
He's a college friend of her husband. "Nevada and Las Vegas are in the fundraising bull's-eye."
The chairman of gambling giant MGM Mirage, Terrence Lanni, is a co-chairman of McCain's national
fundraising team. Though McCain doesn't accept campaign money from tribal casinos -- because of his
role on the Senate Indian Affairs Committee -- two top campaign aides work as consultants to Indian
casinos. And Lanni's company is a partner in a big Indian hotel-casino project in Connecticut.
Republican Romney is Mormon, and his church opposes gambling, though Mormon money helped
build modem Las Vegas. Most of Romney's $400,000 in Nevada came from developers, business
owners and church members. Only one check came from a donor who identified himself as a casino
company employee.
Romney noted that as governor, he blocked an Indian tribe from opening Massachusetts' first casino, in
part "because of the concern about the additional social costs." But he counts casino magnate Steve
Wynn among his supporters. "I would expect that I'm going to get support from industry members ...
although I don't really have a position on gaming that affects a presidential run," Romney said in a
recent interview.
Nevada's biggest player to date is Giuliani, also a Republican. In the first 90 days of the year, he raised
$526,000 in the state, more than any other candidate. Casino interests accounted for at least $205 ,000 of
the total, including $100,000 from owners, executives and family members of Station Casinos.
Clinton's $319,000 Nevada haul was the most among Democrats, and included $118,000 from
gambling sources. Her main Democratic rivals, Sen. Barack Obama of Illinois and former Sen. John
Edwards of North Carolina, each raised less than $65,000 in Nevada in the first quarter.
By California or New York standards, Nevada remains a modest source of money. Donors with Nevada
addresses gave just $1.5 million of the $112 million raised by major candidates in the first three months
of the year. Nevada's donations in the initial months of the campaign placed it 22nd among the states;
Nevada's population ranks 35th.
For the commercial casinos, the tribal gambling houses and key labor unions, their interests in who
becomes president are clear, if often conflicting.
In Washington, the casino industry's goal is to be left alone, said Frank J. Fahrenkopf Jr., head of the
American Gaming Assn., the nontribal gambling industry's main Washington lobby arm. The industry
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created the trade association in 1994, after President Clinton proposed a national gambling tax and then
dropped the idea. "We believe gaming should be regulated by state governments," said Fahrenkopf, a
former chairman of the Republican National Committee.
Although states regulate traditional casinos, the federal government has the authority over Indian
casinos. It can authorize or reject new Indian casinos, and has some regulatory authority over existing
ones.
Tribes have spent little on the presidential race. Sen. Christopher J. Dodd (D-Conn.) collected the most
in the first quarter -- $47,000, most of it from tribes that own large casinos in his home state. But as the
recent scandal over lobbyist Jack Abramoff showed, tribal casinos are prepared to spend heavily on
federal politics.
"Tribes are watching, examining and waiting. There is no need now to make a decision," said lobbyist
Tom Rodgers, whose clients include the National Indian Gaming Assn.
For a Democrat hoping to win Nevada's caucus in January, casino money might prove less important
than union support, particularly that of the union that represents 60,000 Nevada casino workers.
The union is among groups seeking federal legislation that would grant labor greater rights to organize
workers, a measure opposed by casino owners. The union also wants to organize Indian casino workers
in other states, particularly California, an effort opposed by most tribes.
"What we're saying is that workers who produce a lot of that wealth should reap the kind of benefits
that we have achieved" for workers in Nevada, said D. Taylor, secretary-treasurer of Culinary Workers
Union Local 226, which represents Nevada casino workers .
Among the major candidates, McCain has sometimes rankled the industry -- for example, pushing a ban
on college sports betting.
McCain spokesman Matt David said the candidate was not taking tribes' money, because he believed
their money would be better spent on education and healthcare. He took that stand when he was
chairman of a Senate committee with oversight of tribes.
But McCain takes donations from commercial casinos, which increasingly have been partnering with
tribal groups. Presidential appointees could prove critical to such joint ventures: The tribes and their
business partners must gain approval of the Interior Department and the National Indian Gaming
Commission; the White House controls appointments to both.
Giuliani booster Station Casinos, owner or co-owner of 16 Las Vegas-area casinos, also operates
Thunder Valley, the Indian casino with the most slot machines in California, and is seeking to develop
three more Indian casinos in California and one in Michigan.
According to a recent financial statement, Station has invested $183 million in the developments. I
new ventures are structured like the Thunder Valley deal, Station could receive 24% of the casin
winnings. Such facilities can earn $500 million a year or more, after paying jackpots. A $100,0
donation might prove modest in comparison.
"You give to the person you think is going to support your self-interest," said University of San Diego
Law School professor Robert C. Fellmeth, a critic of the fundraising system. "A contribution of that
degree implies agreement, if not obligation."
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Station and the tribes expect to win approval of the casinos regardless of who is elected president, said
Station Executive Vice President Scott Nielson. The company's principal owners, Lorenzo Fertitta and
Frank Fertitta III, "concluded that Giuliani most closely reflects our views on most issues," Nielson
said.
As candidates prospect in Nevada, there are other pitfalls. Photo ops in other states have candidates at
county fairs or outside factory gates; Las Vegas, where casinos often double as quasi-civic gathering
spots, is not quite so quaint.
"How can you campaign in Nevada without setting foot in a casino? That may be an image that voters
elsewhere won't particularly like," said Massie Ritsch of the Center for Responsive Politics in
Washington.
And other activities go on in Las Vegas.
Clinton took $2,300 from Dolores Eliades, an owner of Olympic Garden, a nightspot that describes
itself as "one of the world's largest adult cabarets," featuring "literally hundreds of the world's most
beautiful ladies (known as the Dreamgirls) in a relaxing and spacious setting."
"Is it a little more flamboyant because it is Las Vegas? Yes," said Eliades, who attended the Clinton
dinner at the Four Seasons. "Do we do it better than other cities? Yes .... We have taken adult business
mainstream. Is it for everybody? No ."
dan.morain@latimes.com

()
Nevada money

Former New York Mayor Rudolph W . Giuliani and former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney gathered
the most campaign money from the Nevada contributions during the first three months of the year:
Republicans

Rudolph W . Giuliani: $526,375
Mitt Romney: $397,235
Sen. John McCain: $99,525

Democrats
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Sen. Hillary Clinton: $319,300
(

Sen. Barack Obama: $63,530
John Edwards: $45,700

GRAPHIC: GRAPHIC: Nevada money CREDIT: Mark Hafer Los Angeles Times PHOTO:
RUDOLPH GIULIANI The former New York mayor is Nevada's biggest player to date in donations.
PHOTOGRAPHER: Jae C. Hong Associated Press PHOTO : HILLARY CLINTON The senator is third
in recent Nevada donations overall, but out front among Democrats. PHOTOGRAPHER: Isaac
Brekken Associated Press
LOAD-DATE: June 11 , 2007
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Second Chances
j Scott Fitzgerald famously wrote that there are no second acts in American lives. But for the past decade, the

State Bar's discipline system has been struggling with the question of whether there should be second chances,
at least for attorneys who resign or are disbarred. '-ii The issue arose

tJ C~ last August when the State Bar's Board of Governors voted to permit th~
recommendation ok,permanent disbar- to permit permanent disbarment, rule
ment-the profession's disciplinary 323 seemed to the states respondents
equivalent of the death penalty Debated bar like piling on. "The proposed rule
and then tabled by the board since 1996, appears to be part of a broad policy at the
permanent disbarment reappeared as Office of the Chief Trial Counsel to crack
an agenda item at the urging of the state down on everyone," says Jerome Fishkin,
Supreme Court after it disbarred, for the a respondents attorney at Fishkin &: Slatsecond time, an attorney whose most ter in Walnut Creek. 'We're seeing higher
recent misconduct started less than two levels of discipline across the board, we're
years after he was reinstated. (In re Sil- settling fewer cases, and we're seeing
verton, 36 Cal. 4th 81 (2005) .) Despite mean-spirited behavior by prosecutors.
intense opposition by the Los Angeles The whole office has gotten tough."
California courts have long recogCounty Bar Association, the board
nized the value of reharecommended that the
bilitation, leaving open
state Supreme Court
the possibility that lawadopt rule 951.2, which
yers may be reinstated
permits permanent disafter either disbarment
barment for any one
or resignation. But resof seven categories of
"1appS~WS tDhH ignations are a touchy
crimes and misconduct.
,,_ ,...
i..
.,;1
subJ·ect because there
Within months, the
m' a :vl'Oaij.i
is no public record of
State Bar Court raised
the issue of second
p:r}ijj,:,;y ••• to m•aa;k charges pending, and
chances again with a
no admission of culpadOWH
bility by the respondent.
seemingly innocuous
Should the attorney
procedural measure,
apply for reinstatement,
rule 323, which would
shift from the Board of Governors to the the file may be reopened-though percourt's Review Department the respon- petuation proceedings rarely occur.
"Resignation is basically a five-year
sibility for recommending action on
resignations submitted with disciplinary suspension," says Robert C._Fellmeth~
charges pending. The court argued that professor at the University of San Diego
with attorney resignations running School of Laws Center for Public lnterabout five to seven a month, the board -~ t Law and former bar discipline monhad insufficient time to adequately review itor. "You could game the system with
them. It also noted that in 1986 the , an early resignation."
Respondents attorneys maintain that
board had adopted a resolution recommending acceptance of virtually all resig- its not possible to game the system, that
attorneys most often choose resignanations, making review superfluous.
Coming so soon after the boards vote tion to avoid public humiliation. "Only

pan.

on mmry,mn,"
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about 4 percent of attorneys who resign
or are disbarred are ever reinstated,"
says David Cameron Carr, a respondents
attorney in San Diego. (Figures from the
State Bars 2005 Discipline Report show
that 718 lawyers were disbarred or
resigned between 2001 and 2005, and
only 32 lawyers were reinstated during
the same period.) To win reinstatement
for a disbarred or resigned attorney, Carr
adds, "you have the burden of showing
clear and convincing evidence of rehabilitation. I can't say I've ever seen a successful way to game the system."
Adds Diane Karpman, a legal-ethics
expert and respondents attorney. in Los
Angeles, "Rule 323 is the beginning of
restrictions on the right to resign. The
number of options for an attorney faced
with serious discipline is decreasing."
The proposed rule provides the
Office of the Chief Trial Counsel with a
motion procedure by which it can present evidence to the Review Department
in support of a recommendation to not
accept a resignation. A "no" recommendation would essentially force the
respondent back into the disciplinary
system to face whatever unpleasantness
prosecutors have in store.
But during the public comment
period for the proposed rule, only the
State Bars chief trial counsel, Scott J.
Drexel, submitted a statement. In February, Drexel wrote that resignations "can
save significant State Bar resources that
would otherwise be required in the
investigation, prosecution, adjudication
and/or appeal of the proceeding." He
also noted that early resignations could
benefit members, allowing them "to
avoid the stigma or embarrassment of a
public disbarment."
Californ ia La v
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Drexels letter also raised concerns
about late-stage resignations, or those
made following litigation fully testing
the prosecutors case. He urged that bar
members "should only be allowed to
resign when there is a benefit to accepting the resignation that is equal to or
greater than the public benefit derived
from making the members disbarment ,
and the reasons for it, public."
But a funny thing happened in
March when proposed rule 323 came
before the boards Committee on Regulations, Admissions and Discipline (RAD):
With little discussion, the panel voted
4-3 to reject the measure. 'The proposed
rule is not an appropriate delegation of
the boards authority," says Bonnie M.
Dumanis, district attorney of San Diego,
who voted no. "We are empathetic to the
concerns of the State Bar Coun. But I
want to be involved in those issues. Our
rejection is procedural, not substantive."
Some bar watchers interpreted the
committees action as a turf fight. Others
read it as a warning to bar prosecutors
that they had pushed hard enough.
George Scott, chief coun counsel and
acting administrative officer of the State
Bar Coun, says he will work with State
Bar staff to draft a new proposal, this
time changing board procedures for
reviewing resignations .
Fellmeth at the Center for Public
Interest law wasn't pleased by the RAD
committees decision. "The Board of Governors should not be involved in adjudications," he says. "Its disappointing to
have the board seek a role that is inappropriate. As Erich Fromm said back in
the '60s, love means letting go."
But the responden ts bar was
ecstatic. Karpman says, "Real management would be welcome, rather than
the board delegating the final piece of its
adjudication role ."
Its hard to know what really hap- •·
pened. Maybe the vote was just about
defending territory. Maybe it was only
a disagreement about procedures, not
substance. But maybe even elected State
Bar officials-a nd district attorneysstill believe in second chances, however
difficult or remote. m
California Lawye r

Success comes
to those who bill.
A nice thought,

but in reality success depends on more
than just sending out your bill s. They also have to _go out on time and
accurately so that you bill for all of your time {even those e-mail exchanges with
the client that were never recorded). When money comes in, you have to properly
account for it and make sure that everyone gets the portion they earned . Billing
for your time may be a given, but successful billing requires an edge. That edge
is Tabs3 Billing Software .
You will easily capture all of your billable time
Tabs3, and its integration with
PracticeMaster, our practice managemen t
software, helps makes sure none of your time
with

-~

goes unrecorded {even those e-mails). Tabs3 then
creates professronal looking bills and helps you
send them out on time .
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You can also keep your back office running smoothly by integrating with Tabs3
Financial Software. In short, Tabs3 helps ease your administrative hassles so

:.~

your time is better spent practicing law.
Maybe what we should say is that

use Tabs3.

success comes to those who

Your FREE trial is waiting: www.Tabs3.com/cl
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billing software.

ALCOHO L OR DRUG ABUSE? DEPRESSION?
OTHER MENTAL HEALTH CONCERNS?
Professiona l Assistance for
Alcohol or Drug Abuse or
Mental Health Concerns?

Peer Assistance for
Alcohol or Drug Abuse,
Including fellowship
meetings in your area.

Lawyer Assistance
Program (LAP)

Free Personal or
Career Counseling

877.LAP 4 HELP
(527.4435)
www.calbar.ca.gov/lap
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Battered board's self-rule at issue
Chiropractic panel could lose autonomy in wake of
controversial actions.
By Kevin Yamamura - Bee Capitoi Bureau
Published 12:00 am PDT Monday, .June ll, 2007
Minus the comparisons of medical doctors to the Japanese emperor, California chiropractors
are gearing up to fight like it's 1922 all over again.
Legislation advanced last week that attempts to strip the state Board of Chiropractic
Examiners of the unusual autonomy it has held for 85 years. The two proposals would
require voter approval, and the chiropractic industry sees them as a serious enough threat
that it has launched a $2 million fundraising drive for a potential ballot battle.
The chiropractic board had existed in relative obscurity until this spring, when legally
questionable moves by board appointees became public. That led to an inquiry by
lawmakers, who now want the chiropractic board to answer to the Legisl·a ture and the
executive branch in the same way other health-related panels do.
"This has come about because of the absolutely indefensible behavior of the Board of
Chiropractic Examiners," said Sen. Mark Ridley-Thomas, D-Los Angeles, author of Senate Bill
801, which would allow the Legislature to change chiropractic laws.
"Had they been conducting themselves in a way that is consistent with the expectations of
the administration and the public itself, there would be no reason to do this," Ridley-Thomas
said.
But the association representing the state's 15,000 chiropractors sees the bills as an attack
on the profession.
The California Chiropractic Association acknowledges that the chiropractic board has freedom
that other state panels do not have. Its board appointees do not require Senate confirmation.
The Legislature cannot change chiropractic law, which essentially has remained the same
since 1922 . And the Department of Consumer Affairs cannot impose consumer protections on
the panel.
But chiropractors believe they need those special protections because they fear the state's
medical lobby otherwise will use the Legislature and the Consumer Affairs Department to ruin
the chiropractic field.
"Allowing these amendments would open it up every year for the medical association to
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eliminate our practice or add new requirements for chiropractors," said Kristine Shultz, a
lobbyist for the California Chiropractic Association. "It's not good for our patients to have
these things politicized."
The same fears 85 years ago led to the creation of the chiropractic board by state initiative.
In the ballot argument for the 1922 Chiropractic Act, a proponent said allowing doctors to
continue regulating chiropractors was tantamount to allowing the Japanese emperor run the
U.S. Navy.
"It would be as reasonable to permit the Mikado to direct our shipbuilding and examine U.S.
naval officers as to permit the Medical Board, dominated by M.D. 's, to examine and control
their chief competitors," wrote proponent G.A. Lynch.
The initiative passed that year, and it has governed the state's chiropractors ever since.
Michael Schroeder, a former chairman of the California Republican Party, sent a letter to
Republican lawmakers last week calling SB 801 and Assembly Bill 1137 by Assemblyman
· Mike Eng, D-Monterey Park, "a radical and astonishing regulatory power grab."
The letter also was signed by the state party's former chairman, Shawn Steel, and treasurer,
Keith Carlson. Steel and Schroeder are attorneys in the chiropractic industry.
"What they said in 1922 is just as true as it is now, which is that it's wrong and it will just
allow for a lot of mischief and discrimination," Schroeder said of the current legislation. "I
think alternative health care boards and professions need extra protection against the
medical profession because they're competitors and will overreach."
The California Medical Association has taken no position on the two bills, said spokeswoman
Karen Nikos. But she said the association believes the chiropractic board shouldn't have
special protections.
"We do think it's appropriate for chiropractors to come under the same oversight that
medicine, nursing, optometry and pharmacy fall under," Nikos said. "If the Legislature
oversees their board, then it's an open process."
The state Board of Chiropractic Examiners came under fire this year for violating legal
protocols and approving a March 1 resolution endorsing a chiropractic procedure that
involves anesthesia . Appointees of Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger testified at a March hearing
that they had made mistakes, including violating open-meeting laws and firing their
executive director in an illegal fashion.
The appointees remain on the board, with backing from Schwarzenegger, who has decadeslong friendships with Chairman Richard Tyler and board member Franco Columbu.
SB 801 and AB 1137 would allow the Legislature to amend the Chiropractic Act and give the
Senate confirmation powers over the governor's appointees. The bills also would give the
Consumer Affairs Department more control over the chiropractic board and allow lawmakers
to appoint members to the panel.
Both bills relied on Democratic support to clear their houses of origin last week in the
Democratic-controlled Legislature. If they eventually move out of the Legislature, they must
be signed by Schwarzenegger to reach the statewide ballot next June . The governor has not
taken a position, said spokesman Aaron Mclear.
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Julie D'Anqelo Fellmeth. administrative director at the Center for Public Interest Law at the
called the chiropractic industry's fears of the medical profession a
~.o.i.Yersity of
chicken uttfe argument."

San Djeao,

"This is not 1922, this is 2007," Fellmeth said. "That may have been a legitimate and
justified concern in 1922, but I don't think it's a concern anymore. I think chiropractic is
embedded in modern health care, and the board has abused this special position it has
occupied for 85 years. It is deserving of no less and no more oversight than_aoy_otb_er
occupational board."
Go to: Sacbee / Back to story
Th is article is protected by copyright and should not be printed or distributed for anyth ing except personal use .
· Th e Sacramento Bee, 2100 Q St., P.O. Box 15779, Sacramento, CA 9585 2
Phone : {916) 321-1000
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Board backs off on Ph.D. rule
Regulators say they lack power over chiropractor
accreditation.
By John Hill - Bee Capitol Bureau
Published 12:00 am PDT Thursday, .June 21, 2007
The board that oversees chiropractors now says it has no authority to discipline practitioners
who claim advanced degrees from unaccredited universities, a reversal of an earlier policy
that ensnared current board member Franco Columbu.
The board has no regulation that spells out what kinds of claims about Ph.D .s might be
misleading to consumers, said interim Executive Director Brian Stiger.
As a result, the board can't send out letters to chiropractors who make. those clainis telling·•·
them to prove that the university is legitimate or stop advertising the degree, Stiger said.

•

Some other profess ional licensing boards do restrict what licensees can claim about other
degrees and credentials, Stiger and others say .
The board's new stance fails to protect consumers against misleading claims, said a legislator
who has been investigating the Board of Chiropractic Examiners.
"It's just another example of how out of control this board is ... ," said Sen . Mark RidleyThomas, D-Los Angeles . "It goes directly to the issues of integrity and credibility . This drives
me nuts."
For years, the board had been challenging chiropractors who claimed Ph.D.s from
unaccredited institutions. The board investigates about five to 10 such cases each year,
Stiger said.
One was Columbu, a chiropractor appointed to the board by Gov . Arnold Schwarzenegger in
February 2006. Columbu and Schwarzenegger are longtime friends from bodybuilding days,
with Columbu, known as the Sard inian Strongman , standing as best man in
Schwarzenegger's wedding .
Two years before Columbu's appointment, the board sent him a "cease and desist" letter,
telling him that he was in violation of a regulation on false and misleading advertising.
The letter demanded that Columbu show proof that the issuer of his Ph.D., Donsbach
University, was an accredited institution, or remove the Ph .D. claim from his advertis ing .
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The case was closed when Columbu furnished proof that he was no longer advertising the
Ph.D.

(

But as of April of this year, Columbu still included a reference to a "Ph.D . in nutrition" on his
Web site in a sales pitch for a $200 nutrition and training program. Columbu's Web site was
not accessible Wednesday.
After The Bee reported Columbu's situation in April, a lawyer wrote on Columbu's behalf that
he had complied with the cease-and-desist letter but "due to an oversight" left one reference
to the Ph.D. at the bottom of the Web page.
The attorney, Wilkie Cheong, also questioned the board's authority to determine whether or
not an institution conferring a Ph.D. was accredited.
Columbu did not respond to a voice mail Wednesday.
Stiger said that he did not talk to Columbu aboufthe change. He said it came up as part of
his review of a number of board pr
s since taking over as interim director in March .
Two lawyers agreed that th
claim Ph.D.s from unaccr
the board staff so the-r:

esn't have the authority to discipline chiropractors who
itutions, he said . Stiger sent out an e-mail Wednesday to
be aware of the change.

Julie D'An~lo Fellmet , administrative director at the Center for Public Interest Law at the
University of San Diego, said the Columbu situation puts the board staff in an awkward
position.

(

"I understand the board staff is between a rock and a hard place," she said . "How would you
like to go after one of your own board members?"
Another board member, Frederick Lerner, also claims a Ph.D., this one in electromedical
sciences from City University Los Angeles.
The university is unaccredited and is no longer approved by the state Bureau for Private
Postsecondary and Vocational Education. But Lerner said that when he did course work and a
dissertation in 1985, the school was legitimate .
Stiger said that in the absence of enforcement, the board would rely on public education,
informing consumers about how to check out chiropractors' credentials.
The board could also choose to pass a regulation to detail the kinds of claims that
chiropractors are prohibited from making. But that option could be costly and time
consuming.
Ridley-Thomas sa id the reversal is "Exhibit A" for why the Legislature should pass a bill
asking voters to put the Board of Chiropractic Examiners under the control of the Department
of Consumer Affairs. The board is more autonomous than other professional licensing bodies
because it was set up by a 1922 initiative governing the chiropractic profession.
With the board under tighter control, the Legislature would be able to review appointees like
Columbu, he said, and would be more likely to pursue a regulation barring certain advertising
claims.
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"The public deserves better, much better," he said.
Go to: Sacbee / Back to story
This article is protected by copyright and should not be printed or distributed for anything except personal use.
The Sacramento Bee, 2100 Q St. , P.O . Box 15779, Sacramento, CA 95852
Phone: (916) 321-1000
Copyright © ,:he Sacra_mento Bee
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Doctor rel,ab program ails
Plastic surgeon seeing patients despite 2 DUis is called
prime example of a flawed system.
By Aurelio Rojas - Bee Capitol Bureau
Published 12:00 am PDT Sunday, .June 17, 2007
The Web site of Dr. Brian Robert West notes the Los Angeles County plastic surgeon is
board-certified and touts his skills working with patients .
What is left unsaid is that West, who shut down his Roseville office in 2004 after two drunken
driving convictions and several patient complaints of negligence, is being allowed to practice
by the Medical Board of California despite facing the loss of his license after the board found
he lied about his drinking problem.
Among the most startling revelations contained in a recent audit by the California State
Auditor is that the drug and alcohol diversion program administered by the board does not
always require physicians to stop practicing immediately after testing positive, putting public
safety at risk.
The audit, released earlier this month, also found the 27-year-old program is inconsistently
monitoring participants, with more than one in four urine tests not performed as randomly
scheduled.
State Sen. Mark Ridley-Thomas -- who chairs a committee with oversight over the program - is threatening to discontinue the $1.5 million-a-year program unless its integrity is
improved. The program is funded by physician fees and treats up to 400 doctors at a time .
"I 'm personally concerned that patient safety could be at risk as a result of substance abuse
that is compromising quality of care," the Los Angeles Democrat said last week during a
hearing of the Senate Business, Professions and Economic Development Committee .
Under Ridley-Thomas' Senate Bill 761, the program would be required to immediately
remove from practice any participant who tests positive.
The legislation also calls for the board to adopt regulations ensuring the program receives
required monitoring and treatment reports .
California has one of only three state-sanctioned programs for impaired physicians that's run
by employees of a state medical licensing board.
About half of the participants enroll on their own. Others enter after being detected through
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complaints. The board also may order a physician to participate in the program as a term of
probation in a public disciplinary action.
Participants must agree to terms and conditions for a five-year monitoring period, including
random testing for drugs and alcohol, required group meetings and work-site monitoring,
and often psychotherapy.
The audit found insufficient assurances the program is receiving reports from treatment
providers and work-site monitors, as well as meeting-verification cards.
Based on a sample of participants, the audit found that program operators should have
obtained 51 reports from therapists but received only 17.
"Paperwork is the life-blood of the diversion program," Julie Fellmeth, administrative director
of the Center for Public Interest Law based at the University of San Diego told the Senate
1
committee.
Fellmeth is a longtime critic of the diversion program. Three years ago, she published a
report that called for major improvements.
The latest audit, Fellmeth told the Senate committee, was the fifth independent study since
1982 to find troubling loopholes in the program.
"I am particularly appalled that 26 percent of the drug tests administered by the program are
still not administered on the day chosen randomly by a computer," Fellmeth said .
Instead, she said, "they are manipulated" by participants who claim they are on vacation or
who simply skip drug tests, often without consequences.
Fellmeth said she was "horrified" the program does not even comply with its own policy of
immediately docking a physician who tests positive.
According to the audit, the program was required to remove 13 physicians from practice
immediately upon discovery of a relapse but removed only three, Fellmeth said.
She told the panel the Legislature has a number of options to solve the program's
"intractable problems," including "outsourcing it to the private sector."
But Dr. Richard Fantozzi, a San Diego surgeon who was elected last month to a one-year
term as president of the medical board, said he is not sure that would improve the program.
"One of the concerns that has been expressed to me is if the physicians were in a private
entity, we would have no knowledge of the benefit, (and) we wouldn't have the ability to
track any data," Fantozzi said. "To that extent, we've been moving forward to try to make
our program tighter."
Dr. David Pating, a psychiatrist who represented the 35,000-physician California Medical
Association at the Senate hearing, acknowledged the audit revealed many areas of the
program that need improvement.

(

But Pating, president of the California Society of Addiction Medicine, said the program is not
broken and cited its 75 percent successful completion rate.
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That rate,· he said, is three times the 25 percent completion rate for California's Proposition
36 program, which diverts nonviolent felons to treatment. It also is twice the success rate of
community-based programs.
"There is a lot of redundancy in the system's physician monitoring," he said. "Everybody is
watching these physicians ."
Pating said there is no documented evidence that any patient has been harmed by a
physician in the program.
Fellmeth contends the success rate is misleading because the program does not track
participants after they leave the program . She said there is no way of knowing if the
physicians have relapsed and are endangering patients .
Pating disagreed with Fellmeth's assessment that "paperwo~k" is the essential portion of the
program.
"If I was an administrator, or in your shoes, I would not trust any piece of paper that crosses
my desk," Pating told the committee. "I want to know with my eyes, 'Do you look like you're
impaired? Do you look like you're on a substance right now?' And if you do, then I'm going to
pull you out of work."
In West's case, the medical board filed a complaint against him in 2005 claiming that the
plastic surgeon directed his office manager -- who doubled as his work-site monitor -- to
underreport the number of hours he worked and to falsify Alcoholics Anonymous sign-up logs
to reflect he attended meetings that he did not.
West, who was placed on five years' probation in 2005 after the medical board found that he
lied about his drinking problem, is also accused of lying to the board investigator about one
of his DUI incidents .
His license could be suspended or revoked . Until then, he continues to work at the Beverly
Hills Surgical Institute.
A receptionist who answered a phone call last week at West's office said he was treating a
patient and unavailable. The call was not returned.
Go to : Sacbee / Back to story
Th is article is protected by copyright and should not be printed or dist ributed for anything except personal use.
The Sacramento Bee, 2100 Q St ., P.O. Bo x 15779, Sacramento, CA 95852
Phone : (916) 321-1000
C.QRY.clgh.t © Th e Sacramento B.~
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.·.·,,Tpe~real.problem
~:_·_Board-pu'rge wouldn't end need for chiro fix
n-recent weeks, legislation
to beef up regulation of Cal.
ifornia's 15,000-plus chiro.
praetors has passed key Assembly and Senate committee votes. Driving the reforms: the
·outrageous behavior of the state
Board of Chiropractic Examiners,
which sees its role as protecting
wayward chiropractors from public scrutiny rather than protecting
the public from wayward
chiropractors.
But debatehas focused
too much dn the board's
shenanigans and not
enough on the circumstances that make such shenanigans likely. Because o1
the language of the 1922
ballot measure creating the
chiropractic board, chiropractors have far less independent
oversight than regular medical
doctors, optometrists, nurses or
pharmacists. Even if there were a
purge of current board members,
this would persist
Especially given chiropractic's
colorful and sometimes controversial history - and the fact that
there are sharp divisions among
practitioners themselves as to
which procedures are safe - such
.

I

light regulation makes no sense.
Bills by Sen. Mark RidleyThomas, D-Los Angeies, and Assemblyman Mike Eng, D-Monterey Park, would rectify this
problem ·through an initiative
thatwould place the chiropractic
board under the Department of
Consumer Affairs. But the California 'Chiropractic Association
- even as it concedes the need
for "strengthening legislative oversight" - trashes
the reforms as being a first
step by nefarious medical
doctors toward banning
chiropractic.
Please. 1.lille D'Angelo
Fellmeth of the Center for
Public Interest Law at the
Uriiversi~ of San Die!·o
got it rigt when she toct
The Sacramento Bee that this is a
"Chicken little argument"
Fellmeth says "chiropractic
is embedded in modern health
care" and isn't going anywhere.
We agree - which is why it's
high time chiropractic had the
same independent oversight as
everyone else in modern health
care. We hope that when a reform
bill reaches his desk, Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger agrees, too.
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FINANCIAL QUESTION: Assemblyman Chuck DeVore of Irvine, a frequent budget critic, says
it makes sense to increase payments to foster parents .
THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER
Friday, June 8, 2007

Foster care funding out in cold
California's low funding shifts wards into costly
institutions designed for troubled kids as foster parents,
including those in Orange County, leave the system.
BRIAN JOSEPH
Register columnist
CAPITOL WATCHDOG
bjoseph@ocregister.com
SACRAMENTO - When the state takes custody of abused or neglected children,
the cheapest way to care for them is in a foster home.
That also happens to be the preference of child welfare experts, who say foster families
provide greater stability than institutional facilities or intensive treatment homes.
The Legislature, however, has done little lately to support foster families, and as a result more
and more of these kids are finding their way into more costly facilities designed for children
with behavioral or emotional problems.
A key reason? Over the last seven years, the minimum cost of raising a child climbed to $750
a month while foster care payments huddled at about $494, according to the County Welfare
Directors Association of California .
That's $126 less than the average kennel charges to house a dog, an association survey
found .

(

"That's why so many people don't do it," said Rhonda Foster, a former Orange County foster
parent trainer who says she's had more than 60 foster children live in her home over the years.
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Foster said says families leave the foster care system or don't join it simply because they can't
afford to provide the same care for foster children and their own kids.
"You can't keep a foster child at the same level as your own child. Not in Orange County."
Indeed, two studies released last month say the low rates have caused thousands of families
to drop out of the foster system, which in turn has forced the state to put more wards in
expensive facilities . The association reports 53 percent of the state's nearly 80,000 foster
children live in treatment homes or institutional facilities, which cost $1,589 to $6,371 monthly
per child.
In Orange County, 104 families , or 17 percent, have dropped out of the foster care system in
the last four years. As of February, there were 2,792 children in foster care in Orange County.
Some counties have lost half their foster care families .
A solution, of course, is to raise rates.
The association estimates it would cost $58 million to raise rates to $750 a month. The
Legislature easily found money to pay for February's presidential primary, estimated to cost
between $48 million and $80 million and which likely will feature a ballot measure to extend
legislative term limits.
But children's welfare groups didn't even bother asking for that much money.
Instead, they supported a bill by Assemblyman Jim Beall Jr., D-San Jose, which would have
cost $14 million to raise rates 5 percent and would have guaranteed rate increases in each of
the next five years.
The bill also would have raised adoption assistance payments, rates for:
foster care and set aside $25 million for a foster family support progr
Then, last month, it was killed in the Assembly Appropriations Co
"I was shocked," said Ed Howard , a lobbyist for the Children's Ad cacy Institute, which is part
of the Center for Public Interest Law at the University of San Diego School of Law.
Like many children's welfare advocates, Howard says the issue has fallen through the cracks
because foster families are not an organized special interest that makes campaign
contributions or lobbies on the Capitol.
"The moms and dads that open their hearts and homes to abused and neglected children are
too busy taking care of them on our behalf to hire lobbyists," he said in an e-mail.
"But if just a tiny handful of legislators pledge that Sacramento business as usual will not
endure so long as these parents are being abandoned by the state, then a policy that is both
fiscally wrong and an attack on families would quickly come to an end ."

(

To be fair, preliminary budget documents in the Assembly and the Senate call for a 5 percent
rate increase as well, but the differences between those proposals and the Beall bill frustrate
children's advocates.
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The budget proposals include no support programs, no automatic increases, and no increases
in kinship care or adoption assistance payments. They do include increases for institutional
facilities and intensive treatment homes.
(Carroll Schroeder, executive director of the California Alliance of Child and Family Services,
which represents the institutional facilities and intensive treatment homes, said all of foster
care is underfunded and it doesn't make sense to say one group of children deserves more
money but not another.)
County Welfare Directors Association Executive Director Frank Mecca called the budget
proposals a product of "the politics of parity" and said automatic increases for foster families
have unfairly been lumped with the kind of autopilot spending the Legislature is often criticized
for.
I asked Assemblyman Chuck DeVore, R-lrvine, why this might be.
De Vore is one of the Legislature's most fiscally conservative members (he was among those to
vote against the February primary) and he often rails against unnecessary spending and
autopilot budgeting .
e also has not been involved in the foster care debate.
The Assemblyman agreed that foster families likely don't have the political resources to make
their positions known.
"A widely dispersed group of foster families probably has a less effective lobby than a private
business," like the institutional facilities, DeVore said.
That doesn't make the institutions villains. They're simply better positioned because of their
finances and focus to traverse the tricky landscape of Sacramento politics.
That said, DeVore, a member of the Assembly Budget Committee, said arguments for
increasing foster family rates seem to make sense from both a moral and fiscal perspective.
"It would seem to me that any policy that shifts resources from more cost-effective and better
for the child to one less cost-effective and more difficult for the child should be revisited," he
said .
Brian Joseph covers Capitol issues for the Register. His Capitol Watchdog column focuses on
government practices. To reach him, call 916-449-6046 or e-mail bjoseph@ocregister.com
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San Diego native
Andrew Haden, a law
student at USD, is winner
of the 20of f:icLennon
Honors Moot Court
Competition, one of the
most rigorous legal intramural competitions in the
nation. The competition
was created to provide
students with an opportunity to develop their legal
brief writing and oral
advocacy skills and to
test these skills in competition. It is named in
honor of attorney and
naval aviator Paul A.
McLennon Sr.
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Su m m er Autism Conference
People No t Packages: Dy na mi
c Approaches to
Personalizing Supports for Pe
ople wi th Autism

July 9- 11 , 20 07
For families, edu cato rs, self-advo
cates,
stud ents and prof essi ona ls, this
uniq ue
con fere nce brin gs stat e-of -the
-art ideas
on how to sup port indi vidu als
who
live with auti sm.

PRESENTERS INCLUDE:
• Anne M. Donnellan, Ph.D.
• Martha R. Leary, M.A., CCC-SLP
• Sue Rubin, self-advocate
• Nan Negri, Ph.D .
• Kate McG innity, M.S.
• Chri sti Kasa -Hendrickson, Ph.D
.
• Jod i Robledo, Ph.D.
• Diana Pastora Carson, M.Ed.
• Stephen Hinkle, B.S. and self- adv

ocate

REGISTRATION FEES: $295 - $32
0
Incl ude s two grad uate -lev el exte
nsio n
credits, han dou ts, brea kfas t and
snacks.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
w ww .san dieg o.ed u/au tism inst
itute
(619) 260-7705

This conference can be part of a
three-unit graduate
course offered thro ugh the Scho
ol of Leadership and
Education Sciences. Call (619) 2607705 for information.

U ni ve ~
oJSanDiego
www.sandiego. edu
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Summer autism conference slated for July 9-11
A conference at the University of.5an Diego features state-of-the-art ideas from national and
tional experts on how to better support and
stand individuals living with autism. Topics i
the role of movement differences in communic
and behavior, rhythm and relationships, and sensi
ity training to better understand the experiences o
those living with autism.

The conference takes place July 9-11 at USD's
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice.
For fees and registration information, go to
www.sandiego.edu/autisrninstitute or caJJ 619-260705 .

USD 's Autism Institute is the host of the confer-
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Compassionate
hank s to a Ram ona woman,
·
ment al disabilities may get th
that they have long need ed.
As part of a l Ipiyersity of San Di~~ graduate-le
vel class on
lobbying, Maur een Carasiti hit upon e idea of creat
ing a single
statewide regis ny of abusive careOur view:
takers. Carasiti is executive director of Noah Homes, a residential
program in Spring Valley for adult s
Bill inspired by with deve
lopmental disabilities,
such as ment al retardation, cerelocal woman
palsy, epilepsy and autism.
wo·uld give extra bralToday
, facilities for the develprotection to
opme ntally disabled may be lidevelopmentally censed by different agencies that
do not routinely share informadisabled
tion. A home for the developmentally disabled, for instance, may
be licensed unde r one agency, but a day progr
am for the developme ntally disab led could be licen sed by anoth
er.
Unlik e most "ther e ough ta be a law" outbu rsts,
this one actually had legs. The resul t is the Regi sny to End
Abus e Caretaker Hiring, or the REACH Project, prop osed
as Assembly
Bill 1192 by Assemblywoman Noreen Evans, D-Sa
nta Rosa
If the bill passes, the Depa rtme nt of Deve lopm ental .
Services would start investigating repo rts of abusive
trean nent
toward the deve lopm ental ly disab led and track
ing such
abus ers through a regisny.
This bill will be considered by the Assembly Appr
opriations
Committee on Thursday. Legislators should supp
ort this effort to
protect some of the most defenseless of our fellow
Californians.
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Kaeding Gives Back with Golf, Camp
Rob Howe
HawkeyeNation.com

Jun 11, 2007

Nate Kaeding is giving back to his community with a golf tournament and sports camp . HN .com caught up with
Kaedo to discuss the events. Read all about it in this feature free to all visitors of hawkeyenation.com.
As a three-sport state champion during his days at Iowa City West High, Nate Kaeding understood what it meant
for different parts of the state to host final events. He won two state football championships in Cedar Falls, a
couple state basketball titles in Des Moines and a state soccer crown in Muscatine.
Recently, many of the Iowa state championships have been moved to Des Moines. That rubbed Kaeding the
wrong way.
"Obviously I'm partial growing up in Iowa City and living in Eastern Iowa, but with Des Moines grabbing all of
these high school sporting events it seems like they're getting a monopoly," the former Iowa Hawkeyes allAmerican kicker said . "I don't think that's the right thing to do from a state wide perspective. You look at a town
like Marshalltown, (the state baseball tournament) was their huge thing . They had parades and all.
"You're taking that impact away from smaller communities and giving it all to Des Moines. I understand the
central location, but that's a neat thing for a community to have . I think it would be neat to spread it around the
state and have each place enjoy that benefit as each year comes around and have them take ownership and
pride."
Instead of just having an opinion, Kaeding decided to see if he could level the playing field. He started a golf
tournament in his name last year with half of the proceeds going to the Iowa City/Coralville Sports Authority (the
other half is earmarked for Hope House). This year's event was scheduled for Friday, June 15, at Brown Deer
Golf Club .
The Sports Authority bids on amateur sporting events, like the state high school championships, to bring them to
Iowa City and Coralville.
"I know a lot of people in the restaurant business and the hotel business in town," Kaeding said. "They get a lot of
business through the university, but any more they can get through amateur sports it's for the better for
everybody that lives in Iowa City and Coralville."
Though there isn't a celebrity for every foursome in the golf tournament, a group of them will be in the field .
Former Iowa special teams' standouts Jason Baker and Rob Houghtlin will be on hand as will Kaeding's San
Diego Charger teammates Mike Goff (Iowa), Derreck Robinson (Iowa), Mike Scifres and David Binn along with
team play-by-play voice Hank Bauer.
For more information on the Nate Kaeding Drive-Putt-Kick Golf Tournament, please visit: www.iowasports.com/golftournament.asp . Spots remain .
Next month , Kaeding will continue giving back to the community with the Second Annual Training with Kaeding
and Gallery all-sports camp with former Iowa teammate and current Oakland Raider Robert Gallery . All proceeds
go to Hope House, a facility similar to the Ronald McDonald House for children that provides lodging for adult
cancer patients at University Hospitals.
The camp, which is being held from July 10-12 at Iowa City West High, offers instruction in football, basketball
and soccer. It's a departure from camps that focus on a single sport.
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" I know that from a technical standpoint it's important for kids of younger ages to get involved in camp so they
learn how to hold a football; to learn all of the different skills of football," Kaeding said. "I just remember growing
up and playing all of the sports, pick-up games, and just having fun with your buddies . Kids today are forced into
too many structured situations . They have their private coaches . I remember the fun of just playing the games
and that's what I wanted to gear it towards. "We get the kids out and they just have fun for three days. That's
what kids are supposed to do. We also throw in a little bit of skill development because we do have a lot of good
teachers out there. We have NFL players and we hire up to 60 certified local high school sports coaches. We
have current and former athletes in Iowa football, basketball and soccer."
The camp also focuses on more than athletic performance.
"We do character development lessons twice a day," Kaeding said . "Character Counts counselors come in from
around the state and run these programs . It actually gives a structured setting to sit them down in a classroom
situation and reinforce the importance of teamwork and responsibility and honesty, the things you learn through
sports. It kind of gives a good stage to do that at a camp like that with a lot of their role models being there to
reiterate the importance of being a good person along with being a good athlete."
Kaeding came up with the idea for this camp as a way of giving back to his community and preparing for the
future.
'The camp is kind of my pet project because I graduated from the college of education ," he said . "I was thinking
about something of substance I could do to help kids . I do the kicking camps, but that doesn't get the sort of
reach or the depth of an impact that I want to provide. I know it's only three days, but the way we run it, it's going
to have a significant impact.
"I took a continuing education class at the University of San Diego that gives you certification in character
education . It's one of the only two or three in the nation as a certified character educator. I want to get involved in
education when I'm done playing as a coach and an educator from that standpoint. It kind of helps me hone
those skills."
This year's camp counselors include former Iowa football players Kaeding, Gallery, Sean Considine (Philadelphia
Eagles), Chad Greenwa _(Minnesota Vikings), Matt Roth (Miami Dolphins), Bob Sanders (Indianapolis Colts) and
Jared Clauss . About six current Iowa football players also are expected as well members of the Hawkeye
basketball and soccer teams .
For more information on the camp , please visit www.kaedinggallerycamp.com.

Story URL: http://story.Scout.com/a.z?s=66&p=2&c=650756
Copyright © 2007 Scout.com and HawkeyeNation .com
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'11olocaust survivor speaks at USD

1

On Friday, June :22, at 1 p.m., Holocaust survivor, author and public speaker Eva Olsson will speak at the Universi of San Die o Joan
B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. e e o er speec 1s
ance and Compassion: A Caring Approach to Teaching Students
Character."
During World War II, Eva's family was imprisoned in a ghetto
then shipped by boxcar to Auschwitz in May 1944. Of her entire exte
ed family of 89 people, only she and her youngest sister, Fradel, s
vived the death camps. Her book, Unlocking the Doors: a Woman 's
Struggle against Intolerance, is a bestseller in Canada where she emigrated in 1951.
This co-sponsored event is free and open to the public and part of
the Ninth Annual Character Development Conference hosted by the
Character Development Center at USD. Seating is limited. RSVP by
Friday, June 15 at http://peace.sandiego.edu.
For more information on the conference, go to http://charactermatters.sandiego.edu.
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• Holouust survivor tllk: Eva Olsson
will speak on tolerance, compassion
and developing character at 1 p.m.
Friday at \be Unjyersjty of San Pj!sKP
Joan Kroc Institute for Peace an
Justice. RS.V .P. by 5 p.m. Monday at
peace.sandiego.edu.
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Urden honored by
USD Nu ing School
SAN
Urden, exe
Nursing Qualit ,
and Research at
Pomerado Health, recently
ceived the Author E. Hughes
Award for Career Achievement from the School of Nursing at the University of San
Diego.
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It was a day of herita ge, pride and
By Shatto Light
Special to ASIA

More than 300 members and friends of
San Diego's Asian Pacific Islander community turned out Tuesday, May 22, at a
luncheon ceremony to honor achievers in 11
categories and give special recognition to
Dr. Michael Inoue, honorary consul general
for Japan in San Diego, who has been active
in San Diego's Japanese American community for years.
The Fourth Annual Asian Heritage
Awards, held at the Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice at the University of
San Diego was hosted by ASIA, The
Journal of Culture & Commerce, and title
sponsor Prudential Financial. Channel 8
anchor and reporter Marcella Lee emceed
the event, which featured noted virologist
Flossie Wong-Staal as keynote speaker.
After brief opening remarks from
Novarro and Carmen, Lee took over the
program, which she described as a "gathering of one big family."

• Japan Society of San
and Tijuana, for
Diego
Business Enterprise.
Each honoree received a
plaque with the name of the
company sponsoring the category.
Fifty-seven individuals and
organizations were nominated
by members of the community
and their names placed on an
Internet ballot for voting. More
than 24,000 votes were cast
through the Internet, as well as
ballots clipped from the newspaper. Individual votes also
came in via email.
Wong-Staal's address provided a comprehensive and
captivating look at the world of
viruses and retroviruses, whose
role as a trigger of human diseases, including cancers and
AIDS, was relatively unknown
two decades ago. One of the
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National Honor Society
recognizes distinguished
scholarship and seNice
Spencer Anderson and Hayley
Martin, students at the Universit
of San Dieg~ were se ecte or
Mortar Boar ' a national honor
society recognizing students for
outstanding achievement in scholarship, leadership and service.
Both Anderson and Martin are
from Rancho Bernardo, and will
be seniors this fall. Anderson is
majoring in mechanical engineering. His long-range goal is to obtain a master's degree in business
administration. Martin is majoring
in art history. Her long-range goal
is to become an art professor.
Mortar Board, founded in 1918,
has more than 200 chapters across
the country. Students are selected
in their junior year and continue
to serve the university and community through special projects as
seniors.
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Escondido
resident honored
Caroline Tall of Escondido
a student at the Universi o
San Die~o, was se ecte or
Mortar Board, a national honor society that recognizes students for outstanding achievement in scholarship, leadership and service. A communications major, her long-range
goal is to obtain a master's degree in journalism.
Mortar Board, founded in
1918, has more than 200 chapters across the country. Students are selected in their 1
junior year and continue to
serve the university and community ~ough special projects as semors.
The University of San
Diego is a Catholic institution j
of higher learning chartered
in 1949. The school enrolls approximately 7,500 students
and is known for its commitment to teaching, the liberal
arts, the formation of values
and community service. Other
academic divisions include
the College of Arts and Sciences and the schools of Business Administra tion, Law,
Leadership and Education
Sciences, and Nursing and
Health Science.
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A CONQUERING.
As senior class president, Amanda
wears her blue blazer to school, a
mile walk round-trip each weekday.

A homeless teen beat the odds to flourish
an Diego High
and n0w plans for her first year at USD on scholarship
By Jane Clifford
FAMILY EDITOR

ike the rest of this year's high
school graduates, Amanda Martinez will celebrate. But it won't
be just her 3.57 cumulative GPA And
it won't be just getting into USD with a
four-year scholarship. It will be doing all
this as a homeless teenager. Amanda's
brown eyes shine as she talks about
where she is today.

L

She's senior class president at San
Diego High School, where she will give
a speech at graduation June 16.
At 17, she says she's in the most
stable living environment she's ever
had - in the dormli¾e setting of Toussaint Academy of the Arts·and Sciences,
a school and a licensed group facility
serving homeless young people ages 14
to 17. It's been home for 2½ years.
She's happy. And peaceful. And

thankful.
'Tm lucky to have this place," she
says quietly, leaning against a poster
on the wall in her room, unusually tidy
for a busy teenager, especially one who
didn't expect company.
But Amanda can imagine where
she'd be. It's where she's been too
many times . . . homeless shelters,
single room occupancy hotels, relatives'
SEE

Amanda, E
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CONTINUED FROM El

Pushed herself
iri studies, found
job after school

(

homes, friends' cars. She remembers going to about eight
elementary and middle
schools. She can't remember
how many times the family
moved.
It all started, he says, after
her mother and father divorced
when she was 3. There were
drug is ues, she explains, financial issues. She and her older
sister moved around with their
mother. Then there was a boyfriend and two more children.
Then with the boyfriend gone,
it was the two older girls and
the little ones and their mom
trying to make it.
When they couldn't, they
went to St: Vincent de Paul's
shelter for homeless families in
downtown San Diego. Amanda's big sister, turned teenager,
left and eventually lived at
Toussaint. The rest of the family headed for a room in a downtown hotel. There was another
hotel or two -Amanda can't
quite remember - and then it
was back to St. Vmcent's and
then on to yet another hotel until they had trouble paying the
rent They ended up in an abandoned house.
"We went in there and slept
at night for about a week," she
says. 'There was no water, no
electricity. I remember it was
my spring break from school."
On her first day back at
school, she made a decision.
"I said, 'Mom, I have this
place to go.' And I left"
Amanda was 13. She headed
for The Storefront, a 20-bed
emergency helter for homeless, runaway and "street" kids
operated by San Diego Youth &
Community Services.
"I was there for 10 months,"
she says. And she was put on
the waiting list for Toussaint, a
30-bed, Jong-term residential fa.
cility downtown.
Along the way, it was always
school that offered stability.

"School was always my escape," she says. "I could forget
about my family problems."
She poured herself into her
classes during the day and got
a work permit for after-school
jobs at a retail store and then a
candy shop in Seaport Village,
where she's employed part
time.
"She's very motivated," says
Rick Newmyer, executive dirktor of Toussaint Youth Villages, who adds that Amanda
started another job this week,
interning at Pierre's Place at
Toussaint Villages. The coffee
shop/pizza parlor opened to
provide downtown with a new
venue and young residents
with jobs and training. "She
earns everything she gets."
Amanda did homework at
the shelter at night and kept
her mind off the other stuff. Until she started making friends.
"We would talk at school,
and they would say, 'Hey,
Amanda, why don't we go hang
out at your house after school?'
And I would just say, 'Oh, we
can't right now. My parents
aren't home.' And I would
change the subject."
When they would talk on
Mondays after weekend trips to
Disneyland or after vacations,
she remembers playirtg along,
telling her friends she, too,
loved those places. And she'd
always find a way to wiggle out
of talk about sleepovers at her
house.
She shrugs, "What else
could I do?"
Then, as she got closer to
Yomara Coronado, her best
friend since ninth grade, she
opened up.
"I got tired oflying. I told
her, 'I'm not the person you
think I am. I live in a shelter.'
She said, 'What?' She was pretty surprised and told me how
sorry she was."
Yomara wasn't the only one.
"I didn't know when I met
her, for at least three months,
that she lived in a teen home,"
says Jennifer Harden, Amanda's social studies teacher for
the last three years in LEADS,
the school within a school at
San Diego High.
"It's not something she talked about," says Harden, who
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Amanda, a San Diego High
student (at right), got prom
dress advice from case
manager Anna Plaster (above,
right). Laura Embry/
Union-Tribune photos

found out about Amanda 's situation by accident when she
needed to contact parents fo r
permiss ion to send students on
a politics-oriented field trip to
Sacramento. "I went to the office and told them 1 needed her
home phone number, and they
said, 'She doesn't have one.'
"Amanda i like an amazing
role model around here. She
actually removed herself from a
situation that many of our students are involved in, of her
own free will. She's overcom e
loneline ss and insecurities.''
Acknowledging the elephan t
in the room made it easier to accept her circums tances. She
doesn't go around telling everyone her life story, but she
doesn't hide the truth anymore ,
either.
It helped. This self-desc ribed
shy child opened up. More
comfortable in her oWn skin,
more outgoing, she applied to a
San Diego Charger s scholarship program and was awarded
$7,000 and a laptop compute r,
which she glances at as she
talks, as if to be sure it wasn't all
a dream.

lages, a renowned "one-stop
shopping" approac h to providing the rehabilitation and comprehens ive services the homeless need. Stuffed animals peek
out from here and there.
She smiles, taking it in, too.
"I don't know where I'd be
without this place," she says of
Toussai nt and its staff.
And there were others. Harden and Terri Zielenski, who
taught her English and so
much more, she says. And
James Brennan , on the Toussaint board, who pushed for
her scholars hip at USO.
"Several alumni went in together and asked the school, if
a student from Toussai nt could
get accepted on his or her own,
could there be a scholarship,"
says Newmyer. "It'll be worth
about $200,000 over four years.
It covers tuition and books,
room and board, her compute r,
clothing ... so she will have
what she needs to succeed .''
Amanda is quick to point out
that her mother helped, too.
"She struggle d with her issues, but she always protecte d
us, maybe even overprot ected
us," she says, allowing herself
to laugh. "But she always made
sure we had food to eat and a
roof over our heads."
Today, Amanda 's younger
brother and sister are living
with relatives while her mother
is working hard to rehabilitate
herself, Amanda says, "and I'm
so proud of her."
Amanda knows only too well
things could be worse.
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NBCSanDiego.com
More

Garfield HS Grads
Overcome Adversity
By Tania Ortega,
NBCSandiego.com Web Intern

Hundreds of students graduated
Tuesday from James A. Garfield
High School, a continuation
school in San Diego.

•

Images: Garfield High School Graduation

View Images

Most of the students at Garfield dealt with personal circumstances that kept them from staying in a regular
high school. Beatrice Sandoval is one of them.
Sandoval dropped out of school because she was pregnant. She then enrolled at Garfield . Today she's one
step closer to her goal of becoming a massage therapist. "I needed a diploma for my daughter so that I could
be her role model," stated Sandoval.
As parents arrived at the graduation at University of San Diego, many talked about the plans they had for their
children which included college for some, vocational schools for others.
Shiley Theatre was packed with a noisy, excited crowd. Some families used air horns to display their pride for
their graduates.
Garfield Counselor Ana Vasquez also expressed her happiness. "For my students this is really an honor for
them to do this for their families . Some of them may be embarrassed to get up on stage but they really worked
for it," said Vasquez .
After the ceremony, the graduates looked around for their families , and were soon surrounded by supporters
who had tears in their eyes.
According to Vasquez, there wasn't a dry eye in the place.
Copyright 2007 by NBCSandiego.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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NBCSanDiego.com
Mission Beach Rape Case Trial
Delayed
POSTED: 1:37 pm PDT June 21, 2007
UPDATED: 2:03 pm PDT June 21, 2007

SAN DIEGO -- The trial of three men accused in the home-invasion robbery of four University of San Diego
students and rape of two of them has been delayed until the fall.

Images: Women Raped In Mission Beach

Antonio Washington, Donald Smith and Willie Watkins are set to be tried on charges of forcible rape , sexual
assault and kidnapping for robbery stemming from the incident. On Thursday their trial date was rescheduled
from August to Oct. 9.
Prosecutors said two women were raped while their male friends were held at gunpoint in another room in
Mission Beach last October.
The suspects allegedly took off with a television, an X-Box game system and other items.
The incident set off a series of community meetings and calls for more security in the neighborhood .
Each defendant could get up to 300 years to life in prison if convicted .
Previous Stories:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February 16, 2007: Beach Rape Case Heads To Trial
February 1, 2007: Teens Recount Horrifying Details Of Beach Rapes
January 30 , 2007: Beach Rape Victims Testify About Attacks
November 3, 2006 : Security Cameras Going Up In Mission Beach
October 26 , 2006: Police Make Another Arrest In Beach Rape Case
October 24, 2006: 2 Alleged Mission Beach Rapists Arraigned
October 24, 2006 : Cops Make 5th Arrest Connected To Beach Rapes
October 24, 2006: Police: 3 Mission Beach Rapists In Custody
October 19, 2006 : Arrest Made In Connection To Mission Beach Rapes
October 17, 2006 : Mission Bay Rapists Tried To Kidnap Victim
Copyright 2007 by NBCSandiego.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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LARGEST EMPLOYERS

'

Ranked by total number of local employees as of Jan. 1, 2007

Rank
(last year)

Telephone
Fax
Toll-free
number

Company
Address
Web site

Total number
of employees:
• 2007
Full-time Part-time
• 2006
employees: employees:
• 2007
• 2007
• %change
• 2006
• 2006
(loss)

Year

manager

• Parent company
• Location

established
locally

NA

NA
NA

1850

NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

1850

1960

• Local executive
• Trtle(s)

Personnel

Admlnlstratloootstate
tunctioos, services and
agencies

NA
NA

Administration of federal

Company description

1350 Front SL, #6054, San Diego 92101

(6191525-4641
(6191 525-4640

40,600111
36,300 I'll
6

Federal Government

(BOOJ 688-9B89

39,900 111
40,200 121
(1)

na
na

na
na

UC San Diego

(8581 534-2230
(8581 534-5629

26,924
27,200
111

16,399
15,505

10,525
11 ,695

Higher educatioo, research and
health care

Marye Anne Fox
chancellor

Thomas A. Leet

NA
NA

4

County of San Diego

165
255

Municipal and regional
government services

WallerEkard
chief administrative
officer

CarlOsArauz

NA
NA

(5)

16,147
15,715
3

15,982
15,460

www.co.san-diego .ca.us

(6191531-5100
(6191685-2299

5

San Diego Unified School District

(6191725-8000
(619 291-7182

14,555
19,m
(261

13,044

6,733

Sharp HealthCare

(8581 499-4000
(8581499-4140
(800) 827-4277

13,872
13,377
4

8,949
8,541

Scripps Health

(858) 678-7200
18581 678-6767
(8001727-4777

12,196
10,932
12

5500 Campanile Dnve, San Diego 92182
www.sdsu.edu

(6191594-5200

,c11y of San Diego

1

State of California

(2)

www.ca.gov

2

(various IOcations)

(1)

www.usa.gov

3

9500 GIiman Drive. La .!<>la 92093
www.ucsd.edu

(3)

1600 Pacific Highway, San Diego 92101

6
7
(8)

NA
NA

1854

4,923
4,836

Health care, hospitals, medical
groups, heatth services, health
plan

Mike Murphy

CEO, president

Janet VIiialobos

NA
NA

1946

8,328
7,418

3,868
3,512

and
Hoopltals, medical
cHnics,home healthllOIVice8

ChrlsVanGonle<
CEO, president

Vic Bumchero

NA
NA

1924

11 ,247
11,114
1

3,631
3,579

7,616
7,535

Higher educalion

Stephen Weber
president

Richel Thaler

NA
NA

1898

236-6400
(619l
(619 236-5515

11 ,195
11 ,m

9,655
10,125

1,540
1,652

Municipal govemment-pubffc

Jerry Sanders
mayor

Rich Snap!)er

NA
NA

1850

8,008
6,960
15

na
na

Develops, delivers digital
wireless communications
products and servk:es

Paul E. Jacobs
CED

Daniel Sullivan

Qualcomm Inc.
San Diego

1985

(858) 587-1121

na

5775 Morehouse Onve, San Diego 92121
www.qlJWCOrTlm.com

Kaiser Permanente

(6191 528-5000
(6191528-7535

7,33013l
7,432 1•1
(1)

4,853
4,903

2,477
2,529

Heal1l1 ca,e, too,p;tal, outpatient Nathaniel L Oulln!
surgical centffl, urgent care senior vice president
cllnlca

Cherie Sampson

HospitaJ/Health Plan
Oakland

1967

(858) 674-0420
(8001 275-8777

6,946
6,937
0

6,187
5,623

759
1,314

Provides wor1dwide mall
service, handling 44 percent of
wor1d's mall volume

San Diego distrlc1

Bruce Lane

U.S. Postal Service

1869

San Diego Community College District

(619) 388-6500
(619) 388-6913

5,722
5,648
1

2,263
2.124

3,459
3,524

Associate degrees lo acadamk:
and vocational majofS

COnstanctM.Cerroll
chancellor

Wayne Murphy

NA
NA

1914

Sempra Energy

(619) 696-2000
(619) 696-4379

5,264
4,931
7

5,040
4,670

224
261

Energy services and
infrastructure

Donald E. Fe~inger
CEO, chairman

Joyce Rowland

Sempra Energy
San Diego

1998

(619) 544-3400
(619) 544-3541

4,680
4,090
14

4,680
4,090

0
0

Design, construction and repair
ol ocean-going vessab

Fred Hams

Don Dame

General Dynamics
Fal~ Church, Va.

1959

Drive, San Diego 92113

Science Applications International Corp.

4,588
4,352
5

na
4.3B3

na
350

Provides scientific, engineering,
syslems lnlegralion and
technical services and solutions

Ken Dahlberg
CEO

Bernie Theule

SAIC
San Olego

1969

(858) 826-6000

14-9000
-0160

4,165
4,046
3

na

na

Command and ax,trol and
communication solutions

COIJlOl&le lead
executive

Rudy Lozano

Nort!1rop Grumman Co,p.
Los Angeles

1939

2300
8-4164
) 722-7662

3,453
3,565
(3)

3,408
3,522

45
43

Gaming and hospitality

Karol Schoen
general manager

Rick saunas

Barona Band or Mission
Indians
San Olego

2003

(8581576-1700
(858 966-4957
(800) 788-9029

3,260

2,173
2,017

1,087
1,039

Health care tor chlldren of all
ages, reglooal pediatric trauma
center

Kathleen Sellick
CED, pre~denl

Lora Mltcllell

Rady Children's Hospital &
Health Center

1954

NA
NA

1948

General Atomics

san Diego

1955

Janet Wortman

NA
NA

1950

Lynn Ross

BAE Syslems Inc.
Rock~lle, Md.

1961

San Diego State University

(15)

9

1200 Third A.,., third floor, San Diego 92101

(7)

www.sandlego.gov

10

Qualcomm Inc.

(NR)

11

4647 Zion Ave., San Diego 92120

www.ko,Olll

(9)

12
(10)

13
(11)

14
(12)

15
(16)

16
(13)

17
(17)

18
(18)

19
(22)

2)
(21)

21

1850
C

Rutt, Peshkott

4275 C8mpus Point Cool1, San Diego 92121
www.,crtppe.o,g

8

lunctlons, services and
agencies

earl Coon
supenn11!ndent or
schools

8695 Spectrum Center Blvd., san Diego 92123
www.sllarJ).com

(6)

na

Public education

4100 Normal St., San Diego 92103
www.sandi.net

(4)

na

na
na

U.S. Postal Service, San Diego District
11251 Rancho Garmel Drive, San Diego 92199

www.usps.com

3375 Cemlno del Rio S., San Diego 92108
www.sdccd.edu
101 Ash SL, San Diego 92101
www.sempra.com

General Dynamics Nassco
2798 E. -

www.nassco.com

10260 Campus Point Drive, San Olego 92121

www.salc.com

Northrop Grumman Corp.

·~-y
==
~==--~·Barona Valley Ranch Resort and Casino
Rady Children's Hospital,
3020 Children's Way, San Diego 9

www.rthsd.org
uft, ..ft_ lh , nf c.ft rnPnn

-

5998 Alcala Park, San u1ego ~z11 u
www.saf'ldiego.edu

General Atomics

P.O. Box 85608, San Diego 92186

(5)

3,056

7

na

na

°"""'"

agency

na

na

na

John Platt

l<alsor Foondalion

manager

president

Johnl'ettltt

(619) 260-4600
(619) 260-5937

3,198
3,072
4

1,341
1,295

1,857
1.777

Private university

Mary Lyons
president

Gregory Pogue

(858) 455-3000
(858) 455-3621

3,137
2,686
17

3,064
2,632

73
54

Defense and energy systems

J. Neal Blue
CEO, chairman

Karin Yates

Washinglon, D.C.

San Diego

(NR)

www.ga.com

22

Palomar Pomerado Health

(B58) 675-5 100
(858) 675-5132
(800) 628-2880

3,124
3,334
(61

2,476
2,215

648
533

BAE Systems

(858) 675-5965
(858) 592-5055

2,900
3,100
(61

2,850
3,049

50
51

Oelensesystems

general manager,

Jack in the Box Inc.

(8581571-2121
(858) 571-2101

2,830
2,875
(2)

886
974

1,944
1,901

Restaurant company that
operates and franchises Jack in
the Box restaurants

Linda Lang
CEO, chairman

Shella Harris

Jack in the Box Inc.
San Diego

1951

2,826
2,900
131

2,371

455

Basic research In Immunology

R~hard A. Lerner
president

Judith Munoz

NA
NA

1955

(858)784-1000

(19)

ZJ
(20)

31
(25)

25
(24)

15255 lnnovation Drive, San Diego 92128
www.pph.org

10920 Technology Place, San Diego 92127
www.baesystems.com
9330 Balboa Ave., San Diego 92123
www.Jackinthebox.com

Scripps Research Institute

1D550 N. Torrey Pines Road, La .!<>la 92037

www.ocrlpps.edu

,.,_

John Jarman

na

na

-

vice president
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' County library offers summer
programs for readers of all ilks

°"

By Connie George
Borregans of all ages have the
opportunity to win prizes from the
San Diego County Library system
this summer and also to provide
food for sheltered animals, simply by
relaxing and reading.
They can even participate if they
have no means of getting to the
library to check out reading materials.
In addition, the Borrego branch's
usual stable of education, craft and
discussion activities will be offered
throughout the summer.
Summer Reading Programs
Registration for the library system's
annual competition- based Summer
Reading Programs has begun at all
local branches and will run through
much of the summer.
The themes for three age-based
reading programs are based on mystery and detection . The children's
program is called "Get a Clue at
Your Library;" the teen program is
"You Never Know at Your Library;"
and the adult program is "Summer
Sleuthing at Your Library."
However, Marlene Barker, branch
operation manager at the Borrego
Springs county library, notes that
the themes are not meant to imply
that the books chosen by participants
should be mystery or detective stories. All books are eligible, she says.
Borrego registration began June
19. While folks interested in the programs are encouraged to register by
the end of June, the children, teens
and adults participating will have
until July 28 to read the number of
books and pages specified for their
age division in order to receive a
variety of prize items.

Critical to the program, says
Barker, is that all materials that program participants read for the contest must be checked out through the
local branch. Materials beyond what
the branch offers in-house can be
supplemente d through the system's
interlibrary loan services.
To complete the program, children
through second grade must read 300
pages by the contest deadline; thirdthrough fifth-graders must read 800;
older kids from sixth grade through
the age of 12, and all teens, must
read 1,250.
All youth may reach their goals by
reading books, magazines or graphic
novels, or even listening to audio
books . The total number of pages
"read" in an audio can be determined
by checking a printed version of the
book.
Children and teens enrolled in the
programs will keep track of the materials they've read and the number of
pages in each on a log sheet given to
them when they register.
The goal for adults age 18 and
older is to consume five printed or
audio books of any type , which will
also be recorded in a log.
For children and teens, prizes
awarded for meeting their reading goals will include such items as
beach balls , disappearing ink pens
and water bombs.
Adults will be awarded incentive
items at various stages during their
program, such as a wallet-sized magnifier after reading two books, an
extra-strong chip-bag clip for four
books, and a county library travel
mug after reading all five .
Children and teens completing
their page goals will be entered in

.: ~
LOGO for kids' summer reading program promotes mystery theme found also in teen
and adult summer-reading program s this year.

a grand prize drawing for various
items, including T-shirts, a set of
wildlife puppets , a digital camera,
and gift cards and certificates.
Adults completing the program
will be entered in a grand prize
drawing for a $40 gift card from
Westfield Shopping Centers and a
county library tote bag.
In addition, adults have the oppor-

tunity to earn extra entries in the
drawing by filling out brief book
review forms for each tome they
complete. Only 50 to 200 words are
required of each review .
Barker says that this is the first
year the library system has offered a
reading program for adults, a lthough
programs for children and teens have

See LIBRARY, Page 38

I

LiJRA RY: Books availab_~ by mail, on Web, 'Ci1 .;uit'
Continued from Page 33
been offered for years .
In previous summers, she recalls ,
about 70 chiidren and teens have registered, and at least 40 have reached
. the reading goals .
Read for a Reason
Another program called Read for a
Reason is aimed at youth through the
age of 18 and being run 01;1line 'this
summer through the county library
system's Web site at sdcl.org/RFAR.
html.
The altruistic program is designed
to benefit animals sheltered at the
H elen Woodward Animal Center in
Rancho Santa Fe by converting the
number of pages r ead by participants
into bowls of food provided to the center by the IAMS pet food company.
Participants in Read for a Reason
can sign up online, record the numbers of pages they've read and see
how ma ny bowls of food a re being
, provided collectively by all the read, ers in the program.
Youth participants in the library
system's other Summer Reading
_ Programs can record information for
the books they've completed in those
logs and Read for a Reason , there-

-"-

by competing for prizes and feeding
sheltered animals at the same time.
The Read for a Reason Web site
also provides information about the
animal center and responsible pet
care, and there is a space for youth to
write book reviews and make reading recommendations to their peers.
As an added incentive for participants in Read for a Reason, the San
Diego County Department of Animal
Services will provide one pet-themed
book to the Reach Out and Read family health-care clinics for every 100
registrants in the reading program.
Books-by-Mail Program
Home-bound, critically ill and disabled people may participate in the
Summer Reading Progra ms through
the county library system's Booksby-Mail service.
San Diego Co unty residents are
eligible for Books-by-Mail if they are
temporarily or permanently housebound; have a disability or are ill ,
or are a caregiver to someone who
is; lack transporta tion; or live in a
remote area of the county that is far
from a library or mobile library stop.
For this program, customers fill
out detailed applications about their
reading interests, including favorite

genres and authors. They can also
specify various reading formats , such
as large-print books and magazines,
audio books, no large or heavy materials; or books in languages other
than English.
The service is free to qualifying
customers, with postage paid by the
county library system. No fees for
late returns apply, but fines are
incurred for lost or damaged items.
According to Ellen Zyroff, principal librarian in the county library
system's public affairs office, the
Borrego vicinity at present has no
participants in Books-by-Mail.
To inquire about m ember ship
in Books-by-Mail , call the county
librar y system's toll-free number at
(866 ) 279-9629, or send an e_-mail
message to books.bymail@sdcou nty.
ca.gov. More information is availa ble
on the library system's Web site at
sdcl .org/booksbym aiil .html.
'The Circuit'
In addition to the county system's
usual interlibrary arrangement, in
which patrons can request books
not carried by their local bra nch to
be sent over from others, a n ewer
service can acquire books from university libraries.
Ca ll ed the San Diego Library
Consortium, or "Th e Ci rcuit," thi s
service a !Iows library cardholders to
request books online from the collections of San Diego State University,
the University of California's San
Diego campus, the JJoiversity af
)3an Diego. and California State
University, San Marcos.
Books can be requested through
The Circuit's Web site at circuit.
sdsu. ed u for shipment to a ny local
library branch.
Additional Library Activities
This summ er the library will be

holding a number of other activities
for children, teens and adults.
At the Borrego Springs library,
activities will include the following:
For children (Thursdays, 10 a.m .):
June 28 - Storytelling with
Harlynne Geisler ("Riddle Me
This);"
July 5 - Make It & Take It Craft
(decorate a book bag);
July 12 - Gypsy Folk Dancers (follow famous sleuth Sherlock Holmes
as he investigates Old World puzzles);
For adults (Wednesdays, 6 p.m.):
July 11 - Book Discussion Group
("The God of Small Things" by
Arundhati Roy).
~
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CARMEL VALLEY
- S~N DIEGO CLIPPING
Haines Centre for Strategic VIiiage & Valley News

Management, a global alliance of
consultants in 20 cmmtries, has
established its North Counlyj
office at 14080 Paseo Cevera, serving clients throughout San Diego
County and Mexico. Heading up
the office are Eric and Jeri
Penniston, consultants certified
in the Systems Thinking Approach
to strategic management and
planning for change.
With their partnership with
the Universi of San Die o
Haines
ntre now Jom y
ers executive continuing ed
tion and training programs in
U.S. and Mexico. As an integral
part of its Hispanic -focus, the
Haines Centre will work with its
USD"partners to develop opportunities south of the border.
For more information, visit
www.hainescentre.com or call

csss) 357-9600.
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SMALL BUSINESS
Training sessions begin Friday (June 8) in the Micro-Business Technical Assistance program offered
b)Ulfill.and the Mabuhay Alliance. The program is designed to provide business owners with stepby-step t1111•~s practice training. Participants who complete the program earn two college credits at
r program is presented in five modules, each providing specific skills training.
USD. Th
Training s.!llial■ ·11 be in the Executive Conference Center of the Douglas F. Manchester
ampus, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego. Interested individuals may register
Building on
online at mabuH- IIHid ~.org or sandiego.edu. Registration also can be made by calling (858) 5867382.
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Emotional preparedness for sale of family business
By PEGGY EDDY
Wednesday , June 27, 2007
Some times, a family in business decides that the best return on their investment and the best path to follow for
the family is to sell their multi-generational enterprise. There is no shame in doing this and there can be plenty of
benefits to the family, as well as to the employees of the family's business.
Assuming that sufficient business planning, tax, estate and financial planning has been done for the family, there
are other aspects of this transition that the family needs to address. It is extremely helpful for the family members
to meet on a regular basis before the process formally begins.
Held off site leaving the business behind for a while, the focus of these meetings is to discuss not only the
financial and tax ramifications from the liquidity event, but also the emotional and psychological effects. In this
more casual setting, advisers can also brief the family shareholders on what to expect, review the anticipated
time line for the sale to take place and answer questions, even if they have previously been posed. No question
should be left unanswered.
It is the advisory team's responsibility to provide clear definitions of new terminology, outline potential problems
and tell the family what to expect. For example, explaining the due diligence process and what it entails is not
every advisor's favorite discussion point; however, the family needs to be prepared for this, even if it is less than
an appealing part of the process.
It is also vital family shareholders understand how important it is to maintain strict confidentiality regarding the
impending sale . They also need to know what will happen to their employment status with the business and
whether perks such as flexible hours, a company car, memberships in various community groups will remain in
tact and if their participation on the board will continue .
During these meetings, it is also important to clarify which roles family members will play during the liquidity
process.
For example, will the family member who is the current CFO be in charge of providing the business financial
information to the buyers or will the CPA do that? Who will cover the normal duties of the CEO while he/she is
involved with the buyers? What role do minority shareholders have and how does the board of directors fit into
the process, if at all?
Discussing the mechanics of the sale of the family business is important, however, as equally as important is to
talk about the emotional results.
Many family-business owners refuse to acknowledge that having someone else at the helm will be difficult.
However, when a business has been in the family for several generations, it can be almost painful to witness
changes made by the buyer soon after the deal closes. Changing the name of the business or letting go of longtime employees who were almost like family members can be jolting.
Remaining involved and employed by the buyer is another possibility to examine. If the older son always came in
early to get work done so he could leave and spend time with his four children, is it realistic to expect this
flexibility from the new owner? Even if there is an employment contract provided as part of the transaction for
several family employees, most likely their job performance and routine presence may be more closely watched
than when the family owned the enterprise.
Many times, it is helpful for the founder and their spouse to meet with another couple that has lived through this
process and continued to survive and thrive after the ink dries on the legal closing forms.
Leaming what feelings might arise and how to deal with this major change in their lives and their marriage is a
helpful exercise. Take for instance, each spouse's expectation to maintain their own weekend schedule and the
level of togetherness one spouse might be anticipating. A client of ours was recently preparing to sell their family
business. His wife was very worried he would be home all of the time , moping around, as he had not developed
any hobbies outside of the business.
During one of our planning sessions, she halfway jokingly said, "He will most likely re-arrange my kitchen
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cabinets within two weeks of the closing date!" After we talked about expectations and how to established new
routines, she looked fondly at her husband and summarized our discussion by saying , "Remember, it's 'for better
or for worse,' but not for lunch!"
Another family was discussing how they would remain connected , as they saw one other each day at the family
business and none of them was remaining with the new owner.
"We will still see each other at Mom and Dad 's, but it will be different!" one daughter lamented.
This family spent a good amount of time talking about their family values and their philanthropic endeavors that
until now had been limited by their illiquidity. After several in-depth meetings and discussions with them , prior to
embarking on the selling process, they decided to establish a family foundation.
The funding would come from a portion of the sale transaction and their advisers had plenty of time to get
documents drafted and things in place before the sale. This was a wonderful way for this family to remain
connected , both emotionally and financially over generations to preserve their family values.
They also were excited because through their family foundation , they could teach future heirs to be successful
stewards of the family wealth .
Some families wrestle with their own post-sale identity. During a prep meeting before the investment bankers
started their work, one son asked : "How will we introduce ourselves when we no longer own the business and
what if whoever buys the business does something that really embarrasses us and ruins our family name?"
These are legitimate concerns that need to be validated and addressed. (It also underlines the importance for all
business-owning families to establish their own personal identity separate from the business irrespective of what
the long-term plan is for the family business.)
Lastly, one 13-year-old grandson asked his grandpa during one meeting : 'Will people like us any more if we
don't own the business, Gramps, or will they think that I am a millionaire and want money?"
When a family is contemplating converting an illiquid asset into a windfall by selling their family business, it's
critical to address matters of the heart as well as matters of the head. True, when the Brinks' truck arrives with
the cash/note/stock that comprise the sale proceeds, the family can benefit from their now- liquid wealth .
However, being as well-prepared as possible for unsettling emotional and psychological fallout this event can
create is more valuable , in many ways, than the size of the purchase price.

Eddy, CFP, is president of San Diego-based Creative Capital Management Inc. and co-founder of the Family
Business Forum ~ S h e can be reached at peggy.eddy@sddt.com. Comments may be published as
Letters to the Editor.
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C.S. -Lewis conference
returns to San Diego
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - The Vishal Mangalw adi, intemaC.S. Lewis Summer Conferen ce, tional lecturer, social reformer ,
"Finding the Way: C.S. Lewis as political columnis t, and author
Pilgrim Guide in a Pluralisti c of 13 books; and Rick Hill, pro-Age" will be held June 28 to fessor of writing and literature
July 1 at First United Methodi st at Point Loma Nazaren e UniChurch and San Diego School versity.
of Christian Studies.
The schedule d artists and perIn order to equip Christian s formers include Ken Medema , a
.. to share their faith, the confer- singer-songwriter; worship leadence seeks to help people "un-• er; entertain er and founder of
<lerstand and live with people -Briar Patch Music; Jeff Kepple,
of other beliefs while also hold- a physician / musician who pracing fast to what we know to be tices family Medicine and obtrue."
. stetrics and David Melvin, direcOne of the question s to pe ex- tor, produce r and screenwr iter
plored includes how ·does one of a variety of indepen dent and
achieve this delicate balance studio projects.
between "being in Christ" while
Also on the docket is a perfoliving "in the real world?"
mance 'Joseph and the AmazThe speakers include John ing Technico lor Dreamco at,"
Mark Reynolds , founder and di- by Lamb's Players Theatre , a
rector of the Torrey Honors In- non-prof it, artist-dir ected, resi. stitute and associate professo r dent theatre company located~
of philosop hy at Biol a U niver- in Coronad o.
sity; Armand Nicholi Jr. , assoThe cost of the program is
date clinical professo r of psy- $295 for adults, $530 for couchiatry at the Harvard Medical pies and $225 for students. At
School and the Massach usetts the do~r, registrati on jumps to ·
General Hospital; Paul _Ford, $315, $550 and $245 respecprofesso r of systemat ic theol- tively. Tickets for children _7 to
ogy and liturgy at St. John 's 12 are $145 regardles s of when
Seminar y in Camarill o, Calif; purchase d.
Diana Glyer,. professo r of EngThe cost includes admissio n
lish at Azusa Pacific University; to all events, Friday lunch and
Malcolm Guite, chaplain and dinner, refreshm ents, Saturday
fellow, Girton College, Cam- evening performa nce at Lamb's
bridge, and teacher of litera- Players Theatre, and a closing
. ture and pastoral theology for buffet lunch at.,U_.....i--~
the Cambrid ge Federati on of
Theologi cal Colleges ; Andrew
For more lnformatlon,...11!!!1•
Lazo, Ph.D. candidat e in mod- csle.wls .org 'Or call 1-Bao_..._
ernist British literature at Rice CSLEWIS during regular busiUniversit y in Houston , Texas; ness hours.
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ENVIRONMENT
SDSU's Graduate School of Public Health will host a July 12 forum on "The Climate Forecast:
Mitigation and Adaptation in the San Diego Region." Keynote speaker will be Ezequiel Ezcurra,
director of the Biodiversity Research Center of the Californias at the San Diego Natural History
Museum. The day-long forum will be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Montezuma Hall at Aztec Center and
also will have exhibits, breakout sessions and a reception.
--This will be the first regional dialogue to identify the organizations, programs and expertise that will
lead the effort to address the impacts of a changing climate,., says co-organizer Ann de Peyster of the
Graduate School of Public Health, which provided funding for the event. " In the coming years, it will
be important for government and nongovernmental agencies to plan appropriately for a growing
population in a region with limited resources."
The forum also will explore the implications of AB 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act
of 2006, and other climate-related bills at the federal and state levels. Registration information and
other details can be found at htt :// ublichealth.sdsu.edu/climateforum. h . Sponsors include the
cities of San Diego and Chula Vista; UCSD; USD; the California Center for Sustainable Energy;
Sandag; California Water Authority; the Sierra Club; San Diego Natural History Museum; San
Diego Gas & Electric and The San Diego Foundation.
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'Mental Health Fair in RSF provides
invaluable resources, attendees say
Teen Depression, Differentiating Psychological Assesshients, Eating
Disorders, Living with Autism .. .these were just a sample of topics covered
at the Mental Health Fair held May 12 at the RSF Community Center.
National organizations from Chicago, Aorida, New York, and Long Beach,
as well as more than 30 local organizations gathered for the event.
Attendees came from all over San Diego County to gather information
and resources to help them navigate the often confus~
- mental health system. "I have been searching for resources for my dau ter and have come
up empty handed," said Lauren Bestade. "I was thrill to learn this fair was
going to take place with so many resources all in one place." Bestade was
not alone; almost every attendee encouraged Muffy Walker, who coordinated the fair, to repeat it annually.
Even those familiar with the mental health system learned of new
~sources f~r ~mselv<:8 and their clients. Angel Flight ~es~ f~r instance,
IS an orgamz.atJ.on that links both volunteer and commen:1al airline partners
with people in need whose non-emergency health care problems require
that they travel to and from health care facilities. This organization is typically regarded as one addressing medical needs, but not so said pilot and
volunteer area leader Mark Easton - they provide flights for all patients,
regardless of their diagnosis.
Other organizations attending more often associated with mental
health included US '
· Compass Center, the Child & Adolescent
Bipolar Foundation,
D, NARSAD, and SIT chapters, as
well as some with an
focus including RESCU Academy,
Fusion Learning Center
iates. There was even a company
representing the highly tou
upplement (Nordic Naturals).
Although Walker applied
ts to help underwrite the fair,
she was turned down by all of the
, angels in the community
once again stepped to the plate. Muc
appreciation goes out to
Vertical Printing and Graphics for don
r posters, the RSF Community Center for its donation of the
,
to Abbey Party Rents for
helping defray the costs of the rentals. allcer also wishes to acknowledge
and thank the volunteers who helped at the fair: Michael Brown, Linda
Balona, Susan Mooney, Kathy Hoffman-Orotting, Dunya and Alice Holland, Karen Sheffres, Hanna Sudik, Naomi and Aviva Alter, John Reed,
Lori Weseman, TVIA volunteers; Matt Schneider, Eric Hayes, Zach
Negroni, Sean Gruen; Kids Korps volunteer Kevin Schaeffer; Boy Scout
volunteers, Jack Farley, Noury Fikini, Drew Dohn, Nick Ahn, Christian,
Tanner and Nick Stiker, and troop leader Ann Stone.
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The San Diego Center for Children's 119th annual dinner, "The Magic That We Do,·• will be held
June 23 at the U.S. Grant Hotel Downtown. The event starts at 6 p.m. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
Magicians, live music and dancing will be featured . Rana Sampson, author of "Bullying in Schools,"
will be guest speaker and will discuss the impact of school bullying on the nation's youth.Sampson is
former director of public safety for .!Lfil!.. Individual tickets are $150, premiere tickets are $250 and a
table of 10 is $1 ,500. For more informati- - -• Nicole Ring at (858) 569-2148.

l
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' Baseball
US~Brian Matusz and three other
Team
pitchers combined to stn'ke out 15
and allowed just three hits in a 7-0 victory
over Chinese Taipei in the opener of a fivegame series in Burlington, N.C .. . . Vanderbilt left-hander David Price, the first pick in
this year's draft, won the Golden Spikes
Award, which goes to the nation's top amateur player.

-------~~--
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Ex-Little League star
commits to Toreros
JOHN MAFFEI
c FF WRITER

Oceanside High shortstop Matt Cerda, one of the
stars of the 2001 Oceanside
American Little League
World Series team, has committed to play baseball for
the University of San Diego.
Cerda, who will be a senior this season, has been a
starter for the Pirates since
his freshman year.
"The recruiting process
was kind of overwhelm ing,
so I'm glad to make a decision," said Cerda, who is attending an all-star camp in
Northern California . "Colleges were talking to me
and my friends kept asking
what I was going to do, so
I'm glad I made a decision."
Cerda said he had nar-

rowed his
list toJ!SD 1
San
, 1ego
State and
UC Riverside before
choosing to
play
for
coach Rich
Matt Cerda
Hill and the
Toreros.
"It was a really hard decision," Cerda said. "But I sat
down with my family and we
thought this was the best situation for me.
"USD made me a scholarship offer I couldn't refuse.
"It's a great school, they
had a great season, and the
recruiting class for 2008 my class - looks like a great
one."
Cerda said he'd like to remain at shortstop in college,
but is open to playing second base and even third.
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Heels vs. Beavers: Skip the introductions
By Kirk Kenney, STAFF WRITER

OMAHA, Neb. - It is no small task to
reach the College World Series, let alone
play for the national championship.
Imagine, then, the odds of Oregon State
and North Carolina returning for a rematch. The Beavers defeated North Carolina last year to become the first team from
the Pacific Northwest to win the title.
Here they are again, opening the best-ofthree finals today at Rosenblatt Stadium.
"It's special for us," said North Carolina
closer Andrew Carignan. "We wanted Oregon State. We had the national championship in our grasp (last year) and we let it
go .... It left a bad taste in our mouth."
· The only other rematch in the 61-year
history of the CWS was between USC and
Arizona State (1972-73).
Leave it to Beavers fans to expect an
annual pilgrimage from a program that
went 53 years between CWS appearances.
'lregon State coach Pat Casey bumped
J a Beavers booster in Corvallis over the
winter who said he made hotel reservations in Omaha before Christmas.
. "That's good," CaseY. told him. "I'm glad
, you got that taken care of."
I

Oregon State nearly didn't take care of
things on its end. The Beavers needed two
victories over UCIA in the final week of
the regular season simply to secure a spot
in the 64-team field. Oregon State has been
rolling ever since. As expected.
Everything changed two years ago,
when Oregon State reached the CWS for
the first time since 1952.
Season tickets to home games at the
Beavers' Goss Stadium have sold out since
midway through the 2005 season. That
explains the couches some students carry
to watch games from a hillside overlooking
the outfield. And the scaffolding others
rented to build three-story observation
posts beyond the outfield fence.
After winning the title last season, Spanish-langua ge radio began broadcasti ng
Beavers games this year.
"It's crazy," Casey said of the fan interest. "They're just a little more cool about it
(the third straight trip to Omaha). Instead
of jumping off the roof, they're jumping off
the third floor."
It is difficult to detect much difference
among Chapel Hill residents.
Attendance for games is up, baseball
caps are now stocked by the bookstore and

a renovation of the Tar Heels' Boshamer
Stadium is under way. But North Carolina
· is and always will be a basketball school. ·
''We've had better crowds and we're
building about a $17 million facility, so
that's good enough for me," said North
Carolina coach Mike Fox.
Things also are much different on the
field this season between Oregon State and
North Carolina. Only two starters return in
the Beavers' lineup. Only one starter is
missing from the Tar Heels' lineup.
While much has been made of the rematch, this is all new to tonight's starting
pitchers.
Two freshman right-hand ers will startJorge Reyes (6-3) for Oregon State· and
Alex White (6-6) for North Carolina.

Matusz honored
USD sophomor e left-handed pitcher
8nan Matusz has been selected first-team
All-America by the National College Baseball Writers Association. Matusz was 10-3
this season with a 2.85 ERA and a USD
single-season strikeout record of 163.
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
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~an Diego State and USO pick up the pieces
in aftermath of draft

By Kirk Kenney
STAFF WRITER

The major league draft has co
and gone. Now it's time for c
coaches to assess the situatio
Pro teams have until Aug.
those selected, meaning th.,.liiUlrs at
San Diego State and~ha ve 10
weeks to see how this all shakes out.
The Aztecs are likely to be hit hardest. SDSU knew it would Jose senior
right-hander Bruce Billings (Rockies,
30th round), but the Aztecs are likely
to lose several pitchers.
Left-handers Larke Sewell (Athletics, seventh) and Donnie Hume (Mariners, eighth) and right-handers Steve
Hirschfeld ([wins, ninth) and Garrett
Parcell (Marlins, 12th) all are expected to sign. Right-hander Charles
Nolte (Mariners, 24th) also has a decision to make.

USD knew it would lose seniors
rightBuschini (Padres, 11th) and
Shane
(Rangers,
obby Wilkins
alhalla and Deryk Hooker Jordan Abruzzo (Mets, 13th). But the
Toreros were hoping junior second
als, seventh) of Mira Mesa baseman Justin Snyder (Yankees,
they are leaning toward signing.
"Most likely I'm going to sign," said 21st) would return as an offensive cataWilkins, a ~foot-4, 225-pounder who lyst at the top of the lineup.
Snyder came to terms with the
was 5-5 with a 1.01 ERA for the Norsejust hours after being selectYankees
and
there
in
get
to
want
men. "I just
ed, however. He agreed to a bonus
play now."
"I don't see any problems working package that approached $100,000, inout a fair contract. The Rangers have cluding having the Yankees pay for his
shown interest from the start. They've last year of school at USD.
"I think it's the right time to begin
been up front all the way through."
professional career," said Snyder,
my
Hooker, who like Wilkins throws in
the low 90s, ~as 11-2 with a 1.03 ERA who plans to fly to Tampa tomorrow
and 98 strikeouts this season. He does for a lCH:lay camp before joining the
not seem as sold on going pro as does club's short season Single-A team.
Said Hill: "We knew it was time for
Wtlkins.
He accomplished all he could
Boomer.
Hooksaid
sign,"
I'll
"I'm pretty sure
er, "but we11 have to see how things individually . He's ready to go out."
USD is confident its 2008 draft
look after they (Cardinals scouts)
come to my house to talk next week." class, ranked No. 6 in the nation,
cal SDSU recruits -
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would remain intact.
"We're happy with our recruits and
feel good about all of them getting to
campus," said Hill. '1beir commitment to USD and signability was extremely evident with every guy."
The situation involving Los Gatos
High right-hander Kyle Blair was most
problematic coming into the draft.
Blair was rated the No. 50 prospect in
the draft by Baseball America, and he
was reportedly looking for a seven-figure signing bonus.
That explains why Blair slipped to
the fifth round before the Dodgers
drafted him.
"I put a high-dollar amount, and
they didn't view me as a high-dollar
player right now," Blair told The San

Jose Mercury News.

Blair's decision was evident in his
parting comment: "Go, go Toreros."
Two other USD recruits - Agua

Fria (Ariz.) High left-hander Sammy
Solis (Diamondbacks, 18th) and Gahr
High third baseman Victor Sanchez
(Cubs, 25th) - went low enough that
it is unlikely they can be bought out of
attending college, which at USD is
valued at more than $40,000 a year.
Point Loma Nazarene University
had three pitchers selected in the draft
- right-handers Johnnie Lowe (White
Sox, sixth), Tony Kirbis (Orioles,
23rd) and Taylor Cameron (Pirates,
31st).
In addition to Buschini, the Padres
used their seventh-round pick to select
Pacific third baseman Justin Baum
(Grossmont High) .
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com

Staff writer Bill Dickens contributed to this
report
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LOCAL COLLEGE BASEBALL UPDATE
The record-set ting season for the Toreros
came to a disappointing and stunning end June
2 as fourth-ran ked USD ( 43- 8) fell to Minthe dounesota, 6-5, fo r their sec
ble-elimination regional h
Stadium. A five-run, ninth-in
by the Toreros sent the game into e
but Minnesota prevailed with a \valk-off, b
loaded single in the bottom of the l 0th. Heavily favored to advance from the region, the
Toreros' season garnered broad national attention, as the program set a record with 43 victories and reached its highest national ranking ever (fourth) .
San Diego State's season ended in late May
at the Mountain West Tournament in Las Vegas,
as Tony Gwynn's Aztecs (29-30) fell victim to
the University of Mexico two days in a row. The
disappoin ting 2007 season, whose highlights
included the first ever Tony Gwynn Classic in
March, brought to an end the collegiate career
of senior hurler Bruce Billings. The 6-foot righthander leaves the Aztecs' program as the al ltime leader in strikeouts.

Lions dropped a 10-9 decision to Biola in an
elin1ination game, one which saw PLNU nearly
erase a six-run deficit over the final three innings.
Senior Taylor Cameron was named to the
Golden State Athletic Conference's all-GSAC
team. The rightywen t 7-3 with a 3.24 ERA in
15 games (12 starts).
UC San Diego tied a school record with 37
wins this year, but their season concluded
with a 10-3 loss to number-on e ranked Sonoma
State in mid-May at the NCAA West Regionals in Los Angeles. Matt Cantele and Matt Lawson became the first Triton All-Americans since
UCSD moved to Division IL Cantele, who hit
a school-rec ord 23 home runs this year and
ranks second all-time with 37, was named to
the first team. Lawson garnered second-tea m
honors following a senior season in which he
hit .368 with a school-record 23 doubles.
Senior Taylor Comeron
Point Loma Na!arene (30-19) concluded its
season in mid-May with two losses in the NAIA
Region II Tourname nt in Riverside. The Sea

Know on athlete in the local community whose story should be told?
Core to comment on this column? Send comments, with fim name and
location, to bumports_sd@yohoo.com and loolc for your question in the
next mailbag.
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llufflirs

GAME
rd
43-18: the final ofrecoSan

for the University
Diego baseball team, whlcii
was boo ted from the NCAA
tour nam ent afte r a 6-2 loss
to Fresno Stat e on Jun e 1
and a 6-5 loss to the
University of Minnesota on
Jun e 2.
For the Toreros, the 43
wins were the mos t in school
history, and the two stra ight
losses mar ked only the thir d
time this seas on San Diego
had lost consecutive games.

4:

USD's nati onal ranking, the high est in school history.

17,800+: num ber of
part icip ants in this year 's
San Dieg o Rocle 'n' Roll
Mar atho n, the 10th year of
the annu al event.

2:09:04:

winning time
of Kenyan Dan iel Yego at
this year 's Rocle 'n' Roll
Mar atho n

2::rl:54: time oftheDavtopid

Kloz (Oc eans ide)
local finisher.
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Loss can't erase sweet
taste of hosting regional
JOHN MAFFEI
STAFF W RITER

SAN DIEGO - Rich Hill refused to let two losses
and an early exit from the NCAA baseball regionals
ruin the experience of hosting a postseason event.
"This was more than just a baseball game," Hill
said after his University of San Diego Toreros were
e's Tony
eliminated atur ay a
-inning
Gwynn Stadium, dropping a thrilling
decision to Minnesota.
"You could smell the kettle com, the B
"Looking around the ballpark reminded
movie 'A League of Their Own' where the
manager stands on the field and looks aroun
can't believe there are so many people in the stands.
''We need to savor every moment. There was a real
.
buzz in the ballpark, and it was awesome.
"I want to thank the fans of San Diego for coming
►

REGIONAL, C-7
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out. The atmosphere was
electric. The city really embraced us."
This regional, however,
would not have happened
without USD and San Diego
State working together.
Ky Snyder, USD's athletic
director, sat near the press
box at Tony Gwynn Stadium
and recalled his college days
as an Aztec.
"We used to come to the
baseball games (at old Smith
Field), hang out on Raggers
Rail in right field," said Snyder who played football for
the Aztecs. "We were brutal
on the players, especially on
the Hawaii guys."
Snyder couldn't be as rowdy this weekend as he
watched USD play at San
Diego State. He was a key
man in bringing the Aztecs
and Toreros together to host
this event.
"My staff worked really
hard, and San Diego State
was really helpful," Snyder
said. "We had our issues with
San Diego State, certainly,
we're rivals. But we were
able to game plan around
things and get this done.
" That's a credit to both
staffs."
San Diego State baseball
coach Tony Gwynn was also
instrumental in getting the

NCAA to grant San Diego a
regional.
"Why not cooperate?"
Gwynn said. "This is great
for baseball in San Diego.
"The crowds have been
great. And I've seen a lot of
high school lettermen's jackets in the crowd. That's
great."
Friday's first game between Minnesota and Cal
State Fullerton was seen live
on ESPN when a softball
game scheduled on that network was in a long rain delay.
And all four teams in the
event - USD, Minnesota,
Fresno State and Cal State
Fullerton - have praised
San Diego State for its ballpark and the immaculate
condition of the playing
field .
"That kind of stuff can only help us," Gwynn said. ''You
never know. A kid in Fresno
listening to the game on the
radio might get interested in
our program. Or somebody in
Minnesota or wherever likes
what he sees on TV."
What viewers saw on ESPN and ESPNU were great
- if somewhat long - games
before large and enthusiastic
crowds.
What the fans found was a
friendly ballpark with easy
parking and good food.
San Diego State - at the
encouragement of both
schools' athletic departments
- waived the parking fee in
PSS on the corner of 55th

Street and Montezuma Road.
For Aztecs games, baseball fans are charged $2 to
park and must purchase a
parking pass from a vending
machine.
For the CIF San Diego
Section baseball finals on
Tuesday and Wednesday,
fans will be charged $1 an
hour to park, again purchasing a ticket from a vending
machine rather than a person.
"Parking was a big deal,"
Gwynn said. "I didn't want to
charge people to park."
Unlike many postseason
venues, San Diego State didn't inflate concession stand
prices.
The normal concession
stand hot dogs were fine, but
the Hunter Steakhouse
stand, featuring a tri-tip
sandwich, did a brisk business. And there were lines at
the funnel cake stand, as
well as for kettle com.
"The concessions were
great," Snyder said. "The
field was great. People were
helpful.
"This wasn't about USD or
San Diego State. This was
about bringing the baseball
community together. It was
about showing the NCAA
that San Diego can host an
event like this and do it
right."
Minnesota coach John Anderson, who has been to 15
regionals in his career, said
both USD and San Diego

State sh ould be proud of
what is t aking place this
weekend.
"Absolutely, they have
done a great job here," Anderson said. "Thi is a beautiful facility, and the crowd
have been enthu iastic.
"It helped tha t the USD
people were really into i t,
and that th ere were other
teams from the area - Cal
State Fuller ton and Fresno
State.
"I've been t o regionals
where all the teams had to
travel a great distance, and
there was no atmosphe re.
This has been exceptional, a
great environment."
With USD out, it remains
to be seen how San Diego
baseball fans will rally for today's games.
Minnesota plays th e 4
p.m. elimination game
against the loser of Saturd ay's late conte t between
Cal State Fullerton and Fresno State.
The winner of today's early game plays again at 8 p.m.
against Saturday night's winner.
" I want to congratulate
the San Diego program for a
great season," Ander on aid.
"I h ope people don 't forget
what this team, this baseball
community accomplished
here."
Contact staff writer John Maffei at (760)
740-354 7 or jmaffei@nctimes.com. •
Comment at sports.nctimes.com.
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Toreros eliminated
after gutty comeback
MICHAEL KLITZING
TAFF W RITER

SAN DIEGO - What minutes before had been a
skipping, jubilant mass of humanity, the members of
the JJnjyersity of San Die~o baseball team stood
are of the Tony
somberly un er
NCAA
h ts and exGwynn Stadi
REGIONAL
es and tearychanged hugs,
Minnesota 6 eyed nods.
The Toreros los
5
USD
in 10 innings on Sa
game that subjected them to possi
swing of emotion the game offers.
h-inUSD mounted an improbable five-r
ome
ning rally capped by a 3-run Logan Gel
run to tie the game. But the Golden Gop rs made
the heroics a mere footnote in this NCAA regional as
►

USD, C-7

ROBERT BENSON / FOR THE N RTH Cou TY T IMES

nt shows support for USO during the
Yvon~
Toreros' game against Minnesota on Saturday.

I
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► USD
Continued from C-1

Derek McCallum ripped a
game-winning single in the
bottom of the 10th.
Crueler still was the end
result. Fourth-ranked and
top-seeded USD (43-18) lasted but two games in the first
regional ever hosted in San
Diego, officially dashing
those dreams of Omaha.
"I guess you can just use
the cliche that that's baseball," said Toreros senior
catcher Jordan Abruzzo.
" Sometimes you can come
out and the game can just
get you."
A day after losing 6-2 to
Fresno State to fall into the
loser's bracket, it all came to
an end with star USD closer
A.J Griffin (6-2) on the
mound.
The Golden Gophers ( 4117) loaded the bases with
one out for McCallum, who
had been inserted into the
game as a pinch-hitter in the
eighth. The freshman ripped

.

ROBERT BENSON /

FOR THE

NCT

The Toreros celebrate at home
plate following Logan Gelbrich 's game-tying three-run
home run in the ninth inning.

a 1-1 offering past shortstop
Sean Nicol's outstretched
glove and into left-center
field.
"It was a huge relief," Mc-

Callum said. "We get to play
one more day."
After their memorable rally in the ninth, it was impossible to believe that the
Toreros wouldn't.
· "It was expected," Toreros
pitcher Brian Matusz said of
the five-run outburst.
"It really was."
Three outs from oblivion,
Justin Snyder started things
off with a double to left, followed by singles up the middle by Abruzzo and Shane
Buschini.
But the critical tum came
as Josh Romanski hit a soft
chopper that first baseman
Bryan Jost fielded and fired to
second. But the ball hit Buschini and trickled into shallow
center to make the score 5-2
and, more importantly, bring
the tying run to the plate.
After Daniel Magness
grounded out, the right-hand
hitting Gelbrich smacked a
high drive to the opposite
field off reliever Kyle Carr
that just kept drifting. As
right fielder Sean Kommerstad ran out of room, the Tony
Gwynn Stadium crowd of

1,188 was sent into a frenzy
and USD's bench spilled onto
the field to greet Gelbrich.
"It's been a common theme
all year for our team," Gelbrich said. "There's no panic
ever. Once things tarted to
get going (in the ninth), everyone just realized that we can
do it - we've done it before.
"It was just a killer to see
it not pan out the way we're
used to it panning out."
Speaking of abnormalities, Matusz was touched up
for five runs (four e arne d)
over 72/J innings. Minnesota
set the tone early as designated hitter Mike Mee blaste d a two-run shot onto the
roof of the racquetball gym
beyond right field.
Gophers starter Dustin
Brabender held USD's bats
at bay before he was remove d with two on in the
ninth.
"It had nothing to do with
hosting or people pressing or
external factors," Hill said.
"It was just two good baseball games where the opponent beat us - we did not
beat ourselves."
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Despite early exit, US
considers '07 a success
MICHAEL KLITZING
TAFF W RITrn

SAN DIBGO - After a season-ending loss that was hard
to swallow, University of San
Diego catcher Jordan Abruzzo
needed little time to digest
the question.
The senior four-year starter
had an immediate answer to
the question of whether the
Toreros' season can still be
considered a success after
they were ousted on the second day of the CAA tournament with Saturday's 6-5 loss
to Minnesota.
"Absolutely," Abruzzo said,
his voice breaking at times as
he sat in the makeshift media
room under the Tony Gwynn
Stadium grandstand.
"We want to go to Omaha
- it' a dream that's going to
happen, and I'm going to
smile when it does. When
USD is on that field, it's going
to bring a lot of joy to me and
a lot of these guys.
"This (season was) a good
step in the right direction.
USD is now on the national
map.
"I remember just a couple
of years ago, nobody knew we
had a baseball team, it
seemed like. It's nice that
everyone knows who we are
now and that the program is
going to be great for years to
come."
Indeed, there was plenty
for the Toreros to puff their
chest out about in this season th at saw them win a
school- record 43 games,
o. 4 in
climb to as high a
the Baseball America rankings, gain a top-eight seed in
the CAA tournamen t and
host the first regional ever

played in the city of San
Diego.
Three of their players pitchers Brian Matusz, Josh
Romanski and right fielder
Shane Buschini - were honored as Louisville Slugger All
Americans.
Matusz was named a semifinalist for the Golden Spikes
award.
On the other hand, there
were the postseason expectations that fell woefully short.
The end came earlier this season than it did last year; the
Toreros lasted three games in
last year's Fullerton regional.
But USD coach Rich Hill
said while the bitter memories of the past two days will
fade, the memories of what
the team accomplishe d will
last.
"It's an unbelievabl e success story what has happened
this year with these guys,"
Hill said. "But why set goals
that are way down here? Let's
just raise the bar and let's
keep raising it."
Hill said the past few seasons have amounted to a series of incrementa l steps,
from the Toreros' first regional appearance in 2002, to
sweeping Texas and climbing
into the national rankings last
season, to this year when they
"blew up on the national
stage."
Of course, it all comes with
a caveat.
"The ultimate goal is the
College World Series," Hill
said. "My favorite phrase is,
'We're going to complete the
job or die trying.' This year, we
got snapped."
Contact staff writer Michael Klitzing
at mrklitzing@gmail.com. Comment
at sports.nctimes.com.
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, Minnesota ousts USD, .
with bases-loaded
single in 10th inning
By Kirk Kenney,

USD reliever A.J. Griffin walks off after yleldlng
the winning run. Jim Baird / Union-Tribune

SAN DIEGO REGIONAL
At SDSU's Tony Gwynn Stadium
Yffterd ay'I ICOl'H
Cal State Fullerton, Fresno St. (late)
innesota 6, USO 5 (10)
(oday'ICJMIH
Game 1: Minnesota vs. loser of CS Fullerton/Fresno St.
Game 2: Winner of Game 1vs. CSF/FSU winner

STAFF WRITER

The USD baseball program reached a
stage this season where aspiration gave
way to expectation.
"We're at the point where the bar has
been raised," said USD coach Rich Hill,
"where anything less than the College
World Series, we're going to be disappointed."
Imagine, then, the Toreros' disappointment following yesterday's 6-5, 10-inning
.
loss to Minnesota.
going to
not
s
Torero
the
are
only
Not
the College World Series, they're not
even going to make it through the weekend in the regional they're hosting at San
Diego State's Tony Gwynn Stadium.
The Gophers (41-17) eliminated the
Torero s from the NCM tournament,
ending the school's most successful season jus.t when it was going to get interesting.
It was a loss made even more difficult .
because USD (43-18), three outs from its
SEEUS D,C8

•

► USD
CONTINU ED FRO~ PAGE Cl

Game slips away
after five-run rally
first shutout loss in 73 games, rallied
for five runs in the ninth to force extra
innings.
The Torero s' Logan Gelbrich
capped the comeback with a three-run
homer to make it 5-5, only to watch
Minnesota win the game an inning
later when the Gophe rs' Derek
McCallum lined a bases-loaded single
to center off USD closer AJ. Griffin
(6-2).
"I was fortunate enough to get a
good pitch to hit," said McCallum
'
"and then put a good swing on it."
USD didn't get many good swings
in Friday's 6-2 loss to Fresno State.
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The offense struggled even more the
first eight innings yesterday against
Minnesota's Dustin Brabender, who
limited the Toreros to four hits over
eight shutout innings before the Toreros chased him with three straight hits
to open the ninth.
USD sophomore left-hander Brian
Matusz wasn't nearly as successful
against the Gophers, allowing seven
hits - including two homers - and
five runs (four earned) in 72/J innings.
The resilience that became the Toreros' trademark was evident in the
ninth, however, when the crowd of
1,188 sensed something special about
to happen.
"It's been a common theme of our
team (to come back)," said Gelbrich.
'There's no panic. Ever.
"It was kind of a killer to not see it
pan out as we expected. "
The game, and the season.
While it could be argued the Tore-

''When the smoke clears, it's been
ros fell far short of the expectations
honor to play here."
an
past
the
they created for themselves
Abruzzo played his final game in a
four months, Hill offered another outUSD uniform, as did seniors Shane
look.
Buschini, Daniel Magness and Anthoshoot
to
need
you
general
in
"In life
for the stars, and you may get the ny Slama.
They will move on, perhaps to promoon," he said. "We shoot for the
stars in this program, and look where fessional baseball. But they will always
keep an eye on where they've been
we ended up.
"Top eight national seed. Hosting a and what they accomplished.
'The program's going to take off,"
regional in the city of San Diego,
which had never been done before. said Abruzzo. "It's going to be great
Baseball America No. 4 ranking. All of for years to come."
Abruzzo's dream of reaching the
these positive things ... It's an unbeWorld Series with the Toreros
College
lievable success story that has hai>
true. But he will be watchcome
won't
guys."
these
with
year
pened this
It will be difficult to sum up the ing and waiting for the day USO does
season's success in the immediate af. make it to Omaha.
"It's going to happen," said Abruzzo.
termath of an abrupt ending.
I'm going to smile when it does."
"And
the
showed
"A comeback like this
kind of character we have on the
team," said USD senior catcher Jordan
Abruzzo. "Obviously, we're very disai> Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
pointed.
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Dream is gone,
but foundation
is solid for USD
Jeny Gelbrich was
standing in the aisle. Or
maybe he was floating.
He was the picture of parental pride last night at
Tony Gwynn Stadium,
decked out in his USD
regalia, promising to buy
a round in celebration of his son.
"He's had a lot of big hits, but nothing
like that," Gelbrich said of his son, Logan.
"Nothing like that"
.
Gelbrich's voice caught as he said
those words, and his moist eyes_g~stened
in the twilight Two outs from elimina- .
tion he had watched a baseball leave his
,n:s bat and the ballpark to tie an NCM
_ournament game and prolong the Toreros' season.
It was a marvelous moment any father
sEE

Sullivan, ca

- - ~==---'-'= ================= =======
► SULLIVAN
CONTIN<JED FROM PAGE Cl

USD puts itself
on national-map
could appreciate but, like so many mer
ments in this wrenching game, only a
temporary reprieve. Thrilling as it was,
it was just a tease.
One inning after Logan Gelbrich's
three-run homer forged a ~5 ninth-inning tie, the University of Minnesota's
Derek McCallum delivered a basesloaded single to bring an abrupt end to
USD's reverie.
Just like that, the Toreros' breakthrough season was over, and its rented home-field advantage rendered irrelevant Just like that, the Gelbrichs'
goosebump moment was trumped by
circumstance.
·
"It will be fun to think about it later,"

Logan Gelbrich said as he prepared to
leave the premises. "But even when I
got back to the dugout, and the game
was still going on, it was kind of like
surreal because there was still a
chance oflosing."
This is the bargain in baseball. You
come back from the brink of oblivion,
five runs down with three outs to play,
and the game still manages to punch
you in the teeth.
'The cool thing about it is that
there's no dock," USD coach Rich Hill
said. "It can go on forever and ever
and ever, and I've been on both sides."
Hill was sitting behind a micrer
phone, searching for the right sentiment and the proper phrase in the one
speech he never prepares. He likened
his two days of hosting an NCM regional to a scene in"A League Of
Their Own," when a proprietor realizes his wartime women's team has
found a following. He spoke of the
noisy response to his team's small successes - a leadoff walk, a jam escaped
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- and of the spellbin ding scent of kettle com.
Part of a coach's job is to continu e
providing positive spin when the
meny-g o-round stops turning ; to tell
players that their momen tary disaJ>pointm ent should not detract from
their season- long attainm ents. This is
pretty standar d stuff, and it tends to
ring hollow when a toi>-seeded team
goes two-and-out in a double-elimination tournam ent Yet it was hard to
watch the Torero s this weeken d, and
see all of their superst itious cap contortions and anxious at-bats, and imagine them as a finished produc t
"You need to shoot for the stars and '
you may get the moon," Hill said. "We
shoot for the stars in this program ...
Let's raise the bar and keep raising it
My favorite phrase is, 'We're going to
comple te the job or die trying.' "
For Jordan Abruzzo, that job ends
unfinished. The senior catcher ends
his college career as USD's all-time
hits leader - his final swing a single

that sustain ed yesterd ay's ninth-inning
rally- but he promis ed to be proud
·
"when the smoke clears."
''We wanted to go to Omaha (for the
College World Series), " Abruzzo said.
"It's going to happen (and) I'm going
to smile when it does, when USD is on
that field. It's going to happen one of
these days. USD is now on the nation.
al map.''
Yesterday, that was rationalization.
Tomorr ow, it could be consolation.
Last night, the Torero s were still absorbing a punch in the teeth. Today,
they start dusting themse lves off to do
it all over again.
That home run Logan Gelbrich hit
disappe ared beyond the fence in rightcenter 1ield, but it will never really go
away.
"Everyb ody here will remem ber it
forever," the boy's father said. "111 remembe r it forever . It's pretty special."
Tim Sullivan: (619) 293-1033;
tim.sullivan@uniontrib.com
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"It's been a common theme of our team (to come back). There's no panic. Ever.
It was kind of a killer to not see it pan out as we expected."
LOGAN GELBRICH

_,
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USO designated hitter Logan Gelbrich is mobbed after tying the game 5-5 with a three-run homer in the ninth inning. Jim&ird / Union-Tribune
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HIGH PRAISE: The USD ba
deseives high praise or
accompli shed this year. To
in the regionals and to host o
to what has been done over the ye
course, it all started with coach John
Cunningh am and continued by coach Rich
Hill. Student-athletes from good families,
with high character , integrity and solid
academic backgrou nds are recruited by
USD to play all sports at that institution, not
just baseball. This makes USD's rise in
athletics all the mor~ amazing.
The high standards have not been
sacrificed in the process. At USD, it is still
about athletics and academics. Baseball
teams past and present get complime nts for
their gentlema nly behavior from the airlines
they travel on when taking road trips. As a
father, those kinds of complime nts are
priceless, and I'm sure Coach Hill takes
great pride in it as well.
BRIAN PIKE, La Mesa

(
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NCAA REGIONAL TOURNAMEN T

(4) MINNESOTA 6,
(1) SAN DI EGO 5
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- Toreros bounced from their own regional by fourth-seeded Gophers

Minnesota's Derek McCallum Is embraced by a teammate after delivering the game-winning RBI against USD In the 10th. Jim Baird / Union-Tribune
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HE FLINGS IT
AND SWINGS IT
\'ersatilP ,Josh l{on1anski has paid off 1\vice for Toreros
By Kirk Kenney
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IN THE BATTER'S BOX

As a center fielder and desiqnated
hitter, Josh Romanski this season is
hitlinq .336 with three homers and 30
RBI, 41 runs scored and a .406 on·base
percentaqe. As a freshman last year, he
hit .287 with four homers.

(above) Jim Baird/ Union-Tribune

.'

.

~ ON THE MOUND

Romanski is 9·1 with a 3.16 ERA and
85 strikeouts in 105 inninqs, and
was a first·tcam All·Wcst Coast
Conference selection and a second·
team All-America pick. Last season,
he was 5·4.

(top) Brock Scott/ USD
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Romanski will
pitch tonight
tioning he can get. Romanski is
scheduled to take the mound tonight at 8 when USD (43-16) opens
the NCM Regionals against Fresno State (36-27) at SDSU's Tony
Gwynn Stadium.
"I feel lucky and confident in the
fact that they have confidence in
me to go out and win Game 1 of
the regionals," said Romanski.
"We've got Brian Matusz, who is
one of the best pitchers in the nation, arguably the best. I feel honored that they would give me the
ball on Friday night"
USD coach Rich Hill has two talented sophomore left-handers in
Romanski and Matusz. In fact, the
pair will be playing together this
summer for the USA national
team. Matusz had been the Toreros' Friday starter throughout the
sea.son before Hill threw a changeup mto the postseason rotati'on.
The Bulldogs saw Matusz when
the Toreros traveled to Fresno earlier in the season. They have not
seen Romanski.
Introductions would not be in
order tonight had things worked
out differently two years ago when
the Padres selected Romanski
with a 15th-round pick in the major
league draft. But the two sides never reached an agreement
"The term I used throughout
the whole process is that it had to
be life-changing money," said the
6-foot Romanski, who is from Corona. "It had to be enough to
where it was worth forgoing the
college experience, especially the
experience of playing down here in
San Diego."
Negotiations included several
counteroffers between Romanski
and the Padres, who offered "late
second_-, early third-round money,"
accordmg to Romanski. Based on
bonus amounts reported by Baseball America, that equates to
roughly $500,000.
In the absence of life-changing
J?lOney, Romanski embarked on a
life-changing experience.
"We made a strong run at him "
Padre~ scouting director Bill Gayton ~d at the time. "In the end, he
felt like USD was a better option."
One reason Romanski chose
college 1:Yas the opportunity to be
both a hitter and a pitcher. Twoway players are rare in college
ba~ball,_ but they're virtually nonexistent m the professional game.

EIIJldforOmaha
Since 1999-when the NCAA
baseball to11'nament field was
expanded from 48 to 64 teams nearty half of the top-elqht seeds
hive gone to just seven schools.
The distribution:
6 - Rice, Stanford
5 - cal State Fwlerton, Florida
State, GtonJla Tech

4- Miami, Texas
3 -Alabaml. Arizona State,
Clemson. NelJraslll, South Canillnl
z- Arfcansas, Baylor, Geonjl.
LSU, Tulane
I - Auburn, East carollna, Florida,
Houston, Mississippi, North
Clrollnl. 0re(Jon State, Texas A&M,
USC. USD, Vanderbilt, Wake Forest
Romanski has said he wants to hit
until someone makes him put the
bat away and focus on his pitching.
Romanski arrives for the postseason with a 9-1 record and 3.16
ERA, along with a .336 batting
average with three home runs and
30 RBI. Those numbers hide the
early-season struggles when Romanski tried unsuccessfully to balanc pitching, hitting and playing
center field.
"He had to do twice the work of
anybody," said Hill. "So we tried to
create a lot of structure and routine in his life .... He's really
grown and flourished in that environment"
What Hill did was briefly pull
~omanski from the weekend rotation. He was given back-to-back
midweek starts at UC Irvine and
Cal Stat~ F~llerton, pitching eight
shutout mmngs against the Anteaters and eight innings of one-run
ball against the Titans.
_'Those boosted my confidence "
said Romanski. 'That let me kno~
that I could go out and dominate
good teams. That gave me the con~dence to propel me in the direction that I went."
He went on to allow just five
e~ed runs in 682f.! innings over a
nme-game stretch. It all came to an
abrupt _end, however, when Romans!<l was battered for nine hits
and mne runs against USF. All in
one inning.
As improbable·as it seems, USD
came back with nine runs in the
bo~om of the ~ e inning. Romanski capped the comeback, hitting a
three-run homer that made it 9-9 in
a game the Toreros went on to win
by l0runs.

"I think that was good because it
brings you back down to earth,''
said Romanski. "It lets you know
that no matter how good you think
you are, you're human, you're not
perfect. . .. You take it with a grain
of salt and work harder to get better."

If Romanski works hard enough
tonight, maybe he will be rewarded with a win. And a bus ride all
the way back to campus.
Klrll Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
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IN NCAA SPOTLIGHT

Th~ and F'. sno State teams lined up for the national anthem before
last night's
NCAA Regl
at SDSU's Tony Gwynn Stadium, which Fresno won 6-2.
The two
other team
,ament - which San Diego is hosting for the first time
- played
earlier, with
on handling Minnesota 7-1. KC.Al fred/ Union-Tribune
~

00

STORY,D1

NCAA REGIONAL TOUR NAME NT
Where: Tony Gwynn Stadium at San Diego State

Game times: 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. today and tomorrow, with a final

game (if necessary) to be played at 8 p.m. Monday.
For yesterday's scores, today's'schedule and TV information,
see D1.

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune
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REGIONAL

At SDSU's Tony Gwynn
Stadium .
Yesterday's scores
Cal State Fullerton 7,
Minnesotal
Fresno State 6, USO 2

Today's 9ames
Minnesota vs. USO, 4 p.m.
Cal State Fullerton vs.
Fresno State, 8 p.m.
TV: Minnesota-USO on
Channel 4 San Diego
(delayed), 8 p.m.
INSID E:

Cal State Fullerton
pitcher Wes Roemer
pitches a complete-game
to beat Minnesota. D9

Bulldogs take lead
after Romanski is out
By Kirk Kenney
ST Af"F WRITER

This was supp osed to be the
easy road.
Earn a national top eight
seed. Have an opportunity to
host an NCAA Regional and a .
Supe r Regional. Enjoy a legitimate chan ce to reach the College World Series in Omaha,
Neb.
So much for that
USD · st made thing s more
lf, losing 6-2 to
d' cu
last night in
Fresn o
To,reros'
the No.
NCAA

Fresn o State's Tom my Mendonc a led off the eight h inning
with a home run to deep est
cente r field off USD reliever
Anthony Slama, giving the Bulldogs a 3-2 lead at San Diego
State's Tony Gwynn Stadium.
The Bulldogs (37-27) adde d
two more runs in the inning as
thing s unraveled for the Toreros.
USD (43-17) has never won
its opening game in an NCAA
regional, forcing the Tore ros to
fight throu gh the losers' bracket in their three previous postseaso n appearances.
It is a fight USD has never
won.
And now, once again, the ToSEE

USD , D9
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USD's Sean Nicol doubles In two runs In the fourth Inning to
tie the score 2-2. K.C. Alfred I Union-Tribune

► USD

ski finishe d his warm-up pitches .
Roman ski quickly gave it to the
fans, striking out Fresno State
leadoff hitter Erik Wetze l to open
the game.
But the cheers turned to jeers
shortly thereafter when the
reros are going to have to navi- gam ' first run scored with some
gate throug h the losers' bracket if dispute.
they are to keep their postseason
Wetze l led off the third inning
dream s alive.
with a low liner to USO third baseUSO meets Minne sota today at man Kevin Han en. Han en, be4 p.m. in an elimination game. lieving he caught it, looked to
Fresno State will play Cal State third base umpire AJ. Lostaqlio
Fullerton at 8.
for confirmation, then went ahead
Sopho more left-hand er Josh and threw to first.
Romanski gave USO a fighting
But Hanse n's throw was off the
chanc e agains t the Bulldogs, mark, the umpire ruled the liner
pitching 6 213 innings before leav- touched the ground before it got
ing to a loud ovation with the to Hansen 's glove and Wetze l was
score 2-2.
safe on an error.
A boisterous, substantially proUSO coach Rich Hill argued
Toreros crowd of 2,693 was eager the call without succes s, althoug h
to cheer for omething as Roman- a televis ion replay showe d that
CONT I NUED FROM PAG E D1

Team rallies, then
lets it all get away

Hanse n gloved it cl anJy.
Two batter s later, Fresno
State's Brian Lapin tripled into the
left-field comer and the Bulldogs
had a 1-0 lead.
Fresno State added anothe r run
off Romanski in the fourth to
make it 2-0, but the Torero an·
swered back in the bottom of the
inning.
USO loaded the bases with one
out agains t starting pitcher Justin
Wilson, setting the stage for Sean
Nicol's double to right-center that
made it 2-2.
Roman ski seeme d to get
stronger as the game progressed.
When he left in the seventh in- ·
ning, Roman ski had allowe d eight
hits and two walks with seven
strikeouts.
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
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USD starter Josh Romanski delivers a pitch against Fresno State.

Nemesis strikes USD again.
■ Fresno

St. beats
Toreros in regional
for third straight time
MICHAEL KLITZING
TAFF W RITER

SAN DIEGO - Even as
the paint on the NCAA.logo
behind home plate at Tony
Gwynn Stadium has barely
dried, the dream season of
the University of San Diego's

fourth-ranke d baseball team
is already in serious trouble.
The Toreros - the No. 1
seed in the first regional ever
played in San Diego - find
themselves painted into a corner after being stunned 6-2 by
Fresno State on Friday night.
USD (43-17) must now rebound to play Minnesota today in a 4 p.m. elimination
game. The Bulldogs (37-27)
will face Cal State Fullerton
at 8 p.m. in the winner's
bracket of this double-elimination event.

"It's a on e-game season
every step of the way for us at
this point," said USD coach
Rich Hill. "We're not going to
hang our heads - there's no
negativity.
"We're looking forward to
making a run starting (today)."
The Toreros are faced with
a one-game season because of
a three-run Bulldogs rally in
the top of the eighth inning to
blow open what was a 2-2 tie.
►

USD, C-5

San Diego Regional
At San Diego State's
TQnY Gwynn Stadium
Friday's Results
Game 1: Cal State Fullerton 7,
Minnesota 1
Game 2: Fresno State 6, USD 2

Today's Games
Game 3: Minnesota vs. USD, 4 p.m. ,
Game 4: Cal State Fullerton vs.
Fresno State, 8 p.m.

TV: ESPNU will televise all games of the
regional; Channel 4 Will air today's USD
game on tape following the Padres.

ISi
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► USD
Continued fro,:11 C-1

It all started as third baseman Tommy Mendonca blasted the first pitch he saw from
reliever Anthony Slama (2-3)
over the center-field fence
for a solo home run. Steve
Susdorf later added a tworun single off Ricardo Pecina.
The rally broke a deadlock
that had held since the bottom of the fourth when .USD
shortstop Sean Nicol's basesloaded;. two-run double to
right center erased a 2-0
deficit and brought the crowd
of 2,693 to its feet.
If the Toreros had an obvious advantage heading into
this regional, it was because
of their stellar starting pitching. Friday, sophomore lefthander Josh Romanski lived
up to the billing by working
out of trouble often, allowing
just two runs (one earned)
and stranding eight base runners over 62/J innings.
USD chased Bulldogs
starter Justin Wµson from the
game after 5 2/J innings, but
the Toreros got next to nothing against reliever Tanner
Scheppers (7;5)~ who gave up
just one hit in 3 1/.1 brilliant in·
nings.
"I felt we were gett_ing
good swings," Nicol said.
"Credit to him - perfect
pitches."
Fresno State has been a
nemesis of sorts for USD. The
Bulldogs won a pair of 9-8
games against USD last year
in the Fullerton regional and
took two out of three games
in a series earlier this season.
"I don't think .you can
point to any one thing," Hill
said of Fresno State's success

against USD. "Fifteen hits has
a lot to do with it tonight, and
their pitchers holding us to
six hits has a lot to do with it,
too."
There was certainly a biggame feel as a heavily proTorero crowd filled San Diego
State's on-campus stadium. A
blue "San Diego" flag fluttered in the breeze just beyond the left field fence.
The Aztecs, who allowed
USD to use their stadium as a
host site, presented their
home in immaculate condition. San Diego State head
coach Tony Gwynn personally
edged the infield earlier in
the day, according to one
member of the Aztecs' support staff.
Now it's USD's turn to face
life on the edge.
"We've had our backs
against the wall before," Romansl<l said. "I still like the
Toreros."
Cal State Fullerton 7, Minnesota 1
Second-seeded Cal State Fullerton
got two-run home runs from Evan

ROBERT BENSON
FOR THE N ORTH

OU TY T IMES

USD shortstop Sean Nicol hits
an RBI double In the fourth inning against Fresno State.
McArthur and Josh Fellhauer in a five-run
fourth inning that broke the game open.
Titans right-hander Wes Roemer (10-6)
cruised to the complete-game victory.

Contact staff writer Michael Klitzing
at mrklitzing@gmail.com. Comment
at sports.nctimes.com .
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Like ·a good neighbor,
SDSU's there for Toreros
Tony Gwynn
was fine until
he saw the flagpoles.
He had
signe d off on
the idea of
rentin g Tony
Gwynn Stadium to his crosstown rival - it was, after all, his
own idea - but San Diego
State' s states manli ke baseb all
coach had failed to brace himself for the sight of a blue and

white University of San Die.llo
banne r llutte nng beyon d the
left-field fence.
'That 's the first time it hit
me," Gwynn said yeste rday afternoon. "And it's kind of hard
to swallow. But it's the right
thing to do. That' s what I keep
telling myself: It's the right
thing to do."
The gener ous spirit that
guide d Gwynn and the Aztecs
SEE

Sullivan, D9

► SULLIVAN

CONTI NUED FROM PAGE 01

Loan of stadium
good SDSU move
admin istrati on durin g the NCM
baseb all tourn amen t's bid proce ss
shoul d be comm ended , but it probably shoul dn't becom e a habit It's
not that easy being ecumenical, especially when tradition tells you
those other guys are the enem y.
Thou gh a lack ofligh ts and a
short age of seats preclu ded the Toreros from playing host to a regional tourn amen t on their own campus, how many schoo ls would have
gone as far as SDSU to accommodate a comp eting college?
Would the Hatfields have been
so hospi table to the McCoys?
Would the Mont agues have entruste d their keys to the Capulets?
Would Duke have done as much
for the University of North Carolina without first booby-trapping the
ballpark?
"I don't think anybo dy (else)
would do it for anybody," Gwynn
said, watch ing the tourn amen t
from a bench down the -right-field
line. "Especially if you'r e a crosstown rival, I don't think it's going to
happen. But I'm trying to get to
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where USO is. I want to be the
home team, hosting, with SDSU
flags flying all over the place."
Though the Toreros dropped
their tournament opener to Fresno
State last night, 6-2, the sustained
success of Rich Hill's program has
cast an unflattering light on Aztecs
disappointme nts. To his credit,
Gwynn does not shrink from the
comparisons or the competition. If
his Cooperstown credentials and
iconic status afford him a level of
security few other college coaches
can claim, tliey also allow him to
consider the greater good when
another man might obsess about
the petty and the provincial.
"Every Aztec I brought it up to
- my coaches, people in the administration - had the same initial
thought 'USO? You've got to be
kidding,' " Gwynn said. "Then I
took it to the Aztec (alumni) luncheon, threw it out there, and
heard the same exact words that
my guys threw out there: 'You've
got to be kidding. USO on our
field?'"
When he first broached the idea
with SDSU Athletic Director Jeff
Schemmel, Gwynn sensed similar ·
resistance. '1ne look on hi face
scared the crap out of me," Gwynn
said. Schemmel claims hi expression may have been misconstrued ;
that he might have been surprised,

but not opposed.
"We're competitors, but we're also good neighbors," Schemmel
said. "And this makes all kinds of
sense for those guys, especially
with the season they've had."
Once you move past the territorial reflex, though, it makes all
kinds of sense for the Aztecs, too.
Beyond the $6,000 USO is paying
to rent the facility, the $900 light
bill, the $500 scoreboard fee and
the $500 for training facilities, holding the games on the SDSU campus provides Gwynn a recruiting
tool and Schemmel a selling point
for future NCM tournaments .
However high-minded SDSU's
motivation, this isn't entirely about
altruism.
"Every pitch that is on TV, it
says San Diego State Aztecs behind home plate," Schemmel said
after ESPN2 aired Cal State Fullerton's 7-1 victory over Minnesota.
'The Padres are out of town,"
Gwynn said. 'This is going to be
front-page news. A lot of people in
this town are seriously thinking
about coming to San Diego to see a
college baseball game."
A lot of those same people were
serious enough to show up last
night The announced crowd of
2,693 for the USO-Fresno State
game was declared a sellout, and
n fall of the spectators were par-

ents of the players.
No other local ballpark could
have packed in the same number
of people and _generated the same
sort of buzz.
"If you took this same amount of
people and put them in Petco, it
would be cavernous,'' said Ky Snyder, USD's director of athletics. "If
we put 10,000 in there, it would be
cavernous. I don't think that would
have been a great environment
other than these college kids
would have had a chance to play in
a major league ballpark."
USO explored making a bid with
the Padres, but found Tony Gwynn
Stadium to be a far better fit. Except for th·e USD flag in left-center
field, Tony Gwynn was more than
willing to oblige.
"When I took this job, I kind of
came in on the premise that I'm an
Aztec through and through,"
Gwynn said. "But it's also about the
city and about having an opportunity to host something that this city's
never hosted before.
'This year, USO had a great
year. They deserve to be where
they are. We're happy we could
help them. In the future, we hope
to be the big dog in this town and
be in that situation, too."
That's what he's telling himself,
anyway. That, and it's the right
thing do.
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USD's reward is rare TV exposure
It has taken a monster season that has
brought a major event to town, but the
University of San Diego baseball teamranked No. 4 in the nation by Baseball
America - will be in the local and national spotlights this weekend.
ESPNU will carry all the games from
this weekend's San Diego Regional, starting with today's 4 p.m.
Cal State FullertonMinnesota game and
the USD-Fresno State
contest at 8 p.m.
All the games will
be played at San
Diego State's Tony
Gwynn Stadium.
ESPNU isn't available in San Diego, but
Cox Communic ations
- which will add the
MAFFEI
network to its lineup
in late summer - will
carry all the USD games on Channel 4
during the double-eli mination regional.
Dave Cohen, Robin Ventura and Barry
Larkin will work the San Diego Regional.
Cohen and Ventura will call today's
Cal State Fullerton- Minnesota game
with Cohen and Larkin on the late game.
Ventura and Larkin will switch time
spots on Saturday.
Ventura, who hit in 58 straight games
and drove 110 runs in 1987 while at Oklahoma State, is looking forward to the
next few weeks.
"I've done a little TV work with the
White Sox the last couple of years and
did one college game at Fullerton last
year," said Ventura, college baseball's
player of the year in 1988. "But I went to
the College World Series just to watch,
and it got me fired up again.
"I don't want to do a 162-game, majorleague schedule. But with my background, I think I can bring something to
the college games.
"It's June, a fun time for college baseball. And I'm looking forward to working."
In addition to the TV coverage this
weekend, XX Sports Radio 1090 will car1y tonight's game with Chris Ello and
John Kentera calling the action. The station will broadcast all the USD games
throughou t the weekend that don't conflict with the Padres.
Channel 4, which carries nearly every
Padres game, doesn't have tonight's game,
so air time is free and clear for USD.
If the Toreros win tonight, they play at
8 p.m. Saturday, a game that shouldn't
conflict with a 4 p.m. Padres start in

Washingto n. If USD loses tonight, it
would play at 4 p.m. Saturday, so the
game will be taped and shown after the
Padres.
Sunday, the Padres play in th.e morning, so there isn't a conflict. Monday, if
the regional goes an extra day, the
Padres are off.
"This is great for our program," said
USD coach Rich Hill. "We've put a lot of
work into hosting a regional and we want
as many people in the seats as possible.
"But getting TV and radio exposure is
a pretty good deal for us and for San
Diego State.
"People will get to see our team play,
and they'll get to see San Diego State's
facility. Hopefully, it will help both our
programs down the road."

Michigan, are making their full-time
ESPN debuts.
ESPN will also use Phil Nevin (Cal
State Fullerton) , Fernando Vma (Arizona
State) Eduardo Perez (Florida State),
Kyle Peterson (Stanford) , Keith Moreland (Texas) and Buck Martinez on super
regional and College World Series tele.
casts.
Like Ventura and Larkin, Nevin, Vina
and Perez, will be making their ESPN debuts.
Cohen, Dave Barnett, Eric Collins,
Mike Gleason, Mark Neely, Dave Ryan,
Gary Thome and Pam Ward will handle
play-by-play duties. .J
Super regional coverage starts next
Friday. College World Series games begin
June 15.

More baseball

John Maffei's TV/ Radio Column appears evr
can be reached at (760) 74C
jmaffei@nctimes.com. Comment at sports.1

Ventura, one of college baseball's alltime greats, and Larkin, who played at
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Toreros know their
with " Omaha," it certainly
raised some eyebrows.
Alas, Hill swears no statement was intended.
"My 'magic today' shirt
inadvertently got stuck under my wet suit," Hill, an
avid surfer, said with a
laugh . "I had to be honest
with them, and I said,
'There's no motivational ploy
here.'"
While the Toreros' focus is

■

Unprecedented
USD season hits
make-or-break time
MICHAEL KLITZING
TAFF W RITER

SAN DIEGO - Rich Hill's
players thought they'd caught
their coach peeking ahead.

s
r

moment is now
still on the moment as they
prepare to take the field
tonight at Tony Gwynn Stadium in the first NCAA regional ever played in San Diego,
the upstart darlings of the
college baseball world are not
satisfied with the sp.oils of
the present. Despite climbing
to the highest ranking (No. 4
in the Baseball America poll)
and best record (43-16) in the
history of the program - not

to mention garnering a coveted No. 8 seed in the tournament - there is a feeling that
only taking the next step will
make this a truly successful
season.
"This year, we're here for a
purpose," insisted USD senior right fielder Shane Buschini.

For starters, that means
►

USD, C-2

San Diego Regional
At San Diego State's

Tony Gwynn Stadium
Today's games
Game 1: Cal State Fullerton (33-23)

vs. Minnesota (40-16), 4 p.m.

Game 2: University of San Diego (4316) vs. Fresno State (36-27), 8 p.m.
TV: ESPNU will televise all games of
the San Diego Regional; Channel 4
will air g!3mes involving USO.
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► USD
Continued from C-1

advancing out of this weekend's four-team, double-elimination round that also features Cal State Fullerton,
Minnesota and Fresno State.
And just maybe ultimately to Omaha, site of the College World Series.
Josh Romanski (9-1) starts
tonight for the top-seeded
Toreros against Clayton Allison ( 10-4) of fourth-seeded
Fresno State. That game will
be preceded by No. 2 Cal
State Fullerton facing No. 3
Minnesota.
In past years, some
Toreros teams were just happy to be in the postseason
mix. Not so this season, according to the players.
" I think we're way past
that," said USD pitcher Matt
Couch, the Toreros' No. 3
starter. "I think Coach Hill
said it the best when he said
that if we don't make it to
Omaha (for the College
World Series), it's a disappointing year. I think that's
what everyone is feeling. I
think that's (the attitude )
you have to have.
"Even when you have this
much talent and have had
this much success, if we don't
get there, if we don't win this
weekend and we don't win
the super regional we're all
going to look back on it and
say what could we have done
different."
This group of Toreros
knows the feeling of falling
short. Anyone in need of a remind er can glance at the
sq uad in the opposing
dugout.
Last season, Fresno State
bounce d the Toreros from
the Fullerton regional with a
pair of hard-fought 9-8 victo1ies.
For most USD players, it
was their first taste of postseason baseball, and inexperience may have played a
part in thei r ouster after
three games. Th e first game
ended, incredibly, with a
Toreros runner picked off
first aft r a pitcher's fake

to third.
"In the firs t game, those
butterflies were flying," Buschini recalls. "They were
roaring."
Just as profound was the
disappointment.
" That team was a really
tight-knit team, and it was a
real tough time when we
lost," said Couch, saddled
with the loss in both games
last June. "It took us a while
to swallow it. It still fires us
up a lot, and we have a lot of
guys returning that remember that feeling and don't
want it to happen again."
Said Buschini: "It was
hard to take. You lose some
teammates and guys move
on - it's always a bad time
at the end of the year. We
just don't want that to happen here.
"We're not going to make
those same mistakes. We're
really prepared and we know
what to do."
What they're hoping to do
is something that's never

been accomplished here.
Though USD is making its
second straight regional trip
and fourth in the past six
seasons, the school hasn't
reached a super regional.
No local team has.
But the past doesn't concern Hill.
"Now it's a completely different mind-set with this
club, with these coaches,
with this administration," he
said. "We're in this to win it.
Once you enter into the tournament, whatever it is,
you're not saying your goal is
to reach the second round or
the third round. Our goal is
to win a national championship, and the only way to
do that is a step-by-step
process."
Step by step. Which
means "stay in the moment."
So much for peeking
ahead.
Contact staff writer Michael l\litzing
at mrklitzing@gmail.com. C9mment
at sports.nctimes.com.
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NBA's Cradle of Coaches
USD alum Mike Brown guides the Cavs and LeBron James to the NBA.finals.

The San Diego Cavaliers are bringing the NBA finals to town. You're probably wondering, huh?
We haven't had an NBA team in town since Donald Sterling hijacked the Clippers to Los Angeles
more than two decades ago, and our two Division I college teams aren't considered NBA talent
factories.
But you could call USD the Cradle of NBA coaches. Especially this year, with the Cleveland
onference title to advance to the NBA finals that begin Thursday
Cavaliers winning t e
against the San Antonio
Cavs head coach Mike Brown
the NBA during the 2006-07 sea
and the Sacramento Kings' Eric Mus

ee former USD players who served as a head coach in
er two are the Charlotte Bobcats' Bernie Bickerstaff

Bickerstaff, also a former general manager, is a former player and head coach at USD. He also has
been an NBA head coach at Denver, Washington and Seattle. Musselman previously was the head
coach of the Golden State Warriors.
Although Bickerstaff relinquished his coaching duties after the past season and is now just in the
front office, and Musselman was fired, both have been around the NBA for many years.
Musselman was an assistant with the Memphis Grizzlies before the Kings hired him.
In addition, former USD head coach Hank Egan, who coached Brown at USD, is a Cavs' assistant
on Brown's staff.
There are many other NBA connections for USD, including former player David Fizdale, who is an
assistant with the Atlanta Hawks .
The challenge now for USD's new head coach, Bill Grier, is to match these NBA connections with
an NCAA tournament status as a regular participant or contender for a berth. With more NCAA
tournament opportunities, Grier can point to NBA connections.
In other words, imagine USD baseball, which now enjoys such an NCAA tournament identity,
with an alumnus who was the manager of a World Series team.
-- TOM SHANAHAN
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Brown reaches pinnacle
Former Pacers assistant coach climbs to top in his NBA career by leading
Cavaliers to the Finals
By Mark Montieth
mark.montieth@indy#s#tar.com
June 7, 2007

You coach a team into the NBA Finals, rewards are sure to follow.
For Mike Brown , a large milkshake -- half strawberry, half cake-batter ice cream -- will have
to do for now.
"I've got that sweet tooth , baby!" Brown said, laughing into the telephone while standing in
line at a Cold Stone Creamery outlet near his home in Cleveland earlier this week .
He's got a sweet gig , too , although one he earned the hard way. Brown , an assistant on
Rick Carlisle's staff with the Indiana Pacers for two years , will direct the Cavaliers tonight
when they open the NBA Finals in San Antonio .
It's a milestone and a homecoming for the 37-year-old , who entered the NBA in 1992, fresh
out of the University of San Diego, as the video coordinator in Denver. The salary was
$15,000, and he thought he was stealing money.
"I was just happy to get a couple of T-shirts and a sweatsuit and some shoes ," said Brown ,
who is now paid more than $2 million annually.
"My wife (Carolyn) and I were talking at dinner, and she asked me, 'Has it hit you yet?' I
said, no, it really hadn't. It's a really weird feeling . You're happy, but you can't believe you're
playing in the Finals."
Brown is the youngest head coach to work the Finals since 1999, when New York's Jeff
Van Gundy also was 37. He took no shortcuts, however, working his way through an oldfashioned coaching labyrinth that exposed him to every corner of the profession.
From Denver to Washington to San Antonio to the Pacers to Cleveland , where he's now in
his second season as coach , he made a gradual climb to the top .
Carlisle gave Brown's career a major boost when he hired him as his associate head coach
upon taking over the Pacers in 2003. They won a franchise-record 61 games and reached
the Eastern Conference finals their first season together, then pieced together 44 victories
and a first-round playoff victory over Boston in the brawl-ruptured 2004-05 season.
Brown packed lessons from that season with him when he moved to Cleveland .
"It was tough to coach in that environment, but I'm glad I went through that," he said . ''There
was nothing tougher I could go through here than what we did that second year (with the
Pacers). Just watching Rick talk about staying on an even keel , how we all get paid to win ,
how we have to have guys step up. I said the same things when Larry (Hughes) went down
with his injury this year."
Brown has stayed in touch with Carlisle and assistants Chuck Person, Dan Burke and Chad
Forcier, and recently exchanged e-mails with Jermaine O'Neal. He also hopes to stop by his
old neighborhood in Carmel to visit with friends over the summer.
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He has closer ties to San Antonio, however, having spent three seasons on the Spurs
bench under Gregg Popovich , including their 2002-03 championship season. He still owns a
home there , and his parents and sister live in the city.
"I love those guys and I love the organization," Brown said. "It's my favorite team in the
West.
"But just like they want to kick our behind , we want to kick their behind."
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Grier's.been
busyinnew
jobatUSD
By Hank Wesch, s

Frrst-year-1ISQ..
etball coach Bill
Grier has settlea into a home only about a
10-minute drive from the campus and says he is
feeling more comfortable in his new surroundings and situation every day.
But it certainly has been an eventful two
months since the longtime Gonzaga assistant
was hired to replace the fired Brad Holland.
In that time, Grier has assembled a staff,
gotten to know the returning players, met with
the two incoming freshmen recruited by the
past regime and, just recently, secured a commitment from his first recruit. Trumaine Johnson, a point guard out of Texas.
Taking things chronologically, Grier said in a
recent interview he really got the ball rolling
while attending the Fmal Four at Atlanta in
early April. To coaches, the Fmal Four is more
a convention than a three-game climax to the
collegiate season anq crowning of a champion.
"A lot of things happen at the Fmal Four and
at times it seems almost chaotic," Grier ~d.
"For me, there were a lot of people offering
congratulations on getting the job. And a lot of
other people saying, 'I've always wanted to
work with you' - and I didn't even know who
they were.
"It was a very interesting three days. But I
did get a lot done figuring out who I wanted to
hire and in a few other areas."
Grier filled his coaching staff with former
UCSD head coach Bill Carr, who has the title of
associate head coach, former BYU assistant
Walter Roese and former Gonzaga player/assistant Kyle Bankhead.
Immediately after the Fmal Four, Grier was
off to the Pacific Northwest for a few days.
There he helped prepare for the move with his
wife, Nicole, and their 1-year-old daughter, Giselle Marie, from Spokane to San Diego. He
also went to Portland for some scouting/recruiting and to touch base with the adidas
company, which has the shoe and apparel contract with USD.
Traveling to the San Francisco area, Grier
stopped in to see incoming freshman Rob
Jones, a 6-foot-6, 230-pound power forward
from Archbishop Riordan High in Pacifica who
was signed by Holland.
"Many kids ask for a release (from scholarships) after a coaching change, but he was sold
on the school," Grier said. "After talking with
him and his family, I think we all feel very
comfortable with the situation. I was aware of

him through the recruiting process at Gonzaga
and I think he's going to be a good player for
us."
Grier also traveled to Texas to meet with
USD's other fall signee, 6-7, 220-pound forward
Clinton Houston from Flower Mound High in
the Houston suburb of Marcus.
Back in San Diego, Grier and his staff had a
small window of NCAA-approved opportunity
to work individually and in groups of fewer than
five with returning players.
The Toreros' top returnee, All-West Coast
Conference first-team selection junior Gyno Pomare (El Camino High) was unavailable, however. Pomare submitted to surgery soon after
the season ended in early March for a foot
problem that had plagued him for several
weeks.
"He's going through a tough time right now "
Grier said. "First with the change in the coaching staff and then with the foot At first they
thought he might be in a (protective immobilizing) boot for six weeks, but the~ the MRI
showed a fracture of the navicular bone, which
meant surgery and being out four to six
months.
·
."He's struggling with it mentally, which I
thmk any kid would. But the surgery went well
and now it's a matter of getting him back in
~hape and ready to play. He had a very productiv~ year last year and we're looking forward to
bemg able to work with him, which we couldn't
do this spring.
"It's a great bunch of kids and it's a matter of
building on what's already there and teaching a
~ew ?ifferent things, which we're going to bring
10 wtth our system and philosophy."
The first recruit of the Grier era at USD is
Johnson, a 6-1, 180-pounder out of Kingwood
High School in suburban Houston.
Johnson transferred to Kingwood from a
smaller school and combined with Texas Techbound Mike Singletary to lead a team that went
29-3 and advanced to the state semifinals in the
5A (large-schools) division.
"Trumaine contributed a lot offensively and
was our best defensive player and the best
all-around athlete I had," Kingwood coach
Royce Huseman said. "He transferred in his
senior year and had to learn how to play with
other good players, how to run the show and
not necessarily be the show.
"He's a good shooter but has more of a
pass-first attitude."
Johnson addresses a need Grier expressed
on the day of his hiring - a backup to provide
rest breaks for returning starter Brandon Johnson and depth in case of injuries.
Trumaine Johnson visited USD last month
got to know the Toreros players and said h~
realized he was Grier's first signee on the plane
ride back home.
"I'm kind of excited about that." Johnson
said. "It's a great situation for me. I'm young
and I know I've got a lot to learn, but I'm going
to push big time to make the guys ahead of me
better players or get playing time for myself:"
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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Schools make choices on radio voices
The first piece of the puz- •
zle - Andy Masur calling
niversity of San Di,
etoallon-XX Sports R
1090 - is in place and
pears to be a good fit.
Th~ other parts should
snap into place in the next
couple of weeks, with Ted
Leitner
again being
named radio play-byplay voice
of San
Diego State
football
and basketball- but
on anew
station, KOGO (600)
MAFFEI
-and
Chris Ello
becoming the voice of USD
football on CASH 1700, 1090's
sister station.
Leitner, who has called
Aztecs games on vruious stations for more than two
decades, had to work and lobby hard for this gig.
Leitner is the voice of the
Padres on radio, and those
games are on 1090. Plus, he
does twice-daily call-in segments that net him and the
station a handsome profit.

°"

t,J

officials are OK
with ffl'tner's voice on two
stations, even though the stations are rivals, and the
Padres are OK with the four
Saturday conflicts with the
Aztecs: Sept. 8, Padres at Colorado, Aztecs vs. Washington
State in Seattle; Sept. 15,
Padres vs. San Francisco,
Aztecs at Aiizona State; Sept.
22, Padres vs. Colorado,
Aztecs vs. Portland State; and
Sept. 29, Padres at Milwaukee, Aztecs vs. Cincinnati.
A problem could arise in
late September if the Padres
are ready to clinch the National League West. And
there could be problems in
October should the Padres
make the playoffs for a third
straight season.
Masur has proven to be a
solid addition to the Padres'
broadcast crew of Leitner and
Jerry Coleman, but it figures

the team would want its No. 1
guy (Leitner) on the air for a
division clincher and the playoffs.
KOGO has veteran play-byplay man Lee Hamilton in the
bullpen if Leitner needs some
relief.
And while Leitner and
Hamilton don't agree on this,
I cnnsiderthem equally talented, but with contrasting
styles.
As for USD football, Ello is
a good fit. He did a great job
on Gulls hockey and is talented enough to call San Diego
State games if his path wasn't
blocked by Leitner and
Hamilton.
Still, USD is a good property and Ello enjoys calling
games. The Toreros, an NCAA
Division I-AA prngram in football, were 11-1 last season.
They have a rough travel

schedule with trips to play
Butler (Ind.), Valparaiso (Ind.),
Dayton (Ohio), Morehead
State (Ky.) and UC Davis.
But he survived the West
Coast Hockey League trips to
Anchorage in December, so
Kentucky in November isn't
all that bad.
Both the Aztecs and
Toreros are hurting for a color
analyst.
John Kentera is the best
football analyst in town, and
would love to team with Leitner on San Diego State broadcasts. But he works at 1090, so
the Aztecs probably won't
work for him.
Kentera would make a
great partner for Ello, but
Kentera hosts the Padres
postgame show, and letting
him get away in September in
a pennant race is iffy.
Mark Halda's name has

been mentioned as a partner
for Leitner, but Balda is
coaching football at Palomar
College and probably isn't
available.
Ex-Aztecs and NFL kicker
Benny Ricardo, who is now a
successful broadcaster and
comedian, offered his services, but withdrew his name
when SDSU officials showed
little interest.
So who does that leave?
Your guess is as good as mine.
Lost in the shuffle of the
announcers is Jim Stone, a
very capable play-by-play
man who called USD basketball. Stone works at NBC ,7/39,
so he's not hurting for work,
but he's too good to not have a
play-by-play gig.
The best guess is that
Stone and Steve Quis will call
San Diego State and USD basketball games on Channel 4.
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USD tabs Masur as
new voice of hoops
I
t appears two of the Padres'
three radio announcer s will be
keeping busy in the offseason.
The one certainty is that Andy
Masur will call USD sketball
gaines on XX ports
as certain is that Ted
remain as the radio v01 ·.J"M
Diego State football and ti . :1'
ball.
An announcem ent from SD
isn't expected for a week or two,
but Leitner is considered a lock for
the job, according to several people close to the situation.
Meanwhile, Masur's new gig
was made official yesterday. His selection had long been rumored,
but it still was a mild surprise only
because about six weeks ago, after
XX Sports agreed to carry USD
games, station boss John Lynch
promised a "national search" for
someone who could call the games
and host a talk show. Masur is capable of doing both, but he said his
deal does not include a talk show.
"I really enjoy doing college basketball games," said Masur, the
voice of Loyola-Chicago basketball
for the last five seasons. "It's a different pace than a baseball game."
Masur obviously isn't too familiar with USD basketball, although
the Toreros did play a home-andhome series with Loyola the last
two seasons. But he said he spoke
recently with Ky Snyder, USD executive director of athletics, and "I
like the things he had to say about
their commitme nt to winning."
The downside of Masur's hiring
is that it means the end of Jim
Stone's three-year term as the
voice of the Toreros. Stone expected the move after XX Sports
agreed to carry the games, especially beca~se on two previous occasions, while working at SDSU,
he was replaced after a station
change. But that didn't make hearinJ? the news any easier.

" I'd be lying if I said I wasn't disappointed," Stone said. "When you
put your heart and soul into something and you're passionate and
you're good at what you do, it's bitterly disappointing. It's also bitterly
disappointi ng that loyalty doesn't
eanmuch."
nyder called himself "a big fan"
• I ne and said the change was
I
reflection on Jim's work. It's a
act of our new partnership with
(XX). These days, when you
change carriers and the carrier's
very involved in the broadcast,
they're going to have more say in
who the talent is.... It's become
very evident Andy is an up-andcoming great talent"

~- ...
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USD hoops tabs Padres' announcer
ball games the past five seasons.
As a matter of fact, he
The "nationwide search" was on a road trip with the
to find a voice for University· Loyola basketball team
of San Diego men's basket- when he learned 'he had seball wen t no further than cured the Padres job.
Petco Park. Padres announc"I appreciate the opporer Andy Masur was named tunity given to me by USD
to the position on Thursday and XX Sports to be the
by John Lynch of XX Sports voice of Toreros basketball,"
Radio 1090, the university's Masur said in a statement
new flagship station.
released by USD. "The proMasur, who ha fit nicely gram continues to reach new
into the Padres' broadcast heights, and I look forward
booth in his first season to being associated with the
working with Ted Leitner program.
and Jerry Coleman, has ex"The West Coast Conferperience doing college bas- ence is very competitive,
ke t ball, handling the play- and coupled with the upby-play broadcasts for Loy- graded
non-conferenc e
ola-Chicago men's basket- schedule, it's an exciting
ORT! I COUNTY Ti~IES

time for USD."
A 1989 graduate of
Bradley University, Masur
began his broadcasting career working as a top-40 DJ
in Peoria, ill. He has worked
as a radio traffic reporter, a
radio talk-show host and
sports reporter.
He hosted an overnight
show on the One-on-One
Sports network before getting hired by WGN, where he
worked Chicago Cubs broadcasts for eight years.
USD basketball games
will air on 1090 this season
with Toreros football on
KASH 1700. An announcer
for football has not been
named.
- John Maffei

(
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CSU player to USD

-

Colorado State transfer Nya
Mason has joined the USD
women's basketball team, Toreros coach Cindy Fisher announced.
Mason, a 6-2 center, played 25
games for the Rams last season
as a freshman, averaging four
points and two rebounds. She will
sit out next season because of
NCAA transfer rules.
"We are so fortunate to have a
player of Nya's caliber coming
into our program," Fisher said.
"Nya is a very talented and skilled
low-post player and will make an
immediate impact on our team."
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EastCounty ·Alliance' kick-starts the Sunwaves
By Phillip Brents
FOR THE EAST COIJNIY CALIFORNIAN

Professional women_'s soccer in
San Diego County owes its existence this summer to a bunch of
youth soccer parents - specifically
a bunch of soccer moms and dads
from East County.
The South Bay-headquartered
San Diego Gauchos filled the gap
left by the departure of the international-flavored WUSA San Diego
Spirit by fielding a women's team
in the United Soccer Leagues' WLeague for the 2005 and 2006 seasons. With the demise of the
WUSA, the -W-League stepped forward as North· America's premier
women's pro league.
The Gauchos may have underestimated the caliber of play in a WLeague now infused with top-notch
talent from the defunct WUSA. The
result was an inaugural_0-14 cam,
paign while fielding _a lineup comprised primarily of high school and
junior college standouts. The
Gauchos increased their player profile last season by adding standout~
from four-year colleges a,nd instantly became competitive with the top
teams in the Western Conference. A
lack of finishing prowess cost the
team in a couple of matches, with
the second-year club finishing · a
deceiving 2-7-3.
The Gauchos increased their
aJtendance dramatically from their
first season to the second season,
specifically showing that there was
still a market for high-level
women's soccer a t ~
Stadium. But the team was s
ing the off-season and the ne
Diego Sunwaves were born.
Credit for the W-League main- o..ing a presence in the r7gion
0,
0,

Rebekah Patrick 111-.sa. W ap field for the \IV-League San Diego Sunwaves.
goes to a group of ..--,s whose
daughters play in the Ezt Countybased Alliance Socxn Claib. "lhe
Sunwaves ownersbipgn:apamsists
of Diane and TJ. l.aRaa,, William
Jensen and ScottMdla-..il-all
East County residents..
The new owDCISllip J!:IUUP got
ved in the Suaw.na lhruugh
ociatioo widt Elio Bello,
the ~ Soccec
,l ~ pRIIJlia:--level

director and was a member of last
year's Gauchos coaching staff.
Bello also happened to coach the
daughters of the three respective
families. When the opportunity
arose (the Gauchos' decision to end
operations), it didn't take long to
bring the Sunwaves into existence.
Diane Laflam described the
Sunwaves owners as a "group of
parents who have a love for the
game of soccer."
She and her husband described an

Photo by Phillip Brents

incident that happened four years
ago that heavily influenced their
decision to become involved in
breathing new life into the WLeague team.
"Four years ago our daughter
Brittany and the Jensens ' daughter
Chelsea were invited to come on air
at one of the local radio shows to
meet and talk with Jamie
Pagliarulo, a goalkyeper from the
San Diego Spirit," Diane Laflam
said. "At the time the girls were 10

years old, best of friends , and
AYSO soccer players destined to
play against each other in the county playoffs. They were young and
very impressionable.
''After meeting Jamie, they were
infused with enthusiasm for the
sport. Since then, they joined club
soccer and now play for their high
school teams. They are growing and
improving with each passing year.
They are great students, good athletes, and most important they are
awesome decision-makers, always
striving to make the right choices in
life. 1n short, they are growing up to
be women any parent would be
proud of. We really believe the
experience they had meeting a great
woman athlete influenced their
determination to take control of
their lives and move in a positive
direction. If the women on our team
can influence even one child, like
Jamie Pagliarulo influenced our
girls, then the decision to bring and
keep a team in San Diego was a
good one."
Brittany LaFlam, Chelsea ·Jensen
and Megan McDermand ·- the
daughters in question (who have
been playing together for six to .
seven years) are now 14.
Brittany now plays soccer for Steele
Canyon High School and the
Alliance Soccer Club.
The LaFlam's youngest daughter,
Bailey, is almost 9, and plays AYSO
soccer and is on an indoor team.
She also dabbles in gymnastics,
according io the family. Megan will
be a freshman at Steele Canyon this
fall. An older sister, Kellin, will be
a senior at the Rancho San Diego
school. The McDermands also have
a son , Scott, who attends
Southwestern College, and an older
daughter, Erin, who is married and
lives in Scottsdale, Ariz., with her
husband Randy and two sons Quinn
and Shane.
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The elder Mcr--'1and, a 1971
graduate of USL _..c:l.id the three
families wanted to help provide
positiv~ role moddsfor young girls
as well as help provide affordable
family entertainment by becoming
involved with the Sunwaves.
"We all felt that what we were
doing was for the girls who made
up the team, the community by pro-
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viding some good, affordable family entertainment, and some great
role models for our own girls and
the young girls who we hoped
would follow the Sunwaves," Scott
McDennand said. "I think we all
feel that, to a much smaller scale
than we had hoped for, we have
actually accomplished these things.
We are all very proud of the
Sunwaves players, who have been
everything we hoped they would
be."
With an :influ x of even higherprofile playing talent than las t season , the Sunwaves expected to pro. vide a high-level, entertaining
brand of professional women's soccer this summer. Thus far, the team
has delive~ed just that with a 5-~- I
record that has been highlighted by
a 2-2 draw against the defending WVancouver
champion
Lea·gue
Whitecaps (i n Canada) and a twogame sweep ~f the visiting Mile
High Edge from Denver June 22
and June 24 at USO.
The Sunwaves downed the Edge
3-1 in come-from-behind fashion in
the series opener and recorded a 4-0
shutout victory in the second game
to sweep the season series 3-0 after
previously defeating the Edge, 4-0,
on its season-opening three-game
C~lorado road trip.
Photo by Phillip Brents
USD's Amy Epsten, one of the
- ~my Epsten had four goals in the Sunwaves' two-game weekend holdovers from the Gauchos, scored
~ ,weep of the visiting Mile High Edge. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D,rice_in~each game to give her fo ur

-

goals in the two matches. Katie
Miyake, an AU-Western Conference
selection last season with the
Gauchos, collected one goal and
two assists in the two games while
Leigh Ann Robinson (USO/Mt.
.Carmel High School) had a goal
and assist and Rebekah Patrick
scored one goal. Elizabeth Remy,
who scored both goals in the
Sunwaves' June 10 game in
Vancouver, had two assists while
Holly Grogan and Debs Berenton
also were credited with assists in
the two matches again$! the Edge.
Goalkeeper Sofia Perez, an alumna
of Bon ita Vista High School and
SDSU, had two saves in each game.
She posted her third shutout of the
season in the June 24 win .
"Everything came together for
us," said Bello, who serves as the
Sunwaves head coach. "We played
well and dominated the ball. We got
it done."
The two victories catapulted the
Sunwaves into sole possession of
first place in the Western
Conference standings - three points_
ahead ·of the second-place Seattle
Sounders (4-3-1 ).
"It · would be great to make the
playoffs in the Sunwaves' inaugural
season," said Epsten, who works in
El Cajon and has two years of eligibility left at Us!>. "It's so great to ·
have this opportunity. I've met so
many great people. It's a great
experience. We' ve gotten betCer and
better every year. San Diego is such
a great place to ph1.y soccer. We love

to compete. It would be great to win
the W-League championship in our
inaugural season."
Off the field, the Sunwaves are
banking on suppon from the
region's numerous youth soccer
players. That potential was
admirably displayed by the turnout
of an estimated 2,000 fans · at the
team's May 18 exhibition match
against the Los Angeles Storm. The
sizable crow~ was easily the largest
gathering of fans to watch a professional women 's soccer match locally (other than the U.S . women 's
national team) since the demi se of
the WUSA in 2003.
''We want to provide a pro level
for the women's game and keep it in
San Diego," T.J. LaFlam said when
asked about the team 's goals. "The
USL is a respected organization and
the W-League is a high level league.
We think soccer in America is at a
point right now where football was
20 years ago when it took off. Youth
soccer is where our fan base is."
The Sunwaves already appear on
their way to replicating the support
the former WUSA Spirit enjoyed
among area youth. At the team 's
preseason match, several young
girls, standing at the front rai l,
began spontaneously singing a
cheer song dedicated to the
Sunwaves.
It could be a marriage made in
heaven - or, more precisely, on the
youth soccer fields of San Diego
County.
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